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Abstract

The abihty to control both the spectral and electrical stability o f polymer light emitting 

devices are just two of the parameters that are paramount to their commercial viability. 

The presence o f water vapour and oxygen in such devices can be detrimental to both the 

short and long term performance o f the device. In this thesis a numbers o f different thin 

film processing techniques were employed to remove air from thin films o f the 

conjugated polymer poly(weto-phenylenevinylene-co-2,5-dioctlyoxy-/?ara- 

phenylenevinylene) [PmPV] to enhance its photostability. Each processing technique 

was calibrated for photoluminescence intensity. One technique, which required solution 

degassing, inert atmosphere spinning and a vacuum baking environment, showed 

significantly improved properties and was studied in depth using photoinduced 

absorption spectroscopy. Polaron formation and excited state absorptions were found to 

strongly influence the photoluminescence efficiency. The control o f aggregation and 

thus interchain separation enabled the photoluminescence efficiency to be varied by the 

control of thin film morphology. The electrical properties o f PmPV films prepared using 

this preparation technique were measured and some were found to be improved relative 

to conventional preparation techniques. The use o f both alternating and direct current 

measurement techniques allowed a deep understanding o f the changes in the electrical 

properties to be understood. Single layer light emitting devices were fabricated utilising 

polymer films prepared using this technique. They were found to have a larger current 

density for a given operating electric field giving significantly brighter devices. 

Additionally it was noted that the device operating lifetimes were improved. In 

conclusion the changes in film morphology resulting from the novel preparation o f thin 

films o f the polymer PmPV provided an insight to the photophysics of polymeric 

materials. The technique improved the photoluminescence efficiency and photostability 

o f the material whilst increasing the positive charge carrier mobility o f the material 

under the application o f an electric field, leading to the fabrication o f significantly 

enhanced light emitting devices utilising PmPV.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

The conventional perception of polymers is what are commonly known as ‘plastics’. At 

a molecular level these materials are long organic molecules with simple repeat units. 

The term conjugated is used to describe a material where carbon single bonds alternate 

with carbon multiple bonds along a molecule. The multiple carbon bonds form n 

molecular orbitals, which combine along the chain to form a large delocalised molecular 

orbital. This high delocalisation of the n- electrons is the source of the large non-linear 

optical parameters measured in conjugated polymers

Since the doping of polyacetylene in 1977“* there has been great interest in conjugated 

organic materials for electrical, opto-electronic and optical applications. Previously 

organic materials had been used to make optical waveguides and had exhibited 

fluorescence amplification in doped polymeric waveguides^. Organic materials emerged 

in the late 1970s as a possible alternative to semiconductors and glasses for integrated 

non-linear optical switching^. A large non-linear optical figure of merit, high optical 

damage thresholds, ultra fast responses, architectural flexibility and ease of fabrication 

have made conjugated polymers the subject of non-linear optical research over the last 

two decades.

It soon became apparent that conjugated polymers were efficient emitters of light across 

the visible spectrum. Once they were discovered to be semiconducting, 

electroluminescence was demonstrated^. This lead to considerable effort being directed 

towards the development of flat displays and research in this area is ongoing. Also light 

emission at the UV/blue end of the spectrum was a priority because of the difficulty in 

developing inorganic light emitting devices (LEDs) in this region of the spectrum.
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Lasing has also been observed in solutions^ o f conjugated polymers and in the solid
Q

state . The production o f bright, long life organic LEDs has developed to the stage 

where limited colour small area displays are commercially available. For fiill colour 

displays these properties must be attained across the visible spectrum. Inorganic LEDs 

right across the visible spectrum are now commercially available, but organic LEDs are 

significantly cheaper than their inorganic equivalent and once high efficiency, long 

lifetime organic LEDs have been achieved they will offer a viable alternative. 

Additionally the development o f an electrically pumped organic or polymer laser will 

open up another sector o f the market. For example the fabrication of an economically 

affordable blue emitting laser will revolutionise the world of data storage and optical 

communications.

Another area of active research is in non-linear optical switching. The factor currently 

limiting ‘fibre to the home’ Irom reaching every home is the cost o f putting the fibres in 

the ground. The potential to replace the expensive electrical switches with not only 

cheaper but also faster optical switches, which double up as cheap fibre couplers, could 

prove the way forward. All-optical switching provides a means to overcome the 

limitations imposed by electronics. The ultrafast or instantaneous phase shifts available 

through all optical interactions have been demonstrated in demultiplexing at the receiver 

end of Optical Time Division Multiplexing systems^, optical clock recovery’®, and 

optical modulation o f laser sources". Because the effect is instantaneous it is then 

possible to increase the bit rate as required without significant alteration to the 

transmitter or receiver ends o f the fibre link. The instantaneous non-linear phase shifts 

and waveguiding properties associated with conjugated polymers makes them ideal 

candidate materials.

With the worlds fossil fuel supplies due to run out by the middle o f this century, the 

need for alternative and renewable energy sources is currently at its highest level. 

Hydro, wind and solar energy are three abundant sources of renewable and 

environmentally friendly energy that if  harnessed efficiently can provide a cheap and 

viable alternative to fossil fiiels and other potentially less environmentally fi'iendly 

sources o f energy such as nuclear power. Inorganic solar cells are currently used to 

convert solar energy into electricity, but the cost o f producing these cells is expensive.

1 1



making the process uneconomical. Fabrication o f cheap high efficiency organic solar 

cells could offer a viable alternative'^.

Nanoelectronics is another area o f active research. The quest for ever smaller electrical 

components, such as transistors for electronic circuit boards, has lead researchers to look 

to alternative materials. The possibility o f using a single molecule in a switching 

geometry is still several years away, but when achieved will reduce the dimensions of 

electronic circuitry.

At the low tech end o f the scale the use o f synthetic materials is evident in every day 

life. From the clothes we wear, to the packaging on the food we buy, to the casings on 

most household electrical goods. The low weight, high strength properties associated 

with some synthetic composite materials is vastly superior to that o f any inorganic 

material. From cling film to bulletproof vests, the versatility and processability o f  these 

materials has made them an integral part o f everyday life.

1.2 Background and Motivation

Photoluminescence degradation in organic materials upon exposure to visible radiation, 

be it from the sun, room lights or a visible laser source, is a big concern, as the long 

term commercial usage and viability o f these materials in optical and electrical devices 

will involve exposure to visible radiation sources. The ability to survive this exposure is 

essential to the viability o f such materials for some applications. Long device operating 

lifetimes and spectral emission stability are two o f the important parameters that must be 

met prior to a material becoming commercially viable for use in optical and electrical 

devices. The industry standard for device operating lifetimes is a minimum of 10000 

hours. Spectral stability is essential for display clarity over the operating lifetime. These 

parameters can prove difficult to attain, especially if a material photo-degrades through 

its own emission. The emission spectrum o f polymeric materials tends to blue shift upon 

photo-degradation. This problem can be eliminated if photostable materials can be 

attained.
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Prior to performing the work presented in this thesis amplified spontaneous emission 

measurements in waveguide geometries were being performed on poly phenylene 

vinylene (PPV) derivatives and on PPV model compounds'^’'"*. The rate o f photo

degradation, particularly in the polymeric materials, was causing problems in 

performing the gain narrowing threshold measurements. As the pump power increased 

the rate o f photo-degradation increased and the photoluminescence efficiency decreased. 

This meant that more power was required to maintain the same levels o f optical gain, 

giving rise to inaccurate measurements. At this juncture it was decided to study photo

degradation in polymeric materials to gain an understanding o f what was happening, 

with a view to developing experimental techniques for minimising its effects.

The primary aim was to study the effects o f air, both in the atmosphere and trapped 

within the film, on the rate o f photo-degradation. The results o f this work revealed some 

very interesting results that warranted further study, namely the magnitude of the 

photoluminescence efficiency increase observed, which was significantly larger than 

expected and the apparent change in film morphology, both o f which warranted an 

explanation. The explanation derived lead to a complete electrical characterisation of 

PmPV thin film structures.

Any thin film fabrication technique that fabricates more photoefficient and photostable 

films with no negative effects on the electrical properties o f the polymer will advance 

the science of organic light emitting devices significantly.

1.3 Thesis Outline

Chapter one details the basic introduction to polymer physics followed by the 

background and motivation to the work presented in this thesis. The thesis outline is 

also presented. Chapter two deals with the photophysics o f organic materials. The 

differences between the photophysical properties of metals, semiconductors and 

insulators is detailed. The doping o f organic materials and their resultant conduction 

properties along with a number of conduction models are outlined. Finally the synthesis 

o f poly(m-phenylenevinylene-co-2,5-dioctlyoxy-p-phenylenevinylene) [PmPV], the 

material used in this thesis, is described. Chapter three details photo-degradation in

13



polymeric materials. Thin film fabrication techniques for increasing photoluminescence 

efficiency and stability are explored. Chapter four uses photoinduced absorption to 

probe the photophysics of PmPV, enabling the factors influencing the 

photoluminescence efficiency to be interpreted. Chapter five has three main 

experimental sections. Direct Current Current-Voltage measurements are used to 

calculate electrical parameters. These parameters and some additional ones are then 

calculated using Impedance Spectroscopy. The chapter concludes with the fabrication of 

single layer light emitting devices. Chapter six presents the conclusions for the thesis 

and outlines possibilities for fiiture work leading to further development o f  the 

experimental results presented. A list o f publications is given in appendix A.
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Chapter 2

Photophysics, Electrical Properties and 
Synthesis of Organic Materials

2.1 Outline

This chapter can be divided into three main sections. The first deals with the 

photophysics o f organic materials. Band structure in metals, semiconductors and 

insulators is discussed. The formation of excited states in organic materials along with 

the absorptions and emissions associated with them are described in detail. The second 

section deals with electronic conduction and outlines models for conduction in organic 

materials. Doping of organic materials is also discussed. The third and final section 

briefly outlines the development o f polymeric synthesis over the last four decades. The 

synthesis o f the organic polymer, poly(m-phenylenevinylene-co-2,5-dioctlyoxy-p- 

phenylenevinylene) [PmPV], used in this thesis, is detailed.

2.2 Photophysics of Organic IVIaterials

2.2.1 Introduction

Organic Chemistry is the study o f carbon compounds. There is no definite distinction 

between organic and inorganic chemistry as the principles that explain the simplest 

inorganic compounds are also the principles that explain the most complex organic 

compounds. The only distinguishing characteristic o f organic chemistry is that all 

organic compounds contain the element carbon. Carbon, either on its own or with 

other atoms such as Nitrogen, Oxygen and Sulphur, has the ability to bond together 

to form rings and long chains. This ability allows the structure o f  organic molecules 

to be chemically engineered, enabling their optical and electrical properties to be 

easily altered. This has many applications for the optoelectronics industry.
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Organic polymers are substances consisting o f  macromolecules formed by linking 

together low molecular weight repeat units called monomers. This one dimensional 

structure leads to several important differences between semiconducting polymers 

and conventional three dimensional inorganic semiconductors.

2.2.2 Energy Bands

The electrons on isolated atoms can only have discrete energy levels. When two 

identical atoms are far apart they both have the same energy, but in doubly 

degenerate energy levels. As the two atoms are brought closer together the doubly 

degenerate energy level splits into two levels due to the interaction between the 

atoms. When N atoms are brought together, as in a crystal, the N-fold degenerate 

level will split into N  separate but closely spaced levels due to atomic interaction. 

This results in an essentially continuous band o f energy. Thus for each discrete 

energy level in an atom a continuous band o f  energy is formed. These bands are 

separated by regions which possess energies that the electrons are forbidden to have. 

These regions are called energy gaps or band gaps. The upper band is called the 

conduction band and the lower band is called the valence band. The energy band 

diagrams for an insulator, a semiconductor and a metal are shown in Figure 2. 1.

Energy -------------  -------------  -------------  -------------

Ircuktor Metal S emioDnlkictar S enuconiictor

Figure 2. 1: Electron occupancy o f  allowed energy bands fo r  an insulator, metal and 
semiconductor. The vertical extent o f  the boxes indicates the allowed energy regions. 
The shaded areas indicate the regions filled  with electrons. A pure semiconductor 
becomes an insulator at absolute zero. The left o f  the two semiconductors shown is at 
finite temperature, with carriers excited thermally. The other semiconductor is 
electron deficient because o f  impurities. Reproduced from reference^
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2.2.3 Electronically Excited States and Photo-Physical 

Processes of Organic Molecules

The large difference in mass between electrons and nuclei combined with the fact 

that nuclei move much more slowly than electrons, means that their motions can be 

treated separately according to the Bom-Oppenheimer approximation. This 

approximation allows electrons to be visualised as moving in the potential field of 

static nuclei, giving the total energy of a molecule as

E Total ~ Equation 2. 1

Photo-processes resulting from exposure to radiation in the ultra-violet and visible 

regions of the electromagnetic spectrum involve two steps: The production of an 

excited electronic state followed by its deactivation. Pure electronic transitions 

should produce discrete line spectra with natural linewidth broadening . However 

vibrational and rotational excitations in molecules result Ln electronic transitions 

becoming indistinguishable through the broadening and overlap of neighbouring 

transitions to form broad bands. An electronic state with anti-parallel spins is a 

singlet state and that with parallel spins is a triplet state. Transitions are only allowed 

between states of the same spin multiplicity as spin angular momentum is conserved. 

The ground state of most organic polymers is singlet. Several different systems are 

used for the assignment of electronic states. The Enumerative system labels the states 

according to their spin multiplicity and increasing energy. The Molecular orbital 

system labels states by the molecular orbital involved. The Group theory system is 

used when symmetry considerations are important^.

The energy of an electronic state can be represented by a Morse curve^, with the 

vibrational states as horizontal lines as shown in Figure 2. 2. Transitions between 

electronic states are considered as transitions between vibronic states. The intensity 

of a transition band is governed by the Frank-Condon principle, which states that the 

electronic transition of highest probability is that from the ground vibronic level of 

the lower electronic state to the vibronic level of the higher electronic state lying 

vertically above it. This implies that an electronic transition occurs so rapidly in 

comparison with the vibration frequencies that no change occurs in inter-nuclear 

separation during the course of a transition. In terms of quantum mechanics the
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intensity o f  a vibronic transition is proportional to the square o f  the overlap integral 

between the two vibrational wave fianctions involved in the transition. With 

increasing vibrational quantum number the electron wave fiinctions have larger 

amplitudes near the limits o f  their displacement, giving them higher transition 

probabilities. Selection rules for electronic transitions should really be viewed as 

transition probabilities, instead o f strictly allowed or forbidden transitions. 

Transitions do occur between electronic states o f different spin multiplicity but the 

transition probability is usually small. However in the presence o f  heavy atoms, spin 

orbit-coupling increases, giving rise to a higher transition probability. Electronic 

transitions lead to changes in electron distribution, leading to changes in the 

equilibrium intemuclear separation.

Energy

Abs.

•' PL

Configurational Coordinate

Figure 2. 2: Two level electronic model showing Absorption (AB), Luminescence 
(CD), Vibrational relaxation (BC, EDA) and Internal Conversion (CE).

Vibrational relaxation occurs from any vibronic state to the vibrational ground state 

within the same electronic state on the 10'’^-10''^ second time scale. This occurs 

through vibrational motion o f  the molecule. After relaxing to the lowest vibrational
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state the electron can return to the ground state by emitting its excess energy as a 

photon or by non-radiative decay through internal conversion betw'een the excited 

electronic state and the ground state, of states with the same spin multiplicity. These 

two decay routes have different lifetimes with luminescence lifetimes ranging from
10 8 13 1210' -10' seconds and internal conversion lifetimes ranging from 1 O' -10' seconds, 

making luminescence the least preferred decay route. Luminescence becomes the 

dominant decay route in materials if the internal conversion lifetime is longer than 

the luminescence lifetime. The emitted photon is of longer wavelength than that of 

the absorbed light with the absorption and emission spectra being mirror images of 

each other. The difference between the position of the absorption and luminescence 

maxima is called the Stokes shift. Alternatively the electron can decay by intersystem 

crossing from the first excited singlet state to the first excited triplet state. Intersystem 

crossing is the non- radiative transition between electronic states of different 

multiplicity, although spin forbidden it takes place due to spin-orbit coupling. The 

rate of intersystem crossing increases in the presence of either high atomic weight
O  f

atoms or paramagnetic molecules. Characteristic lifetimes range from 10' -10' 

seconds. Phosphorescence is the spin-forbidden emission of radiation between 

electronic states of different multiplicity, usually from the lowest energy triplet state 

to the singlet ground state. The emission band occurs at longer wavelengths than 

fluorescence and has typical lifetimes ranging from 10'"*-lO' seconds.

The situation however for polymeric systems is more complicated. Polymer systems 

have been modelled as one-dimensional periodic chains using band theory and within 

the framework of the molecular orbital description just described for small 

molecules, but both systems are incomplete. Examinations of the optical spectra of 

polymers show vibronic resolution in both absorption and emission spectra. This 

indicates the existence of strong electron-phonon coupling interactions. Hence, in 

longer conjugated polymer systems, localisation of excited electronic states on the 

polymer chain are present in the form of solitons, polarons, bipolarons, or excitons, 

depending on the symmetry of the polymer chain and the charge of the excitation" .̂
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2.2.4 Hybridisation

The most important bond in organic chemistry is the covalent bond, formed by an 

overlapping of atomic orbitals. When a pair o f atomic orbitals, from two atoms, are 

combined, a pair o f molecular orbitals is produced, one higher and one lower in 

energy than the atomic orbitals. It is the interactions between the valence electrons in 

the outer atomic orbital that form molecular orbital bonds. The type of molecular 

orbital bond formed depends on the type o f atomic orbital involved and their 

orientation. The two bond types formed are sigma (a) bonds and pi (ti) bonds.

Carbon based materials have very distinct electronic properties based on what is 

known as the hybridisation o f atomic orbitals. Each carbon atom has six electrons, 

which occupy the Is, 2s, and 2p atomic orbitals. The Is orbital contains two strongly 

bound electrons, known as core electrons. The four electrons that occupy the 2s and 

2p orbitals are more weakly bound and are called valence electrons. Valence 

electrons give rise to 2s, 2px, 2py, 2pz orbitals which are important for forming 

covalent bonds in carbon materials. Hybridisation is the mathematical combination of 

s and p orbitals, leading to a changing o f the occupation of these orbitals so as to 

enhance the binding energy o f the carbon with its neighbouring atoms. The 

hybridisation o f the 2s orbital with n = 1, 2, 3 electrons in the 2p orbital is known as 

sp" hybridisation. The concept o f hybridisation explains how carbon bonds are 

formed, as the hybrid orbitals are unsymmetrical about the nucleus resulting in one of 

the two lobes of an sp" orbital being much larger than the other, thus allowing a 

better overlap with other orbitals when bonds are formed. As a direct result o f this 

hybrid orbitals form stronger bonds than unhybridised s and p orbitals.

The type of hybridisation determines whether an organic material is saturated or 

unsaturated with the former being non-conjugated and the latter being conjugated.

2.2.5 Non-Conjugated Polymers

Polymers that are formed as the result o f the sp^ hybridisation o f the carbon atoms on 

its backbone are non-conjugated. Each carbon atom has two a  bonds to two other
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carbon atoms on the chain and two a  bonds to side groups, such as hydrogen atoms 

or methyl groups. In this type of polymer the electrons are highly localised between 

atoms and can play little part in any conduction process, i.e. There is very little 

delocalisation of the electronic wavefimctions in sp  ̂ hybridised materials. Polymers 

of this nature are normally very good insulators with a large energy gap between the 

valence and conduction bands. A good illustration of this is the polymer 

polyethylene, shown in Figure 2. 3, which is known to be an excellent insulator. The 

backbone of a non-conjugated polymer is said to be saturated.

H H
S a t u r a t e d  polym er  - po lyeth ylene  - |-C -C -|-

H H

s ig m a  bo nd  with 
loca l i zed  e l e c t r o n s

CB

i n s u l a t o r

Figure 2. 3: sp^ hybridisation leading to the saturated backbone structure and large 
band gap seen in the electrically insulating polymer polyethylene.

2.2.6 Conjugated Polymers

Polymers that are formed as the result of the sp  ̂ and sp hybridisation of the carbon 

atoms on its backbone are conjugated. That is they have carbon single bonds 

alternating with either carbon double or carbon triple bonds. Each carbon atom has 

two a  bonds to two other carbon atoms on the chain and for sp hybridisation one a  

bond to a side group, such as a hydrogen atom or a methyl group. In the case of sp 

hybridisation this leaves one electron per atom in a pz orbital, which is perpendicular 

to the backbone of the polymer chain. These orbitals overlap to form ti bonds. In sp 

hybridisation two electrons per atom, in py and pz orbitals, ti bond to form carbon 

triple bonds. In both cases the n bonds form an extended n molecular system. These 

carbon double and triple bonds are unsaturated.
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In order for an organic system to be considered semi-conducting or even bordering 

on conducting, the bonding system not only needs to establish the molecular structure 

o f  the molecule but must also provide a pseudo-continuous system o f energies that 

can approach each other closely enough to allow the formation o f  delocalised 

electronic states. This is achieved in both sp^ and sp hybridised systems as the 

overlap between the n orbitals allows carrier delocalisation along the length o f  the 

polymer chain making these materials into quasi-one dimensional systems. The 7i 

molecular orbitals have one electron per site, the lower lying half o f  these orbitals 

being occupied (71, bonding orbitals) and the upper half unoccupied (n*, anti bonding 

orbitals). An excellent example o f  an sp^ hybridized system is the polymer trans

polyacetylene, which is shown in Figure 2. 4.

H
U nsaturated  conjugated polym er - polyacetylene - |-C = C 4 -

H

\  half-filled
band

con tinuous 
n - system  with delocalized 

e le c tro n s

Figure 2. 4: sp^ hybridisation leading to the unsaturated backbone structure in trans- 
Polyacetylene. (Hydrogen atoms have been omitted fo r  clarity.) Complete 
delocalisation would result in a one-dimensional metal with a half filled  conduction 
band.

2.2.6.1 Degenerate Ground State Polymers

Degenerate ground state polymers possess two possible bonding configurations in 

the ground state, meaning that single and double bonds can be swapped without 

altering the energy o f  the polymer chain. The simplest conjugated polymer is 

trans-polyacetylene (/^-PA) and an infinite chain o f  it has two possible ground state 

configurations as shown in Figure 2. 5a. In fact both o f  these configurations can 

occur on the same chain as indicated in Figure 2. 5b. In this case the forth electron
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on the carbon atom at the interface between the two configurations is non

bonding. The band structure of ^-PA has been modelled by various groups^’̂  but 

the model most widely used is the Su, Schrieffer and Heeger (SSH)^’* model. This 

is a tight binding model, with cyclic boundary conditions that neglect electron- 

electron interactions. The chain was modelled as a series of carbon atoms joined 

by springs with an effective force constant k. Electron phonon interactions were 

incorporated using a nearest neighbour overlap integral. For equally spaced carbon 

atoms this model predicts a half filled highest energy band as shown in 

Figure 2. 4. This is what is expected for a linear polymer backbone consisting of a 

large number of equally spaced, strongly interacting pz orbitals. Each pz orbital can 

accommodate two electrons but each carbon atom donates only one electron to the 

band, giving rise to a half filled band, which would make ^PA a one-dimensional 

metal.

a)

b)

Figure 2. 5: a) The two possible orientations o f trans-polyacetylene in the ground 
state on infinite chains, b) on the same chain.

If this were the case t-FA would have a completely delocalised electron 

waveflinction. It was however proposed by Peierls that such a metal would be 

unstable. In one-dimensional systems, the chain can more efficiently lower its 

energy by introducing bond alternation, also called dimerisation. This alternation 

of carbon single and double bonds limits the extent of electron delocalisation that 

can take place along the backbone. Bond alternation is a direct consequence of the 

strong coupling that exists between the n-electrons and the phonon modes of the 

backbone and is characteristic of many quasi one-dimensional systems. The reason
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for the alternation, as shown by Peierls, is that the reduction in electronic energy 

due to the filled states being lowered when an energy gap is formed is more than 

the energy required to distort the lattice. Bond alternation in t-PA is shown in 

Figure 2. 6.

CB
T

t .5  eV 1

bond alternation  limits th e  ex ten t 
of d e lo ca liza tio n

large gap
senfiiconduc to r

Figure 2. 6 Alternation o f bond lengths in trans-polyacetylene due to Peierls 
distortion (about 0.07 A for trans-polyacetylene) results in the opening o f a band 
gap-

8^8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
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Conduction
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Figure 2. 7: a) p^ orbitals on an undimerised trans-polyacetylene chain and b) on 
a dimerised chain, c) Energy versus wavenumber for the n-band is shown as a 
dashed line for an undimerised chain and as a solid line for a dimerised chain. 
The energy gap opens up in the dispersion curve at wavevector k — 7t/2a. Diagram 
taken from reference^

Figure 2. 7a shows equally spaced pz orbitals, with distance a between the carbon 

atoms, on a ^-PA chain. The band structure of the one-dimensional metal is shown 

by the dashed line in Figure 2. 7c. The chain dimerisation is shown in
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Figure 2. 7b, with lattice constant la . The dimerisation causes an energy gap to 

open in the middle of the 7i-band as indicated by the solid line in Figure 2. 7c. In 

chemical terminology the lower band is called the Ti-band and the upper band, the 

71*-band, also known as the valence and conduction bands in semiconductor 

terminology. For a detailed theoretical analysis o f bond alternation in conjugated 

polymers see Soos et al'^.

2.2.6.1.1 Solitons

As stated previously, the two degenerate ground state configurations o f ?-PA 

can occur on the same chain as shown in Figure 2. 5b. The two configurations 

are then separated by a domain wall with a bond distortion taking place over 

approximately 14 bonds along the backbone, (as opposed to the two indicated 

in the diagram) as predicted by the SSH model, which is called a soliton.

CB CB CB

4^

VB VB VB

Figure 2. 8: Schematic representation showing the filling o f  the energy level 
fo r  neutral and charged solitons.

Solitons occur in all /-PA chains with an odd number o f C-H’s, as the chains 

are more stable with double bonds at both ends'*’. These solitons are neutral as 

they occur without adding any charges to the chain. The fourth electron o f the 

carbon at the centre of the soliton is neither bonding nor anti-bonding. It 

occupies a non-bonding midgap level. If an electron is added to the chain it 

could occupy this level, creating a negatively charged soliton (S'). Alternatively 

if the original bound electron is removed from the soliton, a positive soliton is 

created (S^). The three different soliton types are depicted in Figure 2. 8. 

Solitons are mobile and thus move along the polymer chain. Soliton defects can 

be added to the chain in pairs. This leads to a splitting o f the midgap level with
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the eventual formation o f a midgap soliton band as the average soliton 

separation decreases. It should also be pointed out that solitons can only exist 

in degenerate ground state polymers.

2.2.6.2 Non-Degenerate Ground State Polymers

Non-degenerate ground state polymers only possess one possible bonding 

configuration in the ground state. The alternative configuration possesses a higher 

energy. The majority o f  conjugated polymers have non-degenerate ground states. 

In poly(p-phenylenevinylene) [PPV] type polymers these different energy 

configurations are called aromatic and quinoid, as shown in Figure 2. 9, with the 

aromatic configuration being lower in energy. The quinoid configuration only 

forms in the vicinity of a charge excitation.

Quinoid

Aromatic

Figure 2. 9: Aromatic and quinoid forms o f  PPV. The quinoid form is o f  higher 
energy and is therefore not stable over large lengths o f  polymer chain.

The relatively large band gap in this type o f polymer is not due solely to Peirels 

distortion. The non-degenerate ground state introduces a contribution to the 

energy gap, which is added to the Peierls contribution^’*. The band gap in this type 

o f polymer can be as large as 3 eV. The SSH model predicts that this extra 

contribution will introduce defect states into the energy gap". These defects can 

be thought o f in terms o f the interaction between an excited state and the polymer 

backbone. The equilibrium positions o f the nuclei along the chain are not the same 

in the vicinity o f an excitation as in the ground state. The resuh is a local bond 

alteration that minimises energy and is due to the strong electron phonon
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interactions. The charged excitations of a non-degenerate ground state polymer are 

termed polarons or bipolarons and represent localised states on the polymer chain, 

with an accompanying local rearrangement o f bond alternation.

2.2.6.2.1 Polarons and Bipolarons

The addition o f a single electron to the conduction band (or hole to the valance 

band) in a conventional semiconductor results in this electron contributing to 

transport if there is no empty level in the valance band for it to decay into. In a 

non-degenerate ground state polymer the electron will cause the chain to 

deform around it if there is no space in the valance band for it to decay into. 

This results in a characteristic bond deformation over about 20 bonds along the 

backbone. This deformation involving the addition o f an electron (or a hole) is 

called a polaron and is shown in Figure 2. 10. In this deformation process a 

level is pulled out o f the valence band with two electrons and a level is pulled 

out o f the conduction band containing the electron that was added to the chain, 

creating two levels in the band gap. The stability o f the polaron is due to the 

energy gained when the electron moves from the conduction band into a lower 

level exceeding the elastic energy required to form this level. Despite its energy 

levels being in the band gap the polaron can still move freely on its chain, its 

chain distortion moving with it'^.

Figure 2. 10: a) Polarons and b) Bipolaron in poly (para-phenylene).

The addition of two electrons on to two separate parts of a polymer chain 

results in the formation of two separate, negatively charged, polarons. If these 

two polarons come together they can combine to form a single distortion called
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a bipolaron, which has two band gap levels filled by four electrons. In non

degenerate ground state polymers a bipolaron is more stable than a polaron'^.

The creation o f  an electron and a hole through the absorption o f  a photon 

results in the formation o f  a singlet exciton, which evolves into a polaron- 

exciton due to coupling to the polymer b a c k b o n e L i k e w i s e  two energy 

levels are formed in the band gap that are singly occupied.

CB CB CB CB CB

4̂—  t  T J, ______
VB VB VB VB VB

P^
Polaron
Exciton P ' BP^'

Figure 2. 11: Positive bipolaron, positive polaron, polaron-exciton, negative 
polaron and negative bipolaron energy levels in a non-degenerate ground state 
polymer.

In conclusion these levels can be occupied by 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 electrons, giving a 

positive bipolaron, positive polaron, polaron-exciton, negative polaron or 

negative bipolaron respectively. These are depicted graphically in Figure 2. 11. 

The presence o f these new states gives rise to new optical absorptions at 

energies below the energy gap.

A detailed study on conjugated polymers can be found in reference'^ and

2.2.7 Excitons

The migration o f the photo-generated exciton to lower energy segments o f the 

polymer chain prior to luminescent decay results in a lower energy fluorescence 

relative to the energy initially absorbed to create the exciton. This coupled with the 

Stokes shift, as discussed previously, leads to the presence o f clearly resolved 

vibronic structure in the fluorescence spectrum. An exciton is a bound electron-hole
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pair and is classed by its electron-hole separation. A Frenkel exciton is located on 

one molecular unit, a Mott-Wannier exciton extends over many molecular units and 

charge transfer excitons extend over a few adjacent molecular units. The Frenkel 

exciton is associated with molecular systems, whereas due to its relatively low 

effective mass the Mott-Wannier exciton is associated with polymer systems. Fesser, 

Bishop and Campbell'* included the electron-lattice interaction in their model o f the 

Mott-Wannier exciton in polymers but the model wasn’t in good agreement with 

experiment, as shown by Friend, Bradley and Townsend'*. A complete model must

include the electron-electron interaction as shown by Shuai et and by Beljonne et
20al . A consequence o f incorporating this interaction is a lowering in energy o f the 

triplet exciton and a reduction in the radius o f the triplet exciton. A detailed study of
>y t

excitons in solid-state systems can be found in reference .

2.3 Electronic Conduction in Organic Materials

2.3 .1  Introduction

As discussed previously the highest occupied band in a metal is partially filled 

whereas in semiconducting materials the highest occupied band is completely filled. 

This enables the charge carriers to move freely under the application o f an electric 

field in metals but not in semiconductors, as there are no states in the filled band for 

carriers to move into. For conduction to take place an electron must be promoted 

from the fiill valence band to the empty conduction band. Only then can it move 

under an applied field, whereas the free motion of an electron in a metal is impeded 

only by scattering due to phonons and impurities.

* 22 The optical bandgap o f most conjugated polymer materials is between 1.5 - 3.0 eV .

This is the amount o f energy required to promote an electron from a 7t to a 7t* state,

which in a conjugated material is an excitation o f  the molecule due to the 7i

delocalisation, but the extent o f the delocalisation is limited by electron-phonon

coupling. The bandgap is significantly larger than the thermal energy, hence very few

carriers are thermally excited across it. The limited number o f carriers that are present

are due to the presence o f impurities indicating that the easiest way to artificially
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increase the conductivity is by increasing the carrier density. This process is 

commonly called doping.

2.3.2 Impurities in Organic Materials

Conducting polymers differ from conventional inorganic semiconductors in the way 

in which they accept impurities. In conventional semiconductors an impurity atom 

with one extra or one less valence electron than the bulk semiconductor atom, goes 

into the lattice substitutionally, with the extra electron or hole being free to contribute 

to conduction at room temperature. Additionally some impurities go into the lattice 

interstitially, providing deep levels for electrons and holes. The situation is somewhat 

different in polymers. Impurities do not go into the polymer chain substitutionally. 

The quasi one dimensionality o f polymer chains allows impurities to line up in 

columns between the chains. The impurities that act as dopants will either give up an 

electron to the chain or accept an electron from the chain, to form solitons, polarons 

or bipolarons as previously discussed in sections 2.2.6.1.1 and 2.2.6.2.1, which are 

localised excited states, unlike the delocalised states formed in inorganic 

semiconductors. Due to the nature o f impurity substitution into polymer systems, 

higher impurity concentrations can be achieved compared to inorganic 

semiconductors. Due to the high doping concentrations that can be achieved it is
23possible for polymers to achieve conductivity values comparable with metals .

2.3.2.1 Doping of Organic Molecules

The easiest way to increase the free charge density o f an organic material is 

through the introduction o f dopant atoms or molecules into the material. Suitable 

dopants find it energetically favourable to transfer charge to the organic material 

via oxidisation or reduction. Oxidising agents such as I2, PFe, BF4, FeCb and Ass 

accept elecfrons from the polymer chain and so act as p-type dopants. Reducing 

agents such as Na, K, Li and Ca donate elecfrons to the chain and so act as n-type 

dopants. Conservation o f charge is observed, as all dopants are initially neutral.
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Doped polyacetylene has been largely studied since conductivity values of 

100 Scm ', upon doping with iodine were reported'"'*. In fact the conductivity of 

polyacetylene can be varied by a factor of lO'"*, with the conducting properties o f 

the material ranging from those of an insulator to those o f a metaP^.

2.3 .3  Electronic Conduction Models in Organic Materials

Organic materials are highly disordered compared to inorganic semiconductors, 

giving rise to energy levels within the band gap as discussed throughout 

section 2.2.6. This results in at least two possible conduction models within organic 

materials. The first is the band model with conduction via the delocalised states in 

either the conduction or valence band. The second is some form of tunnelling or 

hopping conduction between the localised energy levels in the band gap.

The first model can be pictured as an excited charge tunnelling over a distance o f 

many molecules, in a band model with varying potential. This model allows the 

tunnelling o f an excited charge from its excited state on one molecule into an 

unoccupied state on a neighbouring molecule. Energy is conserved in the process as 

shown in Figure 2. 12. The potential barrier between neighbouring molecules is 

shaped by the various Coulomb forces acting on the charge and is best represented by 

a triangular shaped barrier^^. The decreasing barrier width with increasing energy 

explains various charge carrier properties, but falls short in explaining several others 

leading to the development o f several other models.

The Hopping model as shown in Figure 2. 12 is sometimes used instead o f the 

tunnelling model, as it incorporates muhiple phonon scattering, allowing a carrier to 

randomly move from one molecule to another by jumping over the potential barrier 

separating them. The electron-phonon interaction dictates whether charge carrier 

conduction through organic materials takes place coherently according to the band 

model or via a series o f random hopping between localised states near the band edge. 

The electron-phonon interaction can be either intermolecular (lattice) o f 

intramolecular (nuclear) and the electron relaxation time, Xe, relative to these two 

vibrational periods influences which conduction model charge carriers will follow.
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The intramolecular vibrational period, is approximately two orders o f  magnitude
• . 27quicker than the intermolecular vibrational period, ti, in organic materials . This 

gives rise to two possibilities.

1.) le <Tn < ii: Meaning that any vibrational motion can be considered to be stationary 

relative to the electron motion. Hence electrons can be thought o f as waves that travel 

over large distances before being scattered. These characteristics are signatures o f the 

band model.

2.) Tn <Te < Xi: Meaning that the nuclei vibrate while an electron is on a given site. 

This enables nuclei to move to new equilibrium positions, leading to the formation o f 

a polaron. This can lead to self-trapping due to the formation o f self-induced 

potential wells resulting from polarising electron-phonon interactions. Conduction 

can then take place by hopping from one potential well to the next, provided the 

electron can acquire enough energy to overcome the potential barrier.

Electron Hopping Electron Tunnelling

Electron TunnellingElectron Hopping

Figure 2. 12: Electron hopping across and electron tunnelling through a square and  
a triangular potential barrier. Hole hopping and tunnelling takes place in the 
opposite direction.
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2.3.3.1 Variable Range Hopping

The conductivity o f semiconductors goes to zero as the absolute temperature 

approaches zero, as there is no thermal energy present to generate any charge 

carriers. Organic materials have energy levels in the band gap and it was Mott 

who proposed that conduction in such materials was dominated by variable range 

hopping^^’̂  ̂ where hopping is short for phonon assisted quantum mechanical 

tunnelling.

AE

Figure 2. 13: Variable range hopping is represented by arrows A and B. 
Transition A is characterised by the energy difference AE and the distance X, 
between the two energy states. Band transport with trapping and detrapping is 
also shown.

Figure 2. 13 shows both band transport in extended states which is interrupted by 

trapping sites and hopping transport between localised states in the band gap. The 

hopping transition (A) indicted, is characterised by the energy difference AE and 

the distance X, between the two energy states. For AE > 0 (as shown in 

Figure 2. 13) a phonon must be absorbed during a hop. Since phonons are required
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to supply energy, the hopping conductivity vanishes as the absolute temperature 

goes to zero. For an electron in a given gap state, surrounded by other localised 

states at various distances and energies, the hopping rate to any o f these states is 

proportional to the probability o f finding the electron at a distance X from its 

initial state. The hopping rate is also proportional to the probability that the 

electron can either absorb or emit a phonon o f energy equal to the energy 

separation between these states. This implies that the transition probability, P, is 

proportional to two exponential factors as shown in Equation 2.2.

P oc exp [- 2 a  X -  (AE /  k T)] Equation 2. 2

where a  is the inverse localisation length that describes the exponential decay o f 

the electronic wavefunction at large distances, R, from the electron site [v);(R)= 

\|;oexp(aR)], k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature. In the 

low temperature limit the second factor is due to the electrons need for energy 

conservation through the absorption or emission o f a phonon, which is 

proportional to the number of phonons of energy AE at temperature T.

The nature o f the hopping is temperature dependent. At high temperatures there 

are a high number o f phonons available, which makes short distance, large energy 

difference hops the dominant hopping transition. At low temperatures the number 

o f available phonons is limited meaning that hops have to take place over larger 

distances in order to find a state separated by the energy available in one o f the 

phonons. Stated differently, the lower the temperature the more difficult it is to 

overcome a large energy difference and hence the more desirable it becomes to 

hop further to find a lower energy difference between the initial and final states. It 

is obvious that for a given temperature there will be a combination o f AE and X 

for which a hop is most likely. This enables the most probable hopping radius, 

Rhop to be calculated

R hop Gc [ a  k T n(Ep) Equation 2. 3

where n(Ep) is the carrier density at the fermi level. It can be clearly seen that the 

hopping range varies with temperature. Assuming that the hopping conductivity is
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dominated by the most probable hops, the conductivity is given by Mott’s 

equation for Variable Range Hopping

a = Go exp Equation 2. 4
V I /

where

C =
a

k n ( E p )
Equation 2. 5

Mott’s equation includes the dimensionality o f the system. There are four 

dimensions, three space and one energy, which are represented in the V* 

temperature dependence. An electron can only hop to a site which is close by in 

(x, y, z, E) four-space. In d space dimensions, the Va dimensions is replaced by 

l/(d+l).

Variable range hopping is the predominant method of conduction in polymers due 

to their predominantly semi-crystalline nature. Other conduction models that are 

valid in amorphous (non-crystalline) semiconductors are also valid in some 

polymeric materials and are outlined briefly below.

2.3.3.1.1 The Poole-Frenkel Effect

Defined as the field enhanced thermal excitation o f trapped charge due to the 

lowering o f the potential energy o f a trap due to the application of an electric 

field. This can be explained by treating the material as a system of neutral 

atoms. On the ionisation o f an atom the electron moves freely among the 

neutral polarisable atoms in the field o f the positive ion and any other external 

fields. Due to the screening of the field by the polarisability o f the atoms the 

expression for the conductivity is given by

a = Oq exp
2kT

Equation 2. 6

where the conductivity is dependent of the square root o f the field. This effect 

is bulk limited and is very similar to the Schottky Effect, which is an electrode
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limited process. Some shortcomings when applied to conjugated polymers are 

outlined in reference

2.3.3.1.2 Fluctuation Induced Tunnelling

Fluctuation induced tunnelling takes place between crystalline regions within 

the polymer, if  the crystalline regions are close enough and the insulating

tunnelling through potential barriers o f varying height due to local temperature 

fluctuations and the conductivity is given by

e = 4Vq / e w , k is the Boltzmann constant, m and e are the electron mass and 

charge, w is the spacing between crystalline regions, A is the area o f the 

capacitance formed between crystalline regions and Vo is the potential barrier 

height. The expression for the conductivity can be distinguished from that of 

variable range hopping by its field dependence.

2.4 Design and Synthesis of Organic Materials

2.4.1 Introduction

The conventional perception o f a polymer is what are commonly known as ‘plastics’. 

At a molecular level these materials are long organic molecules with simple repeat 

units. Interest in opto-electronic polymers developed in the 1960s with the objective 

o f obtaining organic semiconductors^’. Initially conjugated polymers tended to be 

rigid-like molecules that were insoluble in common organic solvents, making thin 

film fabrication impossible

Elecfro-polymerisation was initially used, resulting in films forming on the electrode 

from a solution that contained both an electrolyte and the monomer. Films produced

barrier between them sufficiently thin33,34,35,36̂  The model takes into account

Equation 2. 7

where T is the temperature, T, = wAe^/Snk, T q= 2 T ,/ ttwx, x = /h^ ,
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by this method tended to be highly doped. However the technique was successfully 

used for controlled doping o f polymers such as polyacetylene^*.

Polymer synthesis then developed into a two step, indirect synthesis. By this method 

a non-conjugated monomer which can be easily converted into a conjugated polymer, 

was used as a precursor. A good precursor is stable, easily processable and can be 

purified and characterised prior to polymerisation. Initially polymers such as trans- 

polyacetylene^^ and poly-phenylenevinylene'**^’"*' as synthesised by the Durham and 

Wessling routes respectively, formed polymer layers that were either free-standing or 

could be deposited on to a suitable substrate. Due to the instability of polyacetylene 

in air, much research has centred on poly-phenylenevinylene. In the 1980s new 

synthesis ideas have lead to polymers that are easily soluble in common organic 

solvents'*^. This is commonly achieved through the substitution of flexible alkyl or 

alkoxy chains on to the polymer backbone to form sidechains. This has lead to 

polymers that are easily processable, making for easy thin film fabrication. Solubility 

can be improved further by substituting PPV asymmetrically. One of the more 

extensively studied PPVs with asymmetrically sidechains is poly(2-methoxy-5-(2’- 

ethyl-hexyloxy)-p-phenylenevinylene) [MEH-PPV]. For a full study on the properties 

o f sidechain substitution on PPV and its derivatives the reader is referred to 

reference'* ’̂'*'*.

Much research has centred on organic polymers due to their potential applications in 

display technology and organic lasers because they are easily tuneable. In the early 

1990s there was a concerted effort to develop blue emitting polymers as until the late 

1990s there were no cheap inorganic light emitting devices emitting in the blue end 

o f the spectrum commercially available. The number of polymers that exhibited blue 

emission was limited until the mid 1990s. Attempts were made to modify existing 

polymers so as to blue shift their emission. A shortening o f conjugation length was 

found to blue shift emission in PPV and its derivatives'^^. This has been achieved by a 

number o f techniques including the incorporation of non-conjugated co-polymer 

units, the use o f meta linkages on the backbone and through the use o f steric effects.
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2.4.2 Poly (m-phenylenevinylene-co-2,5-dioctyloxy-p- 

phenylenevinylene)

In this thesis the majority o f work was performed on the relatively new copolymer 

poly(m-phenyienevinylene-co-2,5-dioctlyoxy-p-phenylenevinylene) [PmPV] which 

has been synthesised with alternating m-phenylenevinylene and 2,5-dialkoxy-p- 

phenylenevinylene units along its backbone as shown in Figure 2. 14.

Figure 2. 14: Repeat unit structure o f poly(m-phenylenevinylene-co-2,5-dioctlyoxy-p- 
phenylenevinylene)

The incorporation of the meta linkage on the phenylenevinylene co-unit is in an 

attempt to blue shift the absorption and luminescence spectra relative to para- 

phenylenevinylene (PPV) by reducing the effective conjugation length through 

increasing the disorder along the polymer backbone and thus limiting exciton 

diffusion to lower energy segments o f the polymer chain. The limiting of exciton 

diffusion along the polymer backbone also acts to increase the efficiency o f the 

material by reducing non-radiative decay via quenching sites'* .̂ A blue shift o f the 

absorption and PL maxima compared to the corresponding all para- 

phenylenevinylene copolymers has been observed''^.

The PmPV used in this thesis was synthesised by the Organic Materials Synthesis 

section o f Materials Ireland Polymer Research Centre in Trinity College Dublin"**. A 

total o f four different reactions have been employed to synthesise the polymer as 

shown in Figure 2. 15.
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Figure 2. 15: Synthesis o f  poly(meta-phenylenevinylene-co-2,5-dioctlyoxy-para- 
phenylenevinylene).
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The alkoxy side groups are introduced by alkylation o f hydroquinone using the 

method of Johnson and Rose'*’ . The resulting 1,4-di-n-octoxybenzene is then reacted 

with paraformaldehyde and Potassium Bromide in acetic acid and sulfuric acid to 

give l,4-bis(2,5-dialkoxy)benzylbromide. This is reacted in dry toluene with 

triphenylphosphine to give the phosphonium salt. The salt can then be used in a 

Wittig polycondensation reaction^® in either dry toluene or dry Di-Methyl 

Formaldehyde (DMF) to produce two polymers, Wittig toluene PmPV and Wittig 

DMF PmPV. l,4-bis(2,5-dialkoxy)benzylbromide can also be used to generate a 

phosphonate ester (by reaction with triethylphosphite), which can be used in a 

Homer-Emmons polycondensation reaction^' to give two more polymers, Homer 

toluene PmPV and Homer DMF PmPV. The results o f the 'H and '^C nuclear 

magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements (in deuterated chloroform) clearly indicate 

that the polymer structure is as proposed.

The Homer toluene synthesis route was used to make the PmPV for this thesis. The 

ratio o f the cis to trans bond orientation on the vinylene linkage is low for PmPV 

prepared using this reaction route. In this conformation the material interacts with 

carbon nanotubes to separate them from the graphitic particles produced during their 

production^^, making this an interesting material for characterisation. Previously, its 

molecular mass characteristics were analysed using gel permeation chromatography, 

referenced to narrow molecular weight polystyrene standards. The weight average 

molecular weight (Mw) and number average molecular weight (Mn) were measured to 

be 141547 and 71213 respectively, giving a polydispersivity index o f 1.98 and a 

number average (nav) chain length o f 155. It should be pointed out that there are 

batch to batch variations and that the values presented above are representative.

Polymers are far from the idealised one-dimensional chains represented by chemical 

formula. In general, samples will have a range o f molecular weights and will also 

contain various defects both chemical and conformational. Optical and electronic 

properties are highly dependent on the nature and quantity o f these defects. Hence by 

changing the route to the polymer, these properties to some extent may be controlled.
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For a detailed analysis o f the affects on the polymeric properties o f PmPV prepared 

by the four synthesis routes outlined above, the reader is referred to reference^^.

In order to gain an idea as to the possible conformation o f  the polymer chains, 

standard HyperChem software was used and the structures modelled using molecular 

mechanics. The molecular mechanics system developed for organic molecules was 

used without altering the parameters to perform a geometry optimisation. In this 

system the forces between non-bonded atoms were calculated using bond dipole 

interactions. Approximate bond lengths and angles^"* were used to construct the 

polymer chains. In total, three different chain types were constructed. The chain 

constructed o f repeat units takes on a coiled geometry due to the meta linkage, 

whereas a chain constructed from repeat units that have been alternately flipped gives 

a comparatively linear backbone.

Figure 2. 16: PmPV backbone structure showing the possible coiled and linear 
alignment o f  the backbone. The coil is due to the meta linkage on the backbone, 
whereas the linear segment is due to the alternate flipping o f  the repeat unit.

These orientations are to some extent dictated by the cis and trans orientation on the 

vinylene bonds as these can act to distort the chain conformations through steric
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hindrance. In reality the polymer chains would not be ordered and would be more 

likely to contain both geometries on the same chain due to the presence of both cis 

and trans bonds on the vinylene linkage. The diagram shown in Figure 2. 16. contains 

five repeat units in a coiled geometry attached to three repeat units that are alternately 

flipped to give a linear geometry. The modelling results show how the meta- 

phenylene linkage and the orientation o f the repeat monomer unit have a significant 

affect on the geometry o f the polymer chain.

2.5 Conclusions

The photo-physical properties o f organic materials have been detailed and the 

differences between them, inorganic semiconductors and metals have been discussed. 

The changes to the photo-physical properties that occur in the transition from molecular 

organics to polymer organics have also been detailed. For conjugated polymers the 

differences between degenerate and non-degenerate ground states have been outlined 

using polyacetylene and poly(phenylenevinylene) as examples. The interactions 

incorporated into the various theoretical models and the deficiencies o f the models due 

to the absence of some interactions has been briefly outlined. Doping of organic 

polymers and its effect on the electrical conduction in these materials along with several 

models for charge carrier conduction have been outlined. Additionally a brief overview 

o f polymer synthesis was presented along with the synthesis o f the polymer poly(m- 

phenylenevinylene-co-2,5-dioctlyoxy-p-phenylenevinylene) [PmPV], which is to be 

studied extensively in this thesis.
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Chapter 3

Investigation and IVIinimisation of Photo
degradation in Organic Materials

3.1 Outline

This chapter starts by outlining the problems associated with degradation in organic 

conjugated polymers and goes on to explain the theory behind photo-degradation in such 

materials. Experimental data is presented to verify the method o f photo-degradation in 

PmPV. A detailed experimental section follows in which various techniques were used 

in an attempt to prepare neat thin films o f PmPV with significantly enhanced 

photostability. Results are presented which show enhanced photo-stability and 

photoluminescence efficiency in neat thin films o f PmPV. The third and final section 

outlines the conclusions derived from the above work.

3.2 Photo-degradation in Conjugated Organic IVIaterials

3.2.1 Introduction

The discovery that conjugated organic polymers could be used to make 

electroluminescence (EL) devices', opened up endless possibilities in the field of 

lightweight, large area, full colour flexible displays^’̂ ’"* and light emitting devices. 

The advantages o f organic polymers over their inorganic semiconductor counterparts 

include ease o f processability, wavelength tuneability^’̂  and potentially low 

manufacturing costs. Unfortunately device stability and reliability are two important 

issues affecting organic light emitting devices (OLED). Other issues include device 

efficiency^’* and luminosity’’'**. Photo-degradation o f the active layer in an OLED, 

through exposure to radiation from external sources" and through its own 

emission'^, affect device stability. Oxygen dependant phenomena play a significant 

part in OLED failure, with devices failing faster when operated in the presence of
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1 ^oxygen and water vapour as opposed to an inert gas or vacuum . This has lead to a 

need for a better understanding of the mechanism of photo-degradation in organic 

polymers, enabling the design of organic materials that resist photo-degradation and 

helping in the preparation o f OLEDs with significantly enhanced stability. 

Degradation of the electrodes'' ,̂ for example through the presence of impurities, is 

another source of device failure but this chapter will focus on photo-degradation in 

organic polymers.

3.2.2 Theory

In 1982 it was suggested that singlet oxygen might be involved in the photo

degradation of polyacetylene’ .̂ The discovery o f electroluminescence in poly(p- 

phenylenevinylene) [PPV] in 1990, resulted in renewed interest in polymer photo

degradation and stability. In 1991 it was shown that the photo-excitation of poly(3- 

alkylthiophenes) produces singlet oxygen, which can react with these polymers'^’*̂ . 

In 1994 studies on PPV showed that photo-degradation in air resulted in the 

formation of carbonyl groups on the PPV backbone resulting in decreased 

photoluminescence (PL) efficiency, while the same experiment conducted under 

nitrogen had no effect on the carbonyl groups population and hence the PL 

efficiency'*. In 1995 detailed studies on the photo-degradation o f poly(2,5-bis(5,6- 

dihydrocholestanoxy)-l,4-phenylenevinylene) [BCHA-PPV] were published by two 

independent groups"’'̂ . Both groups explained in detail how ground state triplet 

oxygen can be excited to form singlet oxygen which breaks the vinylene bond on the 

polymer backbone leading to reduced conjugation lengths and hence reduced PL 

efficiency through an increase in the number of non-radiative recombination sites. 

They also show that the bulky side chains, added to PPV to increase solubility, are 

also involved in the photo-degradation of the polymer.

The oxygen molecule (dioxygen) possesses a high degree of symmetry and has 

degenerate frontier molecular orbitals, as seen in Figure 3.1a. The frontier orbitals 

of the ground state are singly occupied by electrons with parallel spins, in accordance 

with Hund’s Rule. This makes the ground state of the oxygen molecule (O2) a triplet

state, denoted by T 1 ( ^Zg), with the symbol ^02. The lowest energy excited states are
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two singlet states, (Figure 3. lb), with anti-parallel electron spins denoted by

Si ('Ag) and S2 ( 'Z g ) .  The electronic transitions ' Zg— and ' Ag— are

forbidden and hence both o f  the singlet states have long lifetimes. Dioxygen in the 

triplet state is a biradical and undergoes ‘one-electron’ reactions^”. In its singlet state

it is called ‘Singlet Oxygen’ with the symbol 'O 2 . The energy levels o f  (*Sg) 'O 2 

and ('Ag) 'O 2 are 1.63eV and 0.98eV^* respectively. The excitation o f  ground state
22 23

triplet oxygen to form excited state singlet oxygen is by Dexter energy transfer ’ 

from a photosensitizer, which in this thesis is the polymer PmPV. The singlet excited 

state o f  the polymer is responsible for light emission, but with a lifetime on the 

nanoseconds time scale it is too short lived to transfer energy to ^ © 2  efficiently. The 

non-emissive triplet spin state o f  the polymer has a greater lifetime and is lower in 

energy than the singlet state. The triplet energy level o f most PPV derivatives is 

about 1.55eV in solution and is slightly lower in the solid state, as measured by 

two-photon photoemission^'^, due to changes in the orbital overlap o f  the n system 

due to higher polymer concentrations and conformational constraints. This energy is

sufficient to produce ('Ag) 'O 2 . It has been shown in BCHA-PPV that the triplet

state o f  the polymer is quenched by oxygen, thus verifying that the polymer triplet 

state is the precursor to singlet oxygen.

7', ( ’ I , )   ^

S.( 'A,)   ̂t

Figure 3. 1: a) The degenerate frontier orbitals o f  the oxygen molecule, dioxygen. 
b)The ground state o f  dioxygen is triplet, Tj. The lowest energy excited states are two 
singlet states, Si and S2.

'O 2 is electrophilic in nature and undergoes ‘two-electron’ reactions and is thus 

highly reactive. The conjugated / semi-conjugated nature o f PPV and its derivatives 

means that it has vinylene (carbon double) bonds on its backbone. These are electron 

rich areas and are hence very susceptible to attack from 'O 2 . The large electron
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affinity o f  singlet oxygen favours [2+2] cycloaddition reactions with electron rich 

vinylene bonds (alkenes) on the polymer backbone to produce 1,2 dioxetanes, in 

which 'O2 is an acceptor o f  electrons. (Where a cycloaddition reaction is an addition 

that produces rings and the [2+2] is the number o f  electrons involved in the reaction 

from each reacting species). The 1,2 dioxetanes can decompose to form two terminal 

aldehydes and this is what happens in pure PPV^^ due to the absence o f  sidechains.

They can also decompose to produce a biradical intermediate which can react with
0 1the sidechains in alkoxy-substituted PPV to form esters or acids . The biradical 

intermediate can act to abstract hydrogen atoms from the aliphatic sidechains (non 

aromatic sidechains), thus initiating the formation o f  hydroperoxides, which 

decompose to form esters and hydroxyl groups. The abstraction o f  hydrogen from the 

carbon adjacent to the ether oxygen is favoured as the resulting radical is stabilised 

by the oxygen lone pairs. Figure 3. 2 shows the degradation procedure described 

above. It also shows a proposed decomposition o f  the hydroxyl groups to form 

aldehydes. In alkyl-substituted PPV the 1,2 dioxetanes decompose to form two 

terminal aldehydes, as no ester signatures are observed in the infrared spectra. The 

end product, in all PPVs, is chain scission and the formation o f  terminal aldehydes 

(carbonyl groups [C = 0]) at the vinyl double bond on the polymer backbone.

H O C X -;

Figure 3. 2: Proposed oxidation mechanism for alkoxy-substituted PPV derivatives, 
showing the formation o f  esters, aldehydes and alcohols. (Reproduced from 
Reference
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The chain scission can be verified using Gel Permeation Chromatography, which 

shows a reduction in the molecular weight of the polymer after photo-degradation'^. 

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) can also be used to study the effects 

o f photo-degradation on the structure o f the polymer. Infrared spectral signatures 

(bands) allow us to study the formation o f new functional groups in the polymer. The 

bands o f main interest are the cw-vinylene C-H out o f plane bending band which is at 

691cm‘', the ^ra«5-vinylene C-H out o f plane bending band intensity at 965cm*', the 

C-O-C band at 1200cm’' the C -0  peak at 1278cm‘', the C = 0 band ranging from 

1695cm'' in aldehydes to 1745cm ' in esters and the 0 -H  band from 2400-3500cm''. 

Additionally, changes in the conjugation length o f polymer chains can be observed in 

the absorption and photoluminescence spectra. As the conjugation length shortens, 

due to chain scission caused by photo-degradation, the absorption and 

photoluminescence peaks blue shift and reduce in intensity^^.

3.2.2.1 Infrared Vibrations

When infrared radiation is passed through an organic material, certain 

wavelengths or frequencies are absorbed. The absorption bands talked about in the 

previous section refer to energy transitions within an organic material. Absorption 

in the infrared region of the spectrum is associated with vibrational changes within 

the organic material and is sometimes called vibrational spectroscopy. The 

vibrations correspond to stretching or bending vibrations and thus enable scientists 

to distinguish between different organic bonds. Stretching absorptions appear at 

higher energies than the corresponding bending absorptions of the same bond. 

Additionally, the vibrational frequency of a bond increases with bond strength and 

with decreasing reduced mass, as defined by Hooke’s Law:

1 fl
V —----  I— Equation 3. 1

2 7 1 \ J L I

where v is frequency (s''), k is bond sfrength (Nm'') and |a is the reduced 

mass (kg). The absorption bands are usually referred to by wavenumber, as 

opposed to frequency or wavelength, where wavenumber is defmed as the 

reciprocal o f the wavelength in centimetres (cm''). Stretching absorptions can be 

symmetric or antisymmetric, while bending absorptions can be in-plane or out-of-
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plane. In-plane bending is called either scissor, where the bonds bend towards 

each other, or rock, where the bonds bend in the same direction. Out-of- plane 

bending is called either twist, where the bonds bend out o f different sides o f the 

plane, or wag, where the bonds bend out o f the same side o f the plane. Some of 

these vibrational modes may have the same frequency which means that they can’t 

be distinguished. Additionally, in order to see an absorption band in the infrared, 

the vibration must have a fluctuating dipole, i.e. the bond must be polar. For 

example the C=C of the vinylene bond on the PPV back bone can’t be detected 

using infrared spectroscopy as it is a non-polar bond, but the vibrations o f the 

hydrogen atoms attached to the C=C can be detected and can be used to infer the 

existence o f the vinylene bond. Finally, a given bond doesn’t have a fixed 

vibrational frequency. A bond’s frequency can vary according to its environment. 

Conformational constraints, vibrational coupling and hydrogen bonding can all 

alter the frequency at which a bond vibrates. A detailed study o f infrared 

spectroscopy can be found in ‘Organic Specfroscopy’ .

3.2.3 Experimental Methods and Procedures

To verify the method o f photo-degradation in PmPV and in particular that chain 

scission was taking place, a film was spun from a filtered (O.S^m pore diameter) 

25g/l toluene solution, at 600rpm for 60 seconds on a polished Potassium-Bromide 

(KBr) substrate and was dried overnight under vacuum (-6x10 Nm' ). An FTIR 

spectrum was recorded using a Nicolet FTIR spectrometer before, during and after 

exposure to the expanded 457.9 nm beam of an Innova 90 Coherent water cooled 

Argon Ion laser at 50mW/cm^ for one hundred and twenty five (125) minutes.

3.2.3.1 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)

The name is derived from the fact that the initial interferograms are converted 

from the time domain to the frequency domain using Fourier Transforms. A 

scanning Michelson interferometer is used, meaning that all wavelengths can be 

passed through the sample simultaneously, thus allowing fast scan times. Any 

absorbed light due to the presence o f an absorbing sample will result in reduced
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intensities at the absorbed frequencies in the interferogram. Sample dimensions of 

about 1 cm in diameter are required. The sample thickness required depends on 

how absorbing the sample is. The spectral range scanned usually extends from 

500 - 4000 cm'' (2.5 - 20 |am).

3.2.4 Results and Analysis

The initial and final spectra are plotted in Figure 3. 3. The change in the local 

environment in the vicinity of the vinylene bond when it degrades will result in 

changes to the vibrations of both the cis and the trans vinylene C-H vibrations. The 

/ran.s-vinylene C-H out of plane bending band intensity at 965cm’' is decreased after 

exposure, indicating the breaking of the vinyl double bond, thereby shortening the 

conjugation length. There is also a weak absorption at 691cm'' due to the cis- 

vinylene C-H out of plane bending band. This also decreases, indicating chain 

scission at the vinyl double bond, but due to a cis/trans ratio of 0.38 , the absorption 

at 691cm'' is weak. The weak signal allows meaningful information only to be 

obtained from the absorption band at 965cm*'. At the same time there is a substantial 

increase in the aldehyde (C=0) stretch at 1710cm '. It should be noted that C =0 is a 

highly polar bond, resulting in a large absorption in comparison with the small 

reduction observed in the cis & trans vinylene C-H out of plane bending at the C=C 

bond on the PmPV backbone. The band at 1600cm'', is a phenyl quadrant ring 

stretching which broadens upon chain scission. The absence of a C-0 peak at 

1278cm ' and an 0-H  band from 2400-3500cm ' indicates no carboxylic acid 

formation. The absence of the C-0 peak also indicates no ester formation. The slight 

reduction in the strong C-O-C absorption peak at 1200cm'' is indicative of possible 

changes taking place in the sidechains during photo-degradation. All these changes 

are consistent with chain scission and the formation of terminal aldehydes at the 

vinylene bond on the PmPV backbone. The O-H band from 3400-4000cm'' is due to 

the presence of water vapour in the atmosphere and the film. This is discussed in 

more detail in section 3.3.3.
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Figure 3. 3: FTIR spectrum for a PmPV film before (blue) and after (dark blue) 125 
minutes exposure to the 457.9 nm line o f an Ar ion laser at 50 mW/cm^. The 
reduction in the Xrzns-vinylene out o f plane bending band at 965cm'' and the 
appearance o f the C=0 peak at 1710cm'' are marked by the vertical dashed lines. 
The photo-degraded spectrum has been offset vertically for clarity.

3.2.5 Discussion

It is clear from reading the literature that the presence of oxygen in polymer solutions 

and films and in the atmosphere causes the polymer to photo-degrade when photo- 

excited^^’̂ '*’̂ '. The mechanism has been studied in detail and has lead to several ways 

to reduce the effects of photo-degradation in organic materials. Material synthesis has 

lead to the design of materials that are more resistant to photo-degradation. The long 

conjugation lengths in PPV and PPV derivatives combined with long alkyl/alkoxy 

sidechains makes these materials more susceptible to attack from singlet oxygen. 

Stilbene, the monomeric two phenyl ring model compound for PPV does not
1 Q  ' i 'y  ^

appreciably react with singlet oxygen ’ . The incorporation o f electron withdrawmg 

groups on the vinylene bond acts to decrease the susceptibility o f PPV type polymers 

to attack from singlet oxygen. Nitrile groups attached to the vinylene bond in poly(2- 

methoxy,5-(2’-ethyl-hexyloxy)-l,4-phenylene vinylene) [MEH-PPV] were found to

Non Photo-Degraded 
Photo-Degraded
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dramatically improve its photo-stability^'. Phenyl groups also act to help stabilise the 

vinylene bond against attack. However it should be pointed out that such alterations 

to a material could alter the desired photophysical effects that made the material 

attractive to researchers in the first place. Small molecules tend to be veiy photo- 

stable as a result o f reduced conjugation. Photo-degradation measurements were 

performed on the small molecule l,4-bis-(a-cyanostyryl)-2,5-dimethoxybenzene 

(referred to as G33) in a polystyrene matrix and compared to measurements 

performed on PmPV in a polystyrene matrix. These results showed that the small 

molecule was more resistant to photo-degradation than the polymer and will be 

presented later.

OLED stability has been partially addressed through device encapsulation^^’̂ "*, 

structure and the use o f more photo-stable polymers and small molecules. OLED 

design and the materials used in OLEDs are being continually optimised to minimise 

photo-degradation and to improve efficiency, stability and reliability. The next step is 

to look at thin film formation techniques to see what can be done to eliminate air 

from polymer thin films and to see what strides can be taken to improve thin film 

efficiency and stability, in an effort to optimise every aspect o f an OLED.

3.3 Development of Thin Polymer Film Preparation

Techniques to Minimise Photo-degradation in PmPV

3.3.1 Introduction

There has been rapid development of OLEDs in recent years, with long lifetimes, 

high efficiencies and large luminance values a c h i e v e d H o w e v e r  

improvement in polymer stability is still an important issue. Photo-degradation in 

conjugated polymers results in lower photoluminescence (PL) efficiencies. At present 

the effect o f this degradation is minimised by device encapsulation. Although 

encapsulation dramatically improves device lifetime through the exclusion o f oxygen 

and water, it does not improve the inherent polymeric properties o f stability and 

efficiency. In this section novel polymer thin film preparation techniques are 

employed in an attempt to understand the requirements necessary for the removal of
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air from thin polymer films in an effort to minimise the effects o f photo-degradation 

due to oxygen in the polymer films. By doing this it is hoped that the stability and 

lifetime o f OLEDs can be significantly increased.

3.3.2 Experimental Methods and Procedures

For the removal o f  exciton quenching agents from polymer thin films, inert baking 

and spinning environments along with solution degassing were tried separately and 

combined together to determine the necessary requirements. In all, eight different 

types o f  film were fabricated and are summarised in Table 3.1.  All the techniques are 

compared to film type; Conventional (C). All the films were spun at 600 rpm for 

sixt}' seconds on to 50 mm diameter borosilicate crown glass (BK-7) substrates Irom

a 25 g/1 toluene solution o f PmPV. The films were baked at 70°C for a minimum of
2 2two hours in three separate atmospheres: air, argon and vacuum (-6x10  Nm’ ).

Table S. 1: Techniques used to p repare  each film  type. indicates an experim ental 
procedure was carried  out. ^  indicates an experim ental procedure was not carried  
out. The ultimate vacuum achieved was o f  the order o f  6 x l ( f  Nm'^.

FILM TYPE

Conventional

SOLUTION
DEGASSED

X

INERT SPINNING 
ENVIRONMENT

X

BAKING
ENVIRONMENT

Atmosphere
Film 2 X X Vacuum
Fi lms X X Argon atmosphere
Film 4 X Atmosphere
Film 5 X Argon atmosphere
Film 6 X Vacuum
Fi lm? / Argon atmosphere

Treated ■ / Vacuum

The solution was degassed by bubbling argon gas through the solution immediately 

prior to spinning. Inert spinning was performed by fitting an adapter on top o f  the 

spincoater and purging the chamber with argon gas prior to, during and after 

spinning. Inert baking was carried out in a container that had a constant argon feed at
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atmospheric pressure. A vacuum oven was used for baking under vacuum. The oven 

was evacuated using a two-stage rotaiy pump.

The set-up shown in Figure 3. 4 was used to monitor the degradation hfetime o f films 

prepared by techniques Conventional through to Treated and to record their 

integrated PL intensities. A Bragg diffraction grating and an aperture were used to 

select the 457.9 nm line from a multi-line air cooled Ar^ laser. A glass microscope 

slide was used to take off a reference beam so as to enable the output of the laser to 

be monitored using a silicon photodiode. A 10 cm focal length convex lens was used 

to focus the beam directly onto the polymer film. The beam diameter at the sample 

was measured by placing a narrow slit in front o f a silicone photodiode and scanning 

through the beam. The beam power at the sample was also measured using a power 

meter. The fluorescence from the sample was collected and collimated using a 5 cm 

diameter planar convex lens with a 5 cm focal length. The fluorescence was then

Multi Line 
Argon Ion 

Laser

Chopper

Bragg 
Diffraction 
Grating

Lockin Ait^lifier 1 Lockin Anqilifer 2

Photodiode
Photodiode 

 ̂ L-3

AP

Glass Slide L-1

L-2

Perspex Box 

San^le

Figure 3. 4: Experimental se t up fo r  photo-degradation measurements. The figure  
labels are as fo llow s: A P  ~ Aperture; L-1 ~ Convex lens f  = 10 cm; L-2 ~ Planar 
convex lens (j) =  5cm, f -  5 cm; L-3 ~ Planar convex lens (f) =  5cm, f =  10 cm.

focused onto a large area silicon photodiode using a 5 cm diameter, 10 cm focal 

length planar convex lens. The pump beam was chopped at 287 Hz and both the 

optimised luminescence signal and the laser beam reference signal were recorded
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using lockin-amplifiers. The sample was encased in a perspex box with a constant 

argon feed for inert atmosphere measurements.

Integrating sphere measurements were also carried out so as to calculate the absolute 

efficiency, the number o f photons emitted from the material per photon absorbed^*’̂ .̂ 

The efficiency measurements were performed using an integrating sphere at an 

excitation wavelength of 354 nm from a Helium-Cadmium laser at 0.1 mW/cm . The 

films were spun on 20 mm diameter Spectrosil B substrates at 400 rpm. 

Measurements were performed in a nitrogen atmosphere and were repeated twice for 

reproducibility. Spectra were recorded with and without the sample in the sphere. 

The spectra were integrated to calculate the area o f the laser and the PL spectra with 

the sample in the sphere and the area o f the laser spectrum without the sample in the 

sphere. These areas were used to calculate the amount o f the laser light absorbed by 

the sample and the relative efficiency o f the sample. Corrections were made to take 

several factors into account including the spectral response o f the sphere^^.

The solid state absorption and photoluminescence spectra were recorded before and 

after photo-degradation o f Conventional and Treated films. The films were exposed, 

in air, to the expanded 457.9 nm beam of an Innova 90 Coherent water cooled Argon 

Ion laser at 2 mW/cm for forty five minutes, after which time the photoluminescence 

from the film had decreased significantly. The lower beam power relative to previous 

measurements was as a result of the beam having to be expanded so as to photo

degrade a large area o f the film for the absorption measurements. A Shimadzu UV- 

2101 PC absorption spectrometer and Perkin Elmer LS50B luminescence 

spectrometer were used to record the absorption and photoluminescence spectra 

respectively. An excitation wavelength o f 458 nm was used for the PL 

measurements. The design of the sample holder in the luminescence spectrometer 

meant that the intensities recorded couldn’t be compared directly, thus rendering the 

measurements unsuitable for measuring relative PL efficiencies, but spectral shifts 

could still be observed in the normalised spectra.
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3.3.2.1 Ultra Violet-Visible Absorption Spectrometer

Shimadzu UV-2101PC Absorption Spectrophotometer: The Shimadzu UV- 

2101 PC is a double beam, direct ratio photometric measuring system using a 

dynode feedback method. It has a photometric range of -4 to ~5 in Absorbance, 

0 to ~99.99% in Transmittance. It employs a SOW halogen lamp and a Deuterium 

lamp. Spectra are dispersed by a Czemy-Tumer monochrometer with a high 

performance blazed holographic grating, and detected by an R-928 

photomultiplier. The instrument has a range of 190 - 900 nm.

3.3.2.2 Luminescence Spectrometer

Perkin Elmer LS50B Luminescence Spectrometer: The LS50B is a computer 

controlled ratioing luminescence spectrometer. Excitation is provided by a pulsed 

Xenon discharge lamp, with a fiill width half maximum of <10 ms and a pulse 

power o f 20 kW. The source is monochromated using a Monk - Gillieson type 

monochrometer and can be scanned over the range 200 - 800 nm. The 

luminescence is passed through a similar monochrometer, which can be scanned 

over the range 200 - 900 nm and is detected using a photomultiplier. The 

excitation slits (2.5 - 15 nm) and the emission slits (2.5 - 20 nm) can be varied in 

0.1 nm increments.

PL spectra were also taken in solution before, during and after bubbling argon 

through the solution. The solution was pumped using two 1 mW Ultra Violet diodes, 

^max = 373 nm, and the PL spectra were recorded using a CCD camera. These 

measurements were performed to ascertain if the removal o f air from polymer 

solutions had any affect on the PL.

To test the longevity o f the improved PL efficiency measured in the Treated film 

type, it was exposed to atmosphere over hundreds of hours and its PL intensity 

recorded on a number o f occasions.

Films were prepared at different spin speeds using the conventional and treated 

technique and their relative PL intensities recorded, to see what effect film thickness
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had on the resuhs. Film thickness and surface roughness were examined using optical 

profilometry.

3.3.2.3 O ptical Profilom eter

A Zygo New View 100 scanning white light interferometer was used for all film 

thickness measurements in this thesis. The machine operates a lot like the FTIR 

spectrometer discussed earlier. Incoming white light is split inside an 

interferometer with one beam going to an internal reference surface and the other 

one going to the sample. When the beams recombine they form a 3D 

interferogram on a CCD array, which is then transformed, using Fourier 

transforms, into the frequency domain to form a quantitative 3D image. The depth 

resolution is 1 nm.

Raman spectroscopy was performed on films prepared in this report, in an attempt to 

study the vinylene bond and carbonyl group intensities before and after photo

degradation, in films of type Conventional and Treated but problems were 

encountered which meant that this experimental technique was unsuitable. The 

problems included a rapidly degrading signal and the fact that carbonyl groups are 

not very Raman active.

PmPV (25g/l in toluene) solutions containing 0%, 10%, 20% and 30% mass fraction 

of multiwall carbon nanotubes were made up. The solutions were placed under a 

sonic tip for 30 seconds to help disperse the carbon nanotubes in the solution and to 

help break up any amorphous carbon. The solutions were then placed in a sonic bath 

for 3 hours and then left to settle for 48 hours. The solutions were then decanted, thus 

separating the polymer and suspended carbon nanotubes from the amorphous carbon 

which settles at the bottom. PmPV has been used previously as a host material for 

carbon nanotubes'*®. These solutions were made in order to investigate whether 

carbon nanotubes acted to reduce the rate of photo-degradation in PmPV. Films were 

prepared by drop casting onto microscope slides and gently heating the films on a 

hotplate to ensure that all solvent had been removed from the films. At the time of 

fabrication of these films it was though that it was not possible to prepare polymer-
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carbon nanotube films by spin casting. This has subsequently been discovered not to 

be the case"". The preparation o f these films can be compared to that o f the 

Conventional film type as no solution degassing or inert atmosphere spinning was 

used and the films were baked in air.

3.3.3 Results and Analysis

Air acts as a space filler in polymer solutions and films. The rate o f diffusion of air 

through polymer films or the extent to which air can propagate through a polymer 

film is relatively unresearched. Initially in this work films were prepared that 

involved only simple deviations from that o f film type Conventional. Film 2 was 

baked under vacuum to see if air would diffuse out of the film during baking. Film 3 

was baked in an argon (inert) atmosphere to see if argon would diffuse into the film 

during baking and displace the air trapped in the film during spinning. The initial 

integrated PL of these two films was recorded along with the integrated PL intensity 

over time while the films were photo-degraded and found to be similar to that o f film 

type Conventional. It was clear that just altering the baking environment had no 

affect on the magnitude o f the integrated PL or photo-degradation lifetime o f the 

PmPV films.

Air trapped in polymer solutions can be replaced with another gas by displacement. 

Films 4, 5 and 6 were prepared from solutions of PmPV that had been degassed by 

displacing the air in the solution by bubbling argon gas through the solution 

immediately prior to spinning and were baked in atmosphere, argon atmosphere and 

under vacuum respectively. The initial integrated PL o f these three films was 

recorded along with the integrated PL intensity over time while the films were photo

degraded. Film 4 was found to be similar to that o f film type Conventional. Film 5 

showed a 20% increase in its initial integrated PL intensity while film 6 showed a 

70% increase in its initial PL intensity compared to film type Conventional. 

Additionally, within the time frame of the photo-degradation measurements film 6 

hadn’t degraded to the same integrated PL intensity as films o f type Conventional. 

These results indicated that not only did solution degassing have an effect on the PL 

efficiency o f PmPV films, but that the baking environment also played an important
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role. It is clear from the above data that air has time to diffuse back into the films 

during the baking process.

Two more films were fabricated to investigate the effects o f the spirming 

environment on the previous results. Film 7 was spun and baked in an argon 

atmosphere from a degassed solution. Its initial integrated PL intensity showed a 60% 

increase over that o f film type Conventional. Film type Treated was spun in an argon 

atmosphere and baked under vacuum from a degassed solution. Its initial integrated 

PL intensity showed a 90% increase over that o f film type Conventional. As with 

films 5 and 6, both films still had a higher integrated PL intensity than film type 

Conventional after photo-degradation. Film type 6 and Treated, which were baked 

under vacuum, have higher integrated PL intensities that their corresponding films 5 

and 7 respectively, which were baked in an argon atmosphere.

The above results are shown in Figure 3.5.  The luminescence signal was normalised 

to the laser beam reference. Each film type was prepared twice and four points were 

monitored on each film, hence each decay curve is an eight point average of data 

obtained from two films. The measurements for film type Conventional were 

repeated on two newly prepared films and found to be similar to the original results 

and hence are not plotted in Figure 3. 5. The influence of film preparation on PL 

intensity is significant. It can be clearly seen that film type Treated has an initial PL 

intensity which is 90% greater than that o f film type Conventional.

From this point forward it was decided to concentrate on the differences between 

films prepared by the Conventional and the Treated technique. It had been noted 

during the above measurements that the power o f the laser varied on a day to day 

basis. The above photo-degradation measurements were repeated for these two fihn 

types and are replotted in Figure 3. 6. The measurements were carried out 

consecutively so as to perform them all at a constant power. The power was 

measured before and after the measurements and the beam intensity was calculated to 

be 50 mWcm’̂  on both occasions. The beam profile at the sample is shown in 

Figure 3. 7.
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Figure 3. 5: Photoluminescence intensity and photo-degradation with time in air 
under continuous exposure to radiation at 457.9 nm from an air cooled Ar^ laser for  
each film preparation technique as described in Table 3. 1.
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Figure 3. 6: Biexponential f it  for film types Conventional and Treated in air and 
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degradation under continuous exposure to radiation at 457.9nm (50 mWcm'^) from  
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Figure 3. 7: Gaussian f i t  to Air cooled  Argon Laser beam profile.

A s previously, each film type was prepared twice and four points were monitored on 

each film. Film type Treated was also photo-degraded in an argon atmosphere. As 

can be seen from the graph, film type Treated has an initial PL intensity 70% greater 

than that o f  film type Conventional. This increase is lower than measured previously, 

but is still significantly greater than film type Conventional.

The luminescent decay o f  film types Conventional and Treated in atmosphere 

(Figure 3. 6) were modelled using a bi-exponential fit, as shown in Equation 3. 2 

with two time constants, ti and ta. The parameters a and b are the initial intensities o f  

the individual decay curves and their sum is the initial PL intensity. The ratio o f  a/b is 

0.83 and 1.44 for the conventional and treated films respectively.

y  = ae*' +  Equation 3. 2

In air, two different types o f  luminescence decay are evident. There is an initial rapid 

decay rate (1/ti), followed by a second slower decay rate ( l / t 2). Where ti and t2 are 

time constants, defined as the time taken for the PL intensity to fall to 1/e o f  its initial 

value. The time constants are shown in Table 3. 2. It is evident that the preparation
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techniques used for film type Treated reduce the decay rates substantially. Compared 

to film type Conventional, ti and t2 were found to be 43 % and 105 % longer 

respectively. In an argon atmosphere an initial PL intensity increase is followed by a 

very gradual decay with a significantly smaller decay rate, (1/tAr)- This decay was 

fitted with a single exponential fit. The decay is attributed to oxygen embedded in the 

film. These results suggest that in atmosphere the initial sharp decay is due to oxygen  

in the atmosphere and the second decay is related to oxygen trapped in the film  

during preparation.

Table 3. 2: Time constants, in seconds, fo r  the decay in photoluminescence intensity. 
The magnitude o f  t2 & tAr fo r  the photo-degradation due to oxygen embedded in the 
Treated polym er film  are o f  the same order o f  magnitude as expected.
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Figure 3. 8: FTIR spectra o f  film types Conventional and Treated. The significant 
reduction in the atmospheric signatures o f  water from 1500 - 2000 cm'‘ and from  
3400 - 4000 cm'' are clearly visible. The Treated spectrum has been displaced fo r  
clarity.
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Comparison o f the FTIR spectrum for film types Conventional and Treated in 

Figure 3. 8 demonstrates the removal o f air from film type Treated. This is inferred 

by the reduction in the atmospheric signatures of water from 1500 - 2000 cm"' and 

from 3400 - 4000 cm"'.

Average film thicknesses of 211.6 nm and 370.4 nm were recorded for the film types 

Conventional and Treated, presented in Figure 3.5,  respectively, with the latter being 

75 % thicker. This represents a dramatic increase in film thickness between the two 

film preparation techniques. The increased thickness is not due to an altering o f the 

polymer concentration due to solvent evaporation during solution degassing as 

consistent film thicknesses for film types Conventional and Treated have been 

measured for films prepared from the same polymer solution.

The absorbance spectra o f film types Conventional and Treated were taken in the 

solid state before and after exposure, in air, to the expanded beam of an Innova 90 

Coherent water cooled Argon Ion laser at 2 mWcm’̂  for forty five minutes and are 

plotted as absorption spectra in Figure 3. 9. It can be seen that there are two peaks in 

the absorption spectrum of PmPV. The peak at X, = 407 nm is due to the conjugation 

along the PmPV backbone. The absorption edge is at X, = 465nm. Consequently a 

pump wavelength o f A. = 457.9 nm was chosen to test the PL properties o f the 

polymer, as described above. It was also noted that the absorbance values for the 

Treated film type was greater than for the Conventional film type, indicating that 

there was more polymer in the Treated films. With the increased film thickness 

measurements in mind, the measured increase in PL intensity can not be solely 

accounted for by additional polymer in the Treated films, thus suggesting possible 

film morphology changes between the two film types. The PL spectrum of PmPV has 

two strong peaks, one at 510 nm and the second at 529 nm. The PL spectra have been 

normalised at their maxima. It can be clearly seen from the absorption spectra in 

Figure 3. 9 that chain scission has taken place. The 407 nm absorption peak has blue 

shifted by 12 nm in both film types. This is a direct result o f the reduced conjugation 

caused by the chain scission resulting from photo-degradation. The peak at 336 nm 

shows no spectral shift after photo-degradation. The two absorption maxima have
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also reduced in intensity indicating that the polymer chains have been damaged 

during photo-degradation.
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Figure 3. 9: Absorption and photoluminescence spectra for film types Conventional 
and Treated before and after exposure to radiation at 457.9nm are presented. Blue 
line: Conventional, Dark Blue line: Conventional Photo-degraded, Green line: 
Treated and Dark Green line: Treated Photo-degraded.

The PL spectra also show some very interesting changes. The PL spectra o f  both film 

types prior to photo-degradation show some distinct differences. The 510 nm peak in 

film type Conventional is quenched relative to film type Treated, resulting in the 

spectrum o f the Treated film being broadened towards shorter wavelengths by 7 nm 

in comparison to the Conventional film. This is thought to be due to aggregation in 

the Conventional film that isn’t observed in the Treated film, again suggestive o f 

possible film morphology changes. The spectrum o f film type Conventional after 

photo-degradation shows a blue shift o f  about 10-12 nm, with the 510 nm peak 

becoming the dominant peak. This blue shift is indicative o f reduced conjugation 

length caused by chain scission. Interestingly the spectrum o f the Treated film after 

photo-degradation shows no spectral changes. This implies that the Treated film is 

spectrally stable during photo-degradation. One would expect to observe a blue shift
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in film type Treated after photo-degradation seeing as a shift was observed in the 

absorption spectrum.

To see if  the broadening o f  the PL, in the Treated film, towards the blue was as a 

result o f the removal o f  air from the solution prior to spinning or as a consequence o f  

film morphology changes, PL spectra were taken in solution and their integrated PL 

intensity are shown in Table 3. 3. The degassed polymer solution showed no 

broadening o f the PL spectrum towards shorter wavelengths. This indicates that the 

removal o f  air from the polymer solution was not responsible for the observed 

spectral shift. The solid state changes observed are possibly due to changes in film 

morphology, which act to prevent aggregation effects in the Treated film. It was 

noted that the increase in integrated PL intensitj' saturated relatively quickly and then 

remained constant for the duration o f the experiment. A PL intensity increase o f 21 % 

was observed in the degassed solution, showing that air acts to quench the PL in 

polymer solutions. Film preparation technique 5 shows that the removal o f  air from 

polymer thin films gives rise to a 20 % PL intensity increase relative to the 

Conventional type.

Table 3. 3: Relative integrated photolum inescence intensity fo r  Pm PV  before 
(time  =  0) and during (time > 0) solution degassing, by bubbling argon gas through 
the solution.

The exposure o f a Treated film to atmosphere resulted in a very gradual decrease in 

initial PL intensity. An initial PL intensity drop o f 10 % was recorded over the first 

eighty hours followed by a further 10 % drop over the next three hundred hours. 

Meaning that even after three hundred and eighty hours exposure to atmosphere the 

treated film still has a PL intensity increase o f 50 % over the Conventional film being 

used as the control sample. The films were stored in the dark in between

Time (minutes) Relative Integrated 
Photoluminescence Intensity

0.0
3.5
6.5 
9.0

1.000
1.191
1.215
1.218
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measurements to prevent photo-degradation. This decrease in initial PL intensity has 

been partly attributed to the diffusion o f air back into the film. X-Ray diffraction 

measurements were performed on both Conventional and Treated films to study any 

differences in ciystallinity between the two films types, but were inconclusive as the 

machine required thicker films than could be produced to get a meaningful signal. It 

was thought that a gradual recrytallisation of the treated film might be contributing to 

the reduction in PL intensity over time.

In order to monitor the diffusion o f air back into Treated films over time, two films 

were prepared at 600 rpm for 60 s on KBr substrates and dried under vacuum to 

remove any remaining solvent. FTIR spectra were taken over the course o f one 

month, during which time the two films were continually exposed to atmosphere. The 

two films were stored in the dark so as to prevent photo-degradation in between 

measurements. The spectra taken for one o f the films, after zero, six and thirty days 

exposure, are plotted in Figure 3. 10. They have been offset vertically for clarity. As 

can be clearly seen the atmospheric signatures o f water (OH) at 1500 - 2000 c m ' '  

and at 3400 - 4000 c m ' '  have increased significantly after six days and continue to 

increase over the thirty day exposure period.

These result shows that Treated films are relatively stable in air for up to one week, 

before any significant drop off in PL intensity is observed and before the diffusion of 

air back into the film becomes noticeable. These results also add weight to the idea 

that the changes in film morphology are largely responsible for the increased PL 

intensity observed in Treated films as the diffusion of air into the treated films does 

not reduce the PL intensity o f the Treated films to that of the Conventional films.

As reported earlier, films o f type Treated were measured to be 75% thicker than films 

o f type Conventional when prepared at 600 rpm. Films o f type Conventional and 

Treated were prepared at 1000 rpm in order to establish whether a similar film 

thickness increase would be observed, along with the changes in PL spectra observed 

for the 600 rpm films. Film thicknesses o f 136.1 nm and 154.3 nm were measured, 

showing that Treated film types were 13% thicker than Conventional films when 

spun at 1000 rpm. PL spectra showed no shifts relative to each other and were found
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to be similar to that of Conventional film types, prepared at 600 rpm. It was also 

noted that the Treated film had an initial PL intensity increase o f 17%  over the 

Conventional film, significantly lower than in the 600 rpm films. Hence the thinner 

the films the smaller the thickness increase between the two film types and hence the 

smaller the PL intensity increase. This corresponds with other evidence suggesting 

we are strongly altering the film morphology in Treated films. Additionally, the film 

thickness of film type 5 was also measured to be the same as that of the Conventional 

film type. This verifies that the removal of air from thin films o f PmPV is partly 

responsible for the increased PL intensity observed as film type 5 showed a PL 

intensity increase o f 20% and no increase in film thickness relative to the 

Conventional film type.
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Figure 3. 10: FTIR spectra charting the dijfusion o f  air back into a Treated PmPV  
polymer film. Spectra are shown after zero, six and thirty days exposure. The spectra  
have been displaced vertically fo r  clarity.

3.3.3.1 Experimental Point to Note for this point forward in the Thesis

At this point in the experimental work a new batch o f  PmPV was synthesised to 

replace the previous batch that had run out. Absorption and PL spectra were
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taken and all the peaks were found to be in the same position as expected. It 

should be pointed out that from this point forward all experimental work involving 

the use o f PmPV was performed using this new batch o f PmPV. It was noted that 

Treated films prepared at 600 rpm showed a significantly smaller PL intensity 

increase over Conventional films, than obtained previously and that negligible 

film thickness increases were being achieved. In an attempt to obtain Treated 

films with significant thickness increases over Conventional films, films were 

prepared at 400 rpm as opposed to 600 rpm, as had been the case up to this point. 

This resulted in a PL intensity increase o f 54% being achieved combined with a 

film thickness increase o f -30%. Table 3. 4 shows the PL intensity and film  

thickness increase measured in films prepared at several different spin speeds for  

the new batch o f polymer and the previous batch.

Table 3. 4: Percentage film thickness and photoluminescence increases 
comparisons between the old and new batch on PmPV. rpm indicates spin speed, 
C and T indicate Conventional and Treated films respectively, %> d is percentage 
film thickness increase and %> PL is percentage PL intensity increase. Film 
thicknesses are in nanometers.

Old PmPV New PmPV

rpm
Film

Thickness
Film

Thickness

C T % d % PL C T % d % PL

1000 136.1 154.3 13.3 17
600 211.6 370.4 75 90 269 276 2.6 22
500 284 308 8.5 -
400 347 450 29.7 54

Integrating sphere measurements were performed on three samples, film types 

Conventional and Treated prepared at 400 rpm and a drop cast film containing 

carbon nanotubes at 10% mass fraction. The results are shown in Table 3. 5. The 

Treated film was found to be 26.7% more efficient than the Conventional film. This 

figure is somewhat smaller than the 54% PL intensity increase measured for films of 

this type.
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Table 3. 5: Solid state photoluminescence ejficiency values for Conventional and 
Treated PmPV films and a PmPV film doped with 10% mass fraction o f carbon 
nanotubes.

10% Nanotube Conventional Treated

PL Efficiency 5.00% 6.47% 8.20%

It was noted that the sample wasn’t tested for five days after being prepared, but that 

they had been stored in the dark in an argon atmosphere or under vacuum during 

those five days. The discrepancy between the measured efficiency increase and the 

PL intensity increase can be accounted for by slight sample degradation over the five 

days prior to the efficiency measurements, but is most likely due to additional 

polymer in the treated films as shown by absorbance measurements. Additional 

polymer w ouldn’t influence the efficiency measurements but would give higher PL 

intensity readings due to the additional polymer. Using film thickness measurements, 

the absorption coefficient for film types Conventional and Treated combined with the 

assumption that the thickness increase in the Treated film is solely due to additional 

polymer and that both film types have the same PL efficiency, a PL intensity increase 

o f  -2 %  and ~16% would be achieved at wavelengths o f 354 nm and 457.9 nm 

respectively. This indicates that the measured PL intensity increase cannot be due 

solely to additional polymer. Using the measured values for the efficiencies these 

values increase to -29%  and -47%  respectively. Additionally, by allowing for some 

sample degradation o f the Treated film prior to performing the efficiency 

measurements, the measured value would be even higher. It is clear from these 

calculations and the integrating sphere results that additional polymer in the Treated 

films is not solely responsible for the increased PL intensity observed.

The 22.7% efficiency decrease for the PmPV film containing 10% mass fraction o f 

carbon nanotubes shows that the incorporation o f  large percentages o f carbon 

nanotubes into PmPV acts to decrease PL efficiency. It has previously been shown 

that the incorporation o f  small percentages o f  carbon nanotubes acts to break up 

aggregation and increase PL efficiency in PmPV in solution'*^. This indicates that the 

quantity o f  carbon nanotubes added and the environment to which they are added is 

important for controlling aggregation and PL efficiency in PmPV.
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3.3.4 Additional Photo-degradation Measurements

The incorporation o f  nanotubes into PmPV films had previously been shown to 

reduce the affects o f  photo-degradation'^^ in PmPV. Photo-degradation measurements 

were performed in air, as outlined previously, on PmPV films containing 0%, 10%, 

20% and 30% mass fraction o f  nanotubes. The results are graphed in Figure 3. 11 and 

the decay lifetimes, ti and tz, obtained from the bi-exponential fits are shown in 

Table 3. 6.
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Figure 3. 11: Photoluminescence intensity and photo-degradation with tim e in air  
under continuous exposure to radiation a t 457.9 nm from  an air cooled A /  laser fo r  
Pm PV  and PmPV. nanotube com posite containing 10%, 20Vo and 30%  mass fraction  
o f  nanotubes. Also shown is the bi-exponential f i t  to each data set.

As shown previously, there is an initial rapid decay due to the oxygen in the air, 

followed by a much slower decay, associated with the oxygen trapped in the film. 

The lifetime o f  the initial rapid decay (ti) is similar in all four film types. However 

the lifetime o f  the slower secondary decay (t2) shows a 113% increase for the 10% 

mass fraction nanotube film over the neat PmPV film. Similarly the 20% and the 

30% mass fraction nanotube films show an 88% and 49% increase respectively over 

the neat PmPV film. These results clearly show that the incorporation o f  nanotubes

PmPV: 0% Nanotubes 
PmPV: 10% Nanotubes 
PmPV:20% Nanotubes 
PmPV:30% Nanotubes 
Bi-exponential Fit

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
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into PmPV films acts to reduce the rate o f photo-degradation caused by air trapped in 

PmPV films.

Table 3. 6: Time constants, in seconds, fo r  the decay in photoluminescence intensity 
fo r  PmPV film s containing 0%, 10%, 20% and 30% mass fraction o f  carbon 
nanotubes. 1/ti is the initial decay rate due to air and l/t2 is the decay rate due to air 
embedded in the films.

Carbon Nanotube Mass Fraction

Lifetim e 0% 10% 20% 30%
ti 101 101 104 100
t2 6767 14409 12714 10070

The mass fraction o f nanotubes added is also critical as the rate o f the secondary 

photo-degradation increases with mass fraction of nanotubes. It should be pointed out 

that the actual mass fraction of carbon nanotubes is significantly less that the 

percentages quoted as the nanotube soot used was not 100% pure, but that the nature 

o f the PmPVrnanotube soot interaction is such that only carbon nanotubes interact 

with the PmPV. It should also be noted that the resuhs for the neat PmPV film 

presented in this paragraph differ from those presented previously. This is possibly 

due to the fact that these measurements were performed with a different batch on 

PmPV to the previous measurements and that the experimental set-up had been 

repositioned since the previous measurements.

Initially photo-degradation experiments were performed on the small molecule 1,4- 

bis-(a-cyanostyryl)-2,5-dimethoxybenzene (referred to as G33) in a polystyrene 

matrix. Ig/1 G33 doped into 75g/l Polystyrene in o-xylene. Its chemical structure and 

degradation on exposure to radiation at 457.9 nm from an air cooled argon ion laser 

are shown in Figure 3. 12. It is immediately apparent from the graph that this material 

is very photo stable at 457.9 nm. Photo-degradation measurements were also 

observed for a lg/1 PmPV doped into 75g/l Polystyrene in toluene thin film. The rate 

o f photo-degradation was observed to be very quick, as in neat films of PmPV, 

indicating that the incorporation o f a material into a polystyrene matrix could not be 

responsible for the remarkable stability measured in G33, implying that the photo

stability in 033 was a material property. It is noted that there are electron
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withdrawing nitrile groups attached to vinylene bonds on the backbone, which as 

discussed earlier, can dramatically improve the photo-stabilit>' o f  organic materials.
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Figure 3. 12: Photoluminescence intensity and photo-degradation with time in air, 
fo r G33 doped into Polystyrene, under continuous exposure to radiation at 457.9 nm 
from an air cooled Ar~ laser. The chemical structure o f G33 is also shown.

3.3.5 Discussion

Increased PL intensity, film thickness, efficiency and photo-stability have all been 

achieved in Treated films over Conventional films. The solution and solid state PL 

spectra combined with the film thickness measurements indicate that the thin film 

preparation technique used to prepare the Treated films is altering the morphology o f 

the film. Absorbance measurements indicate that there is additional polymer in the 

Treated films, but that it is not sufficient to account for the increased PL intensity 

measured. This is verified by the integrating sphere measurements and accounts for 

the difference between the PL intensity increase and the PL efficiency increase 

measured.
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Increased PL efficiency implies that there are an increased number o f radiative 

singlet decays, and hence fewer non-radiative singlet decays, either directly to the 

ground state or to the triplet state or both. Reduced intersystem crossing would result 

in the formation o f less excited state singlet oxygen, thus acting to reduce the rate of 

photo-degradation. A significant reduction in the amount of air in Treated films 

would also have the same effect, hence the reduced rate o f photo-degradation 

observed could result from one or both o f these mechanisms. One mechanism for 

increased radiative singlet decay is a reduction in exciton quenching sites. These sites 

act to dissociate excitons, which then decay non-radiatively. Polymerisation reactions 

always leave functional groups on the ends o f the polymer chains. These functional 

groups are usually esters and/or aldehydes, which contain carbonyl groups, which act 

as quenching sites. In the preparation o f Treated films the synthesis o f the polymer 

has not altered and hence the number o f this type o f quenching sites remains constant 

and can not be associated with a reduction in non-radiative decay. The close 

proximity o f polymer chains to each other in the solid state results in the formation of 

inter-chain excitons, polarons and bipolarons. These excited state species all decay by 

non-radiative routes. To improve PL efficiency requires reducing the formation of 

these species. The PL efficiency of PmPV increases to 71%"^ in solution due to 

increased inter-chain separation. The PL efficiency of polymer films can also be 

increased by doping the polymer into an inert matrix such as Polystyrene (PS) or 

Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). Matrix films have higher efficiencies than neat 

polymer films"^ ,̂ due to reduced aggregate formation resulting from increased 

interchain separation and reduced crystallinity compared to neat PmPV films'* .̂ Other 

techniques used to increase interchain separation through reduced aggregate 

formation include incorporating bulky side-chains''^’'**’'*̂ . Work involving changes in 

film morphology through the use o f different solvents has been published^*’. Different 

solvents lead to different conformations in solution, that are carried over into film 

structure during spinning, leading to increased efficiency due to changes in film 

morphology. The incorporation o f nano-particles such as nanotubes into a PmPV 

solution act to break up aggregation by increasing interchain separation. The results 

reported in this chapter indicate that increased inter-chain separation has been 

achieved in the Treated fihns. It is thought that the combination o f saturating the 

solution with argon prior to spinning and baking the film under vacuum gives rise to
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a foaming effect within the film, resulting in increased inter-chain separation. In 

order to achieve a better understanding of how the measured PL efficiency increase 

was obtained, pump and probe experiments were carried out and the results are 

detailed in Chapter 4.

The effect of polymer chain conformation on the photoluminescence in solutions of 

PmPV has been studied in detail^*. Backbone configurations with predominantly cis 

and trans configurations show different optical properties. The extent to which 

interchain interactions in solution differ between the two conformations proves that 

polymer chain conformation resulting from synthesis can strongly influence solution 

luminescence efficiency. The aggregation effects have also been studied with 

increasing solution concentrations. It was found that the incorporation of carbon 

nanotubes could be used to control aggregation and hence luminescence efficiency, 

through the control of interchain separation. This result supports the solid state PL 

spectra, PL efficiency and film thickness measurements presented in this chapter and 

strongly advances the argument presented that the increased PL efficiency measured 

is due to changes in film morphology.

Spectral stability and high PL efficiency combined with a minimal fall off in 

luminance are three very important criteria for electroluminescent (EL) devices if 

they are to be utilised successfully in organic displays. Changes in spectral stability 

can be detrimental to the viability and quality of organic displays as they strongly 

affect the Commission Internationale de L’Eclairage (CIE) co-ordinates. Prior to 

preparing films by the Treated technique, PmPV demonstrated a blue shift after 

photo-degradation. Presently, no spectral shift is observed over time for Treated 

films. The time constants presented in Table 3. 2 clearly show that the removal of 

oxygen from polymer thin films doubles photo-degradation lifetimes. This problem is 

particularly relevant to EL devices as they can photo-degrade through their own 

emission'^. A final advantage for EL devices from this preparation is the 

improvement of the PL quantum efficiency, as the EL external quantum efficiency is 

directly proportional to its PL counterpart. The results presented in this chapter show 

that the PL properties of PmPV, when prepared by the Treated technique, take a big 

step towards achieving these three criteria.
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The possibility o f recrystallisation in the treated films contributing to the decreases in 

PL intensity over time was looked at unsuccessfully. If  it were the case that it was a 

factor then ways o f  counteracting it would include new polymer design and the 

incorporation o f  nanoparticles. It has been shown that incorporating asymmetric 

sidechains into the PmPV polymer significantly reduces the ability o f  the polymer to 

recrystallise^*. Similarly the incorporation o f nanoparticles, such as carbon 

nanotubes, SiOa and Ti0 2 , reduce aggregation effects in the polymer and can lead to
52an improvement in the EL efficiency through a redistribution o f  the electric field .

During the course o f  preparing treated films for this thesis it was noted that the 

percentage thickness increase in treated films was sometimes less than the value o f  

-3 0 %  presented in Table 3. 4 for 400rpm films. It should be pointed out that 

thickness increases o f  -3 0 %  are recorded in most incidences but that differences can 

occur, due to two delays that may occur in the fabrication process for treated films. 

The two delays in question are the time lapse between pipetteing the degassed 

solution onto the substrate and the commencement o f spinning and the time lapse 

between the completion o f  the spinning process and the start o f  the pumping down o f 

the vacuum oven. An example o f one o f  these delays would be if  the substrate proved 

difficult to remove from the spincoater. Several films were fabricated that weren’t 

presented in this thesis due to problems that arose with the devices in question. The 

problems included bad evaporations and poor film quality leading to devices that 

degraded upon the application o f  an electric field. These films, although not 

presented, enabled a better understanding o f  the observed thickness increase in 

treated films. It was noted that in films with reduced thickness increase, there had 

been delays as detailed above.

3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter the issues o f  solid state PL efficiency and photo-degradation lifetimes 

have be addressed, interpreted and improved. Device encapsulation is essential if  EL 

devices are to reach the lifetimes necessary for commercial applications, but does not 

tackle the material properties o f  efficiency or photo-degradation lifetime. The
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preparation techniques described in this chapter notably improve these device properties 

prior to encapsulation. Furthermore the stability o f  the fluorescence spectrum with time, 

a major issue with regards the future development o f  organic display technology, is 

increased significantly by reducing the formation o f  aggregates. It has been show that 

the removal o f  air from polymer thin films combined with changes in film morphology 

improves PL efficiency by at least 27%, and decay lifetimes ti and t2 by 43% and 105% 

respectively, in air. This combined with the fact that these films don’t significantly 

degrade on exposure to atmosphere for several hundreds hours, marks a significant step 

forward in the use o f  polymers for optoelectronic applications.
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Chapter 4

Investigation of Photoluminescence Efficiency in 
PmPV

4.1 Outline

This chapter starts by outHning the factors that influence photoluminescence (PL) 

efficiency in organic and polymeric materials. It goes on to outline ways o f improving 

both solution and solid state PL efficiencies. A detailed section follows in which 

photoinduced absorption (PA) is discussed and the experimental results o f PA 

measurements on Conventional, Treated and Matrix films are presented. The results 

explain the reason for the increased efficiency measured in Treated films. The third and 

final section outlines the conclusions derived from the above work.

4.2 Photoinduced Absorption

4.2.1 Introduction

Over the last decade polymers have been utilised successfully as the luminescent 

materials in organic light emitting devices. Polymers with excellent carrier transport 

properties and high photoluminescence efficiency have been synthesised'’̂ ’̂ . Poly(p- 

phenylenevinylene) [PPV], along with many o f its derivatives, has been extensively 

studied for potential use in display applications. As discussed previously, enhanced 

photoluminescence efficiency is a major goal for polymer synthesists and one method 

used is to reduce the conjugation length o f organic polymers. The incorporation of 

meto-phenylene rings into the polymer backbone is one method o f restricting 

conjugation length"* and limiting exciton diffusion to quenching sites. PmPV is one 

such polymer that has a weto-phenylene ring incorporated into its backbone. Such 

polymers provide an opportunity to study the relationship between molecular
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symmetry and electronic states. The electronic states in PPV have C2h symmetry and 

are labelled as Ag or 5 „, with the corresponding symmetry labels for molecular 

orbitals being ag and Dipole selection rules dictate that transitions can only take 

place between levels of opposite parity. The incorporation of a meto-phenylene ring 

into PPV acts to break the C2h symmetry, leading to modifications of the electronic 

structure of PPV. This has potential implications for the photophysics of PmPV as if 

the incorporation of the meta linkage significantly alters photophysical properties of 

the polymer, other than those associated with the restriction of its conjugation length, 

that are detrimental to the performance of the material in optical and electrical 

devices then other techniques may have to be used.

Developments in recent years have led to the investigation of polymers as suitable 

materials for an electrically pumped organic laser^’̂ . The question of whether 

polymers can be used successfully as solid state laser materials has raised numerous 

important issues in polymer science, one of which is excited state absorption by 

charged species^. The presence of a large excited state population with absorption 

close to the emission maximum will quench any lasing action and has been
S 9highlighted as a major problem in fabricating an electrically pumped organic laser ’ .

In this chapter the photophysics of PmPV is studied, using photoinduced absorption 

(PA) spectroscopy. In the previous chapter, a variety of different thin film 

preparation techniques were calibrated for photoluminescence efficiency and 

photostability. One technique, known as the treated technique, was found to 

significantly improve these two properties. The improvement in these properties was 

directly correlated with increased film thickness, leading to speculation of increased 

interchain separation. This leads to a reduction in interchain interaction through 

increased interchain separation, giving rise to a reduction in the formation of 

polarons and non-radiative quenching routes, resulting in increased PL efficiency. 

Increased interchain separation in matrix films, where the luminescent polymer has 

been doped into a material such as polystyrene, can significantly enhance PL 

efficiency through reduced polaron formation'*’. A thin film formation technique that 

addresses this polymeric property would have important implications for the fiiture 

development of organic optical devices. The aim of this chapter is to study the
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relationship between film forming techniques and polaron formation for neat PmPV. 

Comparisons are made between PmPV thin films prepared by the conventional and 

treated techniques and with a PmPV/polystyrene blend which is known to have 

improved efficiency and increased interchain separation when compared to neat 

PmPV films.

Previously, techniques used to increase interchain separation include incorporating 

bulky side-chains, doping the organic material into an inert matrix and minimising 

aggregate formation through solvent choice". All of these techniques succeed to 

some level in reducing the polaron population, but can alter other important polymer 

properties, such as charge carrier mobility.

4.2.2 Theory

The photophysics o f organic polymers is influenced by a lot o f factors. The 

photoluminescence efficiency o f a polymeric material in solution is usually higher 

than in the solid state'^. In low concentration solutions in which the individual 

polymer chains are isolated and thus free to relax into their lowest energy 

configuration, photoluminescence efficiency is higher than in concentrated polymer 

solution in which the chains aren’t fi'ee to rotate. In these solutions the close 

proximity o f neighbouring polymer chains leads to interactions between the chains. 

Such interactions include the formation o f weakly bound excitons across the two 

chains. These interchain excitons may recombine on the same chain, or they may 

completely dissociate as they migrate along the chain to form a positive and a 

negative polaron on separate chains. Additionally they may interact with other 

interchain excitons and recombine to form singlet or triplet excitons. Interchain 

excitons are easily dissociated giving rise to lower photoluminescence efficiencies in 

organic materials with closely interacting polymer chains. Solid state thin films are 

the ultimate high concentration solution and exhibit significantly lower efficiencies 

than low concentration solutions o f the same polymeric material. The formation of 

aggregates, closely aligned segments from two or more polymer chains, leads to the 

formation of low energy absorption tails in the solid state that aren’t visible in 

solution. Excitons dissociate to form these lower energy absorbing species, as they
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are energetically favourable. Excitons are continually looking for lower energy states 

in order to lower their energy. Interchain excitons and polarons are two such states. 

To summarise'^, the isolation o f polymer chains in dilute solutions results in the 

formation o f fewer non radiative excited state interchain species. This gives rise to 

higher efficiencies in dilute solution than in the solid state. For a detailed study on the 

photophysics o f phenylenevinylene polymers the reader is referred to reference''*.

4.2.3 Experimental Methods and Procedures

Photoexcitation dynamics were studied by Photoinduced absorption (PA) 

spectroscopy. For PA measurements, the sample is excited by an amplitude- 

modulated pump beam and changes in the transmission o f a probe beam are 

measured by lock-in amplification o f a photodetector. The 457.9 nm line o f a Spectra 

Physics 164 water cooled argon ion laser at a power density o f 30 mWcm'^ peak- 

peak, was used as the pump beam and a monochromated tungsten white light source 

was used as the probe. The probe light transmitted through the sample was passed 

through a monochromator set to the same wavelength as the probe beam. The use of 

multiple detectors and gratings enabled the PA spectrum to be investigated between 

0.7 and 3.0 eV (~1.8 -  0.4 |^m). Cooled silicon and germanium photodetectors were 

used for measurements between 0.4 - 1.2|4.m and 1.0 - 1.8 jam respectively. The 

pump beam was modulated at 120 Hz by an acousto-optical modulator and the 

spectra were measured in a cryostat, under vacuum at 80 K. A vacuum of 0.3 Nm' 

was achieved using a turbo pump and the sample was cooled using liquid nitrogen. 

The sample is cooled in order to remove any thermal noise but it also lengthens the 

triplet and the polaron lifetimes so that they can be measured within the limits o f the 

experimental set up. Prior to cooling, the sample chamber is flushed out with helium 

gas to aid the removal o f oxygen and water from the chamber. This is essential to 

minimise any photo-degradation that may occur, as the sample is continuously 

exposed to the laser beam for up to two hours during the course o f the PA scans. The 

PA spectrum, defined as the normalised change, AT, in the transmission o f the probe 

beam, T, is proportional to the photoexcitation density, n. The lock-in amplifier 

simultaneously measures the in-phase (X) and quadrature (Y) signals, which can be 

compared to determine the excitation lifetime and correlate different PA bands. If  the
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phase difference between the driving signal and the output of the detector is set 

correctly then an instantaneous event will have no phase lag and will be recorded in 

X and not in Y. Any event with a lifetime could have a component in Y as it occurs 

out of phase with X and starts to come in phase with Y, where Y is delayed by 90 

degrees with respect to X. The driving frequency plays an important part in this. If it 

is very low then the entire signal will occur in X. As the drive frequency is increased 

more and more of the signal will start to appear in Y. Photoluminescence can be 

considered as being an almost instantaneous event, relative to the lifetime of polaron 

and triplet states, that have lifetimes that are typically longer than 10'^ seconds. The 

choice o f drive frequency is critical as the photoluminescence can obscure any high 

energy photoinduced states. The frequency was set so as the PL signal appeared in 

the X signal only. This meant that the Y signal wasn’t contaminated by the PL. Due 

to the choice of frequency, components of the PA signal appeared in both the X and 

Y signals.

Computer

Lock-in Amplifier

Argon Ion Laser
Mirror

Lens
Dual
Detector

Monochromator Lens Filter MonochromatorCryostat

Tungsten
Lamp

Figure 4. 1: Experimental set up for the Photoinduced absorption measurements.

The lifetimes o f any PA bands observed can be measured by measuring their 

dependence on the pump modulation frequency. The probe wavelength is held 

constant at the maximum o f the PA absorption band being studied while the 

frequency is scanned. For monomolecular recombination, the in-phase and
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quadrature PA signals depend upon the modulation frequency, f, and the excitation 

lifetime, t , as'^

A T jn o c 1 / [ i  +  ( o)t ) ' ]

Equation 4. 1

where co is the angular frequency.

By measuring the dependence o f the PA signal on the laser power it is possible to 

identify the species responsible for the observed absorption. The probe wavelength is 

held constant at the maximum of the PA absorption band being studied while the 

power o f the laser is scanned. The rate equation for photoexcitations is given by

^  = G -  Rn -  Bn^ Equation 4. 2

where G is the generation rate (proportional to the laser flux), R is the 

monomolecular recombination rate and B is the bimolecular recombination rate. The 

steady state excitation density is proportional to the laser power {nss = G ! R )  for 

monomolecular recombination and proportional to the square root o f the laser power 

{nss = ->lGIB) for bimolecular recombination. This can be used to distinguish 

excitations; as triplet excitons have monomolecular recombination (except at high 

excitation densities), whereas non-geminate polarons have bimolecular 

recombination. A power index between 0.5 and 1 indicates a combination of 

monomolecular and bimolecular recombination, as would be the case for a 

combination of non-geminate polarons and geminate polaron pairs.

All the above experiments were interfaced with a computer using Labview software.

Films of type Conventional and Treated were prepared from 25 g/1 toluene solutions 

o f PmPV. Additionally a fiirther PmPV/polystyrene blend film, denoted as fikn type 

Matrix, was spun and baked in atmosphere from a non-degassed toluene solution 

containing PmPV at a concentration of 25 g/1 and polystyrene (PS) at a concentration
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of 15 g/1. All three film types were spun at 400 rpm on Spectrosil B substrates. 

Additionally after PA measurements had been performed on the treated film it was 

photo-degraded in air using the 457.9 nm beam of the argon ion laser until the 

integrated PL intensity had decreased to 40% o f its initial value. PA measurements 

were then performed on the degraded film.

Additionally doping measurements were performed in solution using Iron tri

chloride (FeCb) as an oxidising agent. FeCb removes electrons from the polymer 

resulting in the formation o f positive polarons on the polymer chain. The absorption 

caused by the presence of these polarons can be observed using an ultra violet - 

visible absorption spectrometer. At high concentrations o f FeCls it is possible to 

observe the formation o f bi-polarons along with a simultaneous reduction in the 

polaron absorption, as at high polaron concentrations the formation o f bi-polarons is 

favourable as discussed in chapter two. The absorption spectrum of polarons in 

PmPV was determined by doping a dilute solution of PmPV (1.25 g/1) in 

dichloromethane (CH2CI2) with a solution containing FeCb in dichloromethane at a 

concentration of 3.75 g/1. Drops o f FeCb were added to the PmPV solution and the 

absorption spectrum recorded.

4.2.4 Results and Analysis

The in-phase and quadrature PA spectra for each of the three film types, 

conventional, treated and matrix were recorded. An example o f a PA spectrum is 

shown in Figure 4. 2. The example shown is for the treated film. Additionally the 

quadrature PA spectrum for the treated film after photo-degradation is also shown in 

Figure 4. 2.

A number o f observations can be made fi-om the sample PA spectra plotted in Figure 

4. 2. Firstly the contamination o f the in-phase spectrum due to the photoluminescence 

can be clearly seen above 1.85 eV. Heating o f the sample by the probe beam 

modulates the magnitude o f the fluorescence and thermochromic shifts can make it 

impossible to correct by simply scaling the PL intensity. The spectrum is very noisy 

and it is hard to know whether to attribute peaks to PA bands or poor PL correction.
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The quadrature spectrum shows no such contamination. Secondly, the presence of 

several absorption peaks is evident in the quadrature spectrum. The assignment of 

these peaks isn’t possible from the graph, but laser power dependence can be used to 

distinguish which absorbing species is associated with each peak. Thirdly, the 

overlap o f the PA bands and the PL spectrum can be clearly seen. This indicates that 

the PL is being quenched by the presence o f these sub gap absorption bands. This 

acts to reduce the PL efficiency of PmPV over certain wavelength ranges.
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Figure 4. 2: In-phase (red) and quadrature (green) photoinduced absorption spectra 
fo r  a treated film. The quadrature spectrum o f  the treated film after photo
degradation (dark green) and the photoluminescence (black) spectrum. The y-axis 
zero point reference (pink) is also shown.

There are two possible candidates for the PA bands observed. One is charged 

polarons and the other is neutral triplet excitons. The results of the doping experiment 

performed to determine the energy for polaron absorption in PmPV are shown in 

Figure 4. 3. It shows the absorption spectra for a PmPV solution as successive 

amounts of FeCb solution are pipetted. The polymer is oxidised by the dopant and 

the absorption spectra show the formation o f an absorption band with a peak at 

2.28 eV (543 nm) due to positive polarons (cations) on the polymer chain. The
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polarons being formed here are from charge transfer in solution, whereas the 

polarons being investigated by PA spectroscopy are formed by photoexcitation. The 

non-uniform increase with successive drops o f FeCb is attributed to non-uniform 

drop sizes. The lineshape o f the doping induced absorption spectrum was 

independent o f the dopant concentration and no second oxidation step was observed, 

which would have indicated the formation o f positive bipolarons. The solution 

photoluminescence spectrum is also shown, to give a clear indication o f the spectral 

overlap between the photoluminescence spectrum and the polaron absorption. A low 

energy shoulder is also visible around 1.9 eV (653 nm), indicating the possible 

presence o f a second polaron absorption transition.

Absorbance PmPV 
5 drops FeClj 
9 drops FeCl3 

13 drops FeClj 

15 drops FeClj 

Photolum inescence  
Zero Reference

1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6

Energy (eV)

Figure 4. 3: Absorption edge o f  a 1.25 g /l PmPV solution in dichloromethane (red). 
Absorbance spectra o f  PmPV with increasing concentration o f  FeCls (reddish- 
brown). Luminescence spectrum o f  the PmPV solution (green). The y-axis zero point 
reference (pink) is also shown.

The quadrature PA spectra for the conventional, the treated and the matrix film are 

shown in Figure 4. 4. The matrix film has a PA band with a maxima at 1.87 eV 

(663 nm). The conventional and treated films both possess a second PA band with a 

maximum at 2.25 eV (551 nm). This energy matches that o f the polaron absorption in
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Figure 4. 3 and this PA band is accordingly assigned to photogenerated polarons. The 

polaron absorption band is significantly stronger in the conventional film, which is 

consistent with a link between reduced photoluminescence efficiency and enhanced 

charge photogeneration. This is the case as the number of excitons created is the 

same in both film types for a given number of incident photons. The efficiency in the 

treated films is higher as fewer excitons decay by dissociation into charged species 

thus reducing the polaron yield in treated films. The peak at 1.87 eV is provisionally 

assigned to triplet excitons.

0
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Figure 4. 4: Quadrature photoinduced absorption spectra fo r the conventional 
(blue), the treated (green) and the matrix (black) films. The absence o f  a peak at 
2.25 eV  in the matrix film is evident along with a reduction in the 2.25 eV  peak in the 
treated film  relative to the conventional film.

The dependence of the PA bands on pump power intensity was measured to verify 

the assignment of the PA bands at 1.87 eV and 2.25 eV to triplet excitons and 

polarons respectively. A representative graph is shown in Figure 4. 5 for the PA band 

at 1.87 eV. It should however be pointed out that the graphs were plotted against the 

In-Phase photoluminescence intensity as opposed to the laser beam intensity. This is
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because the photoluminescence intensity is directly proportional to the laser power at 

low intensities and can be measured more accurately than the laser power.
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Figure 4. 5: Dependence o f  the photoinduced absorption band at 1.87 eV on laser 
power, fo r a conventional film. The in-phase (blue) and quadrature (red) signals are 
shown. The black lines are the power fits  to the data.

The values measured for all the films are shown in Table 4. 1. The values measured 

for the 1.87 eV peak are close to unity indicating that this PA band is due to triplet 

excitons. Meanwhile the values for the 2.25 eV peak show a large deviation for the 

in-phase and quadrature signals. The in-phase signal for the 2.25 eV band is very 

noisy due to photoluminescence contamination, meaning that the quadrature value is 

more representative o f the true power dependence o f the 2.25 eV signal. The 

measured value of 0.88 for the conventional film is indicative o f a combination of 

polarons and geminate polaron pairs as discussed previously. These results for the 

power dependence confirm the assignment o f the PA bands at 1.87 eV and 2.25 eV to 

triplet excitons and polarons respectively.
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Table 4. I: Power dependence o f the photoinduced absorption bands on pump beam 
intensity. In-phase and quadrature values are shown.

Power Dependence of the 
Photoinduced Absorption bands

1.87 eV 2.25 eV
Film Type In-Phase Quadrature In-Phase Quadrature

Conventional 0.96 0.91 0.96 0.88
Treated 0.97 0.94 —  —

The fits to both the PA bands are approximately linear in laser power indicating that 

the recombination is monomolecular. The excitation lifetime can therefore be 

determined by measuring the dependence o f the PA signals upon the modulation 

frequency. The results are modelled using Equation 4. 1. A representative graph is 

shown in Figure 4. 6.
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Figure 4. 6: Dependence o f the in-phase (blue) and quadrature (red) photoinduced 
absorption signals upon the modulation frequency for the 1.87 eV band in the treated 
film. The solid lines are fits to the data.
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Table 4. 2: Frequency dependence o f  the photoinduced absorption bands. In-phase 
and quadrature lifetimes at 80 K  are shown. The *  indicates values after photo- 
degradation.

Frequency Dependence of the 
Photoinduced Absorption bands

Lifetime (ms): 1.87 eV Lifetime (ms): 2.25 eV
Film Type In-Phase Quadrature In-Phase Quadrature

Conventional 0.44 0.46 0.46 0.41
Treated 0.44 0.45 — —

Matrix 0.46 0.45 N/A N/A

Treated* 0.44 0.43 0.43 0.45

Table 4. 2 shows the calculated values for the lifetime, t , in milli seconds at 80 K for 

both polarons and triplet excitons. The lifetimes for both o f the PA bands are the 

same within the calculated errors (±0.02ms). The similar lifetimes for the 1.87 eV 

and 2.25 eV PA band in all three film types indicates that any changes in the PA 

signal are due to different generation rates and not changes in polaron recombination 

rates. This enables direct comparisons to be made between the intensities o f  the 

various absorption bands in the recorded spectra.

4.2.5 Discussion

The assignment o f the feature at 2.25 eV to polaron-pair formation is in clear 

agreement with the results using FeCb as a dopant. Comparison o f  the PA spectrum 

o f the matrix film with those o f the conventional and the treated films provides 

further support o f the assignment o f these features. In the matrix film we continue to 

observe the triplet feature but no polaron peak. This indicates that polarons in PmPV 

are predominately formed through interchain coupling and that by disrupting 

aggregation by increasing the spacing between the polymer chains, through spinning 

films from polymer/polystyrene blends, reduces the polaron population. The reduced 

PL efficiency with increased charge photogeneration in the conventional and treated
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films relative to the matrix film is consistent with quenching o f luminescence by 

polarons through excited state absorption and direct quenching of singlet excitons.

The similar lifetimes for the 1.87 and 2.25eV PA bands in all three film types allows 

a direct comparison o f the polaron peaks in the conventional and treated films. The 

PA resuhs give important information about the properties o f the three film types. 

Comparison o f the PA signals shows that there is a significant reduction, about 30%, 

in the polaron population o f the treated film relative to the conventional film. This 

would indicate that there is increased interchain separation in this film, agreeing with 

the previous measurements for the treated film which showed a thickness increase of 

~30%. This reduction in polaron formation explains the increased PL efficiency 

measured in the treated film.

It is also noted that the intensity o f the triplet peak in the matrix film is significantly 

reduced relative to the conventional and treated films. Since the measured lifetimes 

are the same in all three film types, the reduction can’t be explained by a change in 

the excited state lifetime. An alternative explanation is that the triplet yield in the 

matrix film is significantly lower. This could be due to enhanced intersystem crossing 

or transformation of geminate polaron pairs from singlet to triplet spin configurations 

before recombination'^ in the conventional and treated films.

The PA spectrum for the photo-degraded treated film shows a reduction in intensity 

at all energies. The polaron band has increased relative to the triplet but it is difficuh 

to make any direct comparison between the degraded and pristine film as the 

percentage triplet yield in the degraded film may not be the same as in the pristine 

film.

Matrix films have higher efficiencies than neat polymer films'®, due to reduced 

aggregate formation resulting from increased interchain separation and reduced 

crystallinity compared to neat PmPV films'^. Waveguide loss measurements'^ 

showed that waveguides with reduced losses could be fabricated from PmPV through 

the incorporation o f Polystyrene, which acts to break up the ciystallinity o f neat 

PmPV films.
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Figure 4. 7: The peaks o f  the PL spectra (solid circles) and high-energy polaron 
hand (open circles) fo r  a series o f  phenylene-based polymers. Every polymer shown 
with the exception o f  PmPV has C2h symmetry.

The excited state triplet absorption peak occurs at a much higher energy for PmPV 

(1.87 eV) than in the PPV equivalent poly(2,5-dioctyloxy-/?-phenylenevinylene) 

[DOO-PPV] (1.45 eV). This shows that slight changes in the backbone structure of a 

material can lead to dramatic changes in the energies o f the excited states in 

polymers. As discussed previously the absorption and fluorescence o f PmPV are blue 

shifted by 0.34 eV relative to DOO-PPV. The polaron excited state absorption band, 

as measured by doping and photogeneration, occurs at a relatively high energy for a 

phenylene polymer. Figure 4. 7 compares the PL and polaron peaks for a series of 

phenylene-based polymers: poly(9,9-dioctyl fluorene) [PFO]'^, methyl-substituted 

ladder-type poly(para-phenylene) [m-LPPP]^**, poly(2,5-dibutoxy phenylene 

ethynylene [DBO-PPE]^', poly(2,5-dioctyloxy-para-phenylene vinylene) [DOO- 

PPV] , poly(para-phenylenevinylene-co-2,5-dioctyloxy-/?ara-phenylene vinylene) 

[PpPV] and PmPV. Direct comparison with DOO-PPV shows that the absorption 

peak for polarons is blue shifted by 0.75 eV. This is significantly larger than the blue

•  Photoluminescence Maximum 
O Polaron Peak

o

o o o

o

o
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shifts in absorption, fluorescence and triplet energy. This result can possibly be 

explained by the different symmetries possessed by DOO-PPV and PmPV. DOO- 

PPV possess C2h symmetry with the parity o f orbitals alternating between ag and 

Optical transitions are only allowed between orbitals of opposite parity^ ’̂̂ '*. This 

doesn’t appear to hold for the corresponding transitions in PmPV, resulting in a third 

allowed transition. This is shown schematically in Figure 4. 8. PpPV, the C2h 

symmetric para  equivalent o f PmPV, doesn’t show this third allowed transition.

2.30 eV
1.91 eV

PmPV DOO-PPV

0.45 eV

1.50 eV

Figure 4. 8: Schematic diagram o f the molecular orbitals o f a negatively charged 
polaron in PmPV and DOO-PPV. The allowed transitions are shown by solid red 
lines and forbidden transitions by dashed red lines.

The doping spectra plotted in Figure 4. 3 show a weak absorption between 1.7 and 

1.9 eV, the energy at which the polaron absorption would be expected. The doped 

absorption spectrum for PmPV can be resolved into two bands with maxima at 1.91 

and 2.30 eV, as shown in Figure 4. 9, indicating that two transitions take place. The 

predominance of the high energy transition is unclear and warrants further study 

along with other possibilities for the observed changes.

Our results correlate reduced polaron photogeneration with enhanced quantum yield. 

Interchain aggregation can enhance polaron photogeneration^^, which in turn will 

reduce the PL quantum yield. Polarons quench singlet excitons^  ̂ and, if the excited 

state absorption and PL spectra overlap, excited state absorption will also reduce the
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PL quantum yield. These results also have important implications for the production 

o f  an electrically pumped polymer laser. The strong overlap o f the excited state 

absorption o f  polarons and the fluorescence in PmPV makes such an application 

unlikely for this material. This is highly evident in Amplified Spontaneous Emission
25(ASE) experiments. Laser action has been demonstrated in solutions o f  PmPV but 

spectral narrowing under high intensity laser illumination in ASE waveguiding 

geometries has not been observed in PmPV despite having been observed in other 

PPV derivatives^^. This has been attributed to the quenching o f fluorescence due to 

polaron absorption and high waveguide losses due to scattering caused by the highly 

crystalline nature o f  PmPV.

3

FeCIS doped PmPV 
G aussian Fit 
Double Gaussian Fit

2

1

0
1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0  2.1 2.2 2.3  2.4 2.5  2.6  2.7

Energy (eV)

Figure 4. 9: The absorption spectrum (black) o f  PmPV doped with FeClj, in solution. 
The pink lines show the deconvolution o f  the polaron absorption into two bands with 
peaks at 1.91 and 2.30 eV. The red line is the combined f it  to the spectrum.

As detailed above the spectral overlap o f the photoluminescence and the polaron 

absorption doesn’t occur in every luminescent polymer. By studying the differences 

between the structures o f these polymers it is possible to acquire the information 

necessary to design polymeric materials suitable for solid state lasing applications. 

Candidate polymers would have to form solid state thin film structures with sufficient
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interchain separation to prevent polaron formation. Bulky sidechains have been used 

but they tend to give rise to scattering which decreases output light coupling from 

devices. Symmetry considerations may have to be taken into account for the reasons 

outlined. Polymeric design can only achieve so much and if combined with the 

correct choice o f solvent and thin film preparation technique significant steps can be 

taken towards the fabrication o f solid state polymer lasers. Small molecules have 

been used to exhibit high gain in waveguide structures^^. The nature of small 

molecules restricts exciton and interchain exciton diffusion resulting in the formation 

of very few polarons. This has lead to extensive research with small molecules over 

the last decade.

4.3 Conclusions
In conclusion, the excited state absorbing species have been fully characterised for 

conventional, treated and matrix PmPV films. Doping and photoinduced absorption 

studies have shown that there are excited state absorption bands at 2.25 eV for polarons 

and 1.87 eV for triplet excitons. The energy o f the polaron absorption was found to be at 

a higher energy that expected. A possible explanation was provided by the breaking of 

symmetry on the polymer backbone due to the incorporation of the meta linkage. Other 

explanations such as the reduced conjugation length cannot however be ruled out. The 

absence o f the polaron absorption in the matrix film and its reduction in the treated film 

shows that by controlling thin film processing the photophysical properties o f thin films 

can be controlled. In this work increasing interchain separation can significantly reduce 

the number o f polarons formed in thin films o f PmPV. This decrease in polaron 

formation results in increased photoluminescence efficiency. This work has important 

implications for understanding further the photophysics o f luminescent polymers and 

more immediately in developing a successful polymer for use as an emissive layer in an 

electrically pumped organic laser.
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Chapter 5

Electrical Analysis and Properties of PmPV

5.1 Outline

This chapter is divided into three main sections, in addition to the outline and 

conclusions, the first o f which deals with the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of 

conventional and treated films for both electron only and hole only devices. The I-V 

characteristics are used to study differences in the electrical transport properties between 

the two film types. Detailed tables o f all the calculated properties are presented and 

analysed. The second section uses impedance spectroscopy to enable additional 

electrical properties to be analysed and others to be re-measured using a different 

experimental technique. The use o f alternating voltage measurements allows a more in- 

depth study of fundamental material properties to be performed. The third section 

applies what has been leamt in the first two sections and the previous two chapters into 

fabricating and analysing the performance of an LED prepared using a treated film 

relative to one prepared from a conventional film. The chapter concludes with a detailed 

conclusions section for the chapter.

5.2 Charge Carrier Injection from Contacts

5.2.1 Introduction

An electrical contact is generally defined as the junction between a metal and a non- 

metal, the purpose o f which is to either enable or block the injection of charge 

carriers through the junction. The non-metallic material is usually an insulator or a 

semiconductor. Metal-electrolyte, semiconductor-electrolyte and 

insulator-electrolyte contacts also exist, but for the purpose o f this discussion the
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possible combination of electrical contacts that exist shall be limited to metal- 

insulator and metal-semiconductor contacts.

5.2.2 Electrical Contacts

In the solid state model when two materials are brought together to form a contact 

their Fermi levels (Ep) must be aligned. This is achieved by the flow of free charge 

carriers from one material to the other, resulting in the formation of positive and 

negative space charge regions on opposite sides of the contact, which act as a 

potential barrier. The potential across this barrier is known as the contact potential 

and acts to set up an electric field to prevent the further net flow of free charge across 

the interface between the two materials.

Charge carriers produced by optical or thermal excitation within a solid don’t usually 

result in an alteration of the overall charge in the solid, whereas charge carriers 

injected from a contact produce a net space charge resulting in space charge limited 

current under the application of an electric field. This build up of excess space 

charge in a material can alter its electrical properties as outlined in the following 

sections.

The work fiinction ((})„,) of a metal is the potential barrier between the Fermi level of 

the metal and the lowest energy level of an electron in vacuum, called the vacuum 

level. Due to the fact that the Fermi level of a semiconductor is in the band gap the 

work function ((|)s) is defined as

(j)s = Xs + (Ec “  Ep) Equation 5. 1

where Xs is the electron affinity of the semiconductor and Ec is the energy at the 

bottom of the conduction band. As can be seen from Equation 5. 1 the work fiinction 

of a semiconductor is dependant on the position of the Fermi level, which is a 

function of dopant and impurity concentration. The electron affinity is defined as the 

energy released when an electron in the vacuum level goes into a state at the bottom 

of the conduction band. The band diagrams for the work function of a metal and an 

intrinsic semiconductor are shown in Figure 5. 1.
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Figure 5. 1: Energy band diagram showing the work function o f  a) a metal, <̂ nd 
b) an intrinsic semiconductor, (j)s, where Xs is the electron affinity o f  the 
semiconductor.

The contact potential can clearly be defined as the difference between the work 

functions o f the two materials forming the contact. For a metal-«-type semiconductor 

contact, where ( |)n i  > ( | ) s ,  the contact potential ( V d )  is given by

= X s - { ^ c ~  ^ f )\ Equation 5. 2

where q is the charge o f an electron. For charge to be injected from the bottom of the 

conduction band of the semiconductor into the metal the electrons must have an 

energy equal to or greater than the potential barrier qVd, while for charge to be 

injected from the metal into the semiconductor the electrons at the fermi level in the 

metal must have an energy equal to, or greater than the potential barrier (j)m-Xs> ^s 

shown in Figure 5.2. Potential barriers formed by a space charge region whose width

> I

-  Vacuum Level

Metal n-type semiconductor

Figure 5. 2: Energy level diagram fo r  a metal -  n-type semiconductor contact.
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(W) and height depend on applied voltage are known as Schottky barriers. The 

lowering of a potential barrier due to the application of an electric field is known as 

the Schottky Effect.

5.2.2.1 Neutral Contacts

A neutral contact’’̂  is one at which the carrier concentration is neutral on both 

sides of the point of contact. Hence there is no space charge or band bending at the 

metal - semiconductor interface. This condition occurs when (})m -  (|)s although it 

can also occur when (j)m * <t)s due to electron (hole) trapping levels sufficiently 

above (below) the fermi level in wide band gap semiconductors.

5.2.2.2 Blocking Contacts

The Schottky barrier shown in Figure 5. 2 is an electron blocking contact as 

viewed by electrons in the metal, in which (|)m > (j)s. Under forward bias electrons 

can easily flow from the semiconductor to the metal but under reverse bias the 

flow of electrons from the metal is limited by the electrons available over the 

Schottky barrier, the density of which is significantly lower than in the bulk of the 

semiconductor. This type of conduction is known as electrode limited. Electron 

emission from a metal, across a blocking contact, maybe due to either thermionic 

emission or high field tunnelling. The corresponding condition for a contact to be 

a blocking contact for holes is (|)m < (t>s, as seen by holes on the metal side, of a 

metal-p-type-semiconductor junction.

5.2.2.3 Ohmic Contacts

An ohmic contact has negligible contact resistance relative to the semiconductor 

bulk and hence doesn’t degrade device performance due to the small voltage drop 

across it relative to the voltage drop across the bulk. The free carrier density in the 

contact is significantly greater than in the bulk of the semiconductor, resulting in 

the contact acting as a reservoir of carriers. Charge injection from an ohmic 

contact is said to be bulk limited seeing as the contact acts as a reservoir of free
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charge carriers, meaning the carrier conduction is controlled by the impedance of 

the semiconductor bulk. It should be pointed out that the current-voltage 

characteristics o f an ohmic contact are only linear when the conduction is ohmic. 

When the conduction is space charge limited the current-voltage characteristics 

are not linear. An example o f such a contact would be between the semiconductor 

Gallium Arsenide and metal Gold alloyed with Indium, Germanium and Silicon.

5.2.3 Electrode Limited Conduction

A blocking contact, as described previously, is known as an electrode limiting 

contact because the electrodes and not the semiconductor bulk control the current- 

voltage characteristics. There are two possible ways for charge carriers to inject from 

electrodes into a semiconductor and they are by Field Enhanced Thermionic 

Emission and by Field Assisted Quantum Mechanical Tunnelling.

5.2.3.1 Field Enhanced Thermionic Emission

In a conducting material, the electrons are governed by Fermi-Dirac statistics. As 

the temperature is increased some electrons have sufficient energy to pass over the 

surface potential barrier separating the two materials. This process o f increasing 

the temperature of a bulk material to increase the number of electrons that can 

leave the material is called thermionic emission. This is invariably aided by the 

Schottky effect^, which acts to reduce the value and width o f the potential barrier, 

thus increasing the number o f electrons able to surmount the barrier.

If all the electrons emitted from the cathode are carried away in the conduction 

band and collected at the anode the field enhanced thermionic emission current 

density is given by

J = A*T^ exp b Ve
Equation 5. 3

kT
\  /

where A* is the effective Richardson constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin and 

B is a fiinction o f both the work function and the image force. It also depends on 

whether the contact is neutral or blocking. The reduction in the value o f the work
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function is known as the Schottky effect. At a constant temperature the natural log 

of the thermionic emitted current density is proportional to the square root of the 

applied field. When considering field enhanced thermionic emission we assume 

that the width of the depletion region is greater than the electron wavelength so as 

field assisted quantum mechanical tunnelling can be neglected. Additionally it 

should be pointed out that this scenario assumes an Ohmic contact at the other 

electrode hence it is not valid for symmetrical devices.

5.2 .3 .2  Field A ssisted  Quantum Mechanical Tunnelling

Field emission is the quantum mechanical tunnelling of electrons through a 

potential barrier from a metal to a semiconductor or an insulator in the presence of 

a strong electric field. Fowler and Nordheim"* proposed that at high applied fields 

or at low temperatures that conduction by field assisted quantum mechanical 

tunnelling through the contact potential barrier was dominant. The presence of an 

electric field can significantly lower and narrow the potential barrier thus 

increasing the probability of quantum mechanical tunnelling through the barrier. 

Due to the largely temperature independent nature of the current-voltage 

characteristics at high fields, the low temperature-high field expression holds in 

most situations for electrode limited conduction. The Fowler-Nordheim 

expression is

J  =
%7T B

v_
y d j

exp
3hq /  d

Equation 5. 4

where q is the charge of an electron, h is Plank’s constant, (|)b is the barrier height, 

m* is the effective carrier mass, V is the applied voltage and d  is the 

semiconductor/insulator thickness. Equation 5. 4 simplifies to

Equation 5. 5

where A and B are proportional to the barrier height and E is the electric field 

defined as Y/d.
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5.2.4 Bulk Limited Conduction

The ohmic contact detailed above leads to bulk limited conduction due to the build 

up of a reservoir of free charge carriers at the electrode. When the carrier-injecting 

electrode provides an excess of charge carriers the current is controlled by the bulk 

properties of the material into which the charge is being injected. The build up of 

space charge creates an electric field that acts to reduce the rate of charge injection 

from the electrode. Thus the current is controlled by the mobility of the charge 

carriers in the bulk. The presence of impurities can act to trap injected charge 

carriers, thus controlling the current-voltage characteristics of the material. This will 

be discussed in detail later, but for the moment we will concentrate on unipolar 

charge carrier injection into trap free organic materials.

5.2.4.1 Unipolar Charge Carrier Injection: Trap Free Current-Voltage 

Characteristics

Due to the complex nature of charge carrier injection, the following assumptions 

are made prior to deriving the current-voltage characteristics. 1) The injecting 

ohmic contact is perfect. 2) Charge carrier mobility is field independent. 3) The 

drift component of the current is dominant over the diffiision component, which 

we ignore. This is true when the applied voltage is greater that ^T/e, where e is the 

elementary charge. 4) There are shallow traps present which contribute a thermally 

generated free charge carrier density of po.

At low applied voltages the free carriers will start to drift with an average drift 

velocity, vj, which is proportional to the applied field, E.

Vj = |x E Equation 5. 6

where fx is the charge carrier mobility. This is governed by Ohm’s Law:

J = a  E Equation 5. 7

where J is the current density and a  is the conductivity. The conductivity is related

to the mobility by

a  = PoCp. Equation 5. 8
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where po is the free carrier density and e is the elementary charge.

5.2.4.1.1 Dielectric Relaxation Time

The ability of a material to redistribute excess injected charge in order to 

maintain charge neutrality is governed by the dielectric relaxation time, Td- This 

is the time taken for a material to restore charge neutrality after the injection of 

a small excess of charge. It is defined as follows

Th = y  = y  Equation 5. 9“ / a  / p e j i  ^

Where s is the permittivity of the material, which is related to the strength of 

the Coulomb interaction within the material. When the injected charge carrier 

density, p, is low, the carrier transit time, it, is greater than Xd implying that the 

material can redistribute excess charge to maintain charge neutrality. Xt is 

defined as the time taken for a carrier to travel from the cathode to the anode 

and is given by

-  d. Equation 5. 10

where d is the thickness of the organic layer. However organic materials tend to 

have extremely low free carrier densities meaning that with increasing applied 

voltage, p becomes greater than po, the transit time becomes less than the 

dielectric relaxation time (fi-om Equation 5. 6) and the free carriers cannot 

compensate for the injected charge carriers. The current then becomes space 

charge limited.

When p equals po, it equals Xd. By combining Equation 5. 6 with Equation 5. 10 

the expression for Xt becomes

r, Equation 5. 11

where V is the applied voltage. The voltage at which these two times are equal is 

called Vq.
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The current density in the material may be written in terms of the total injected 

free charge per unit area, Q, and the transit time

J = Q /r, Equations. 12

A given voltage between a cathode and an anode a distance d apart can only 

support a total charge Q per unit area. Hence Q is proportional to V with the 

proportionality constant C defined by

C = Equation 5. 13

where A is the cross sectional area and the proportionality constant C is called the 

capacitance. Co is the geometric capacitance and C = 2Co if the charge is 

distributed evenly between cathode and anode and approaches Co due to a non- 

uniform distribution of charge, since the charge is injected at one electrode.

Ignoring this factor-of-two and combining Equation 5.6,  5. 11, 5. 12 and 5. 13

the current density can be written as

J »  8(xV^/d^ Equations. 14

This equation describes the current-voltage characteristics o f unipolar space 

charge limited currents in organic materials. The result derived analytically by 

Mott and Gurney in 1940^ differs only through the presence o f a numerical factor 

9/8

J = 9 s |i V ^ / 8  d^ Equation S. IS

This equation is the solid state equivalent o f Childs law for space charge limited 

(SCL) current in a vacuum^.

In the absence of any traps the current-voltage characteristics o f organic materials 

obey Equation 5. 15. However, this is unrealistic as polymeric materials always 

contain impurities, which give rise to a free carrier density. Also if there are very 

shallow traps present in the material that can be thermally excited, then there will 

be thermally generated charge carriers present which, along with any impurity 

carriers, dominate the I - V characteristics at low voltages if po » P ,  meaning the 

I - V characteristic will be ohmic. As discussed previously there is a transition
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voltage, Vq, at which i t « Td- When Vq is reached p = po and the ohmic current 

equals the SCL current as shown in Equation 5.16

e p o p . V / d  = 9 s ^ i V ^ / 8 d ^  Equation 5. 16

giving the following at V = Vn.

Vjj = 8epQd^/9s  Equations. 17

It should be pointed out that the two currents can flow simultaneously but that 

when V < V q, ohmic processes dominate and when V > V q, SCL processes 

dominate. Due to the fact that both currents can flow simultaneously, the transition 

from ohmic to SCL at V q is not abrupt, but is gradual, as will be seen later.

5.2.4.1.2 Impurities in Organic Materials Leading to Charge Carrier 

Trapping

Organic materials aren’t the perfectly pure materials as assumed in the above 

derivation. They contain energy levels in the forbidden energy gap, which act 

to trap charge carriers, thus affecting 1-V characteristics. These sites result from 

imperfections in the polymer chain and the presence of impurities in the 

polymer film. Impurities on the polymer chain include the fiinctional groups at 

the end of every chain that are left over from the polymerisation reaction. 

Polarons on the polymer chain, as discussed in chapter 2, form energy levels in 

the band gap. Interchain coupling between polymer chains in the solid state 

leads to the formation of sub gap recombination sites as discussed in chapter 4. 

Any chemical impurities present can also act to create energy levels in the band 

gap. Electron traps are defined as shallow if they are above the quasi-Fermi 

level and deep if they are below the quasi-Fermi level respectively, where as 

hole traps are defined as shallow if they are below the quasi-fermi level and 

deep if they are above the quasi-fermi level. The probability of deep traps being 

occupied approaches unity as the energy difference between the trap level and 

the quasi-fermi level is usually greater than kT.
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5.2.4.2 Unipolar Charge Carrier Injection: Current-Voltage

Characteristics in the Presence of Single or Multiple Discrete 

Traps

A few assumptions are made in the following discussion, the most important being 

that the spatial distribution o f traps is uniform. This means that we can take the 

thickness o f the semiconductor layer to be thickness d instead o f an effective 

thickness, d̂ ff.

At low bias these traps reduce the number of injected carriers that are free to 

conduct. For a given voltage the current is reduced by a factor o f 0, defined as the 

ratio o f the free carrier density to the total carrier density and is given by

0 = p /  (p + p ,)  Equation 5. 18

where pt is the trapped carrier density and free carrier density includes both 

thermally generated and injected carriers. Equation 5. 15 changes to

J = 9 s | i 0 V ^ / 8 d ^  Equation 5. 19

It can be clearly seen that as pt approaches zero, that 0 approaches unity and the 

I-V  characteristics approach the trap tree case. In the presence o f traps 0 is always 

less than unity and can be as small^ as 10'^.

The transition voltage, Vq, from ohmic to SCL current is now defined as

Vjj = 8 e p Qd^ / 90s  Equations. 20

indicating that Vq increases with the trap density. It should also be pointed out 

that Vq increases with the thermally generated carrier density. The mobility o f the 

charge carriers becomes the effective mobility jXeff defined by

= ( p / p  + p,)p, = 0 |i Equation 5. 21

A direct resuh o f the filling o f trapping sites is that the quasi-fermi level moves 

closer to the bottom of the conduction band for electron injection and closer to the 

top o f the valence band for hole injection. At some point during charge injection 

the quasi-fermi level will pass through the trapping energy level. This voltage is
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known as the trap filled  limit and is denoted by V t f l - This voltage marks the 

transition from the low current trapping I-V characteristics to the high current trap 

free I-V characteristics. There are two cases depending on whether the traps are 

shallow or deep.

5.2.4.2.1 Trap Filled Limit: Shallow Traps

In this case the energy o f the trap lies above (below) the quasi-fermi level for 

electrons (holes). The value o f V t fl  depends on the value of 6 .  The larger the 

trap density, the smaller the value o f 0 and hence the larger the value o f Vn and 

V t f l - At V tfl  a l l  traps are filled and there is a veiy dramatic increase in current 

as fieff returns to fj,. If the material contains two or more discrete trap levels, this 

dramatic increase in current will be observed two or more times with the value 

o f increasing at each transition until it reaches fj after the final transition.

5.2.4.2.2 Trap Filled Limit; Deep Traps

In the case o f deep traps the energy of the trap lies below (above) the quasi- 

fermi level for electrons (holes). All injected carriers will initially be used to fill 

the traps. The transition from ohmic conduction to SCL conduction will take 

place at V q , which will be equal to V t f l - In this case the transition is from 

ohmic to trap free SCL conduction as all the traps are filled and the traps are 

too deep to be thermally excited.

5 .2 .4 .3  Unipolar Charge Carrier Injection; Current-Voltage 

Characteristics in the P resen ce  of Exponentially and 

G aussianly Distributed Traps

Not all organic systems have discrete frap energy levels. The trap energy levels 

can have an exponential or gaussian distribution within the energy gap. Mark and 

Helfrich* showed the I-V characteristics for traps distributed exponentially to be 

given by
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/"2m + l^
m+ l c m \8 y m + 1

I  m + 1 j ^m + 1 nJ d 2 m + l
Equation 5. 22

where N is the density o f states in the conduction or valence band, Nt is the trap 

density for exponentially distributed traps, ^  is the electron or hole mobility and m 

is the ratio o f Tc:T, where T is the temperature and Tc is the characteristic 

temperature for the exponential distribution o f traps.

The I-V characteristics for Gaussianly distributed deep traps^ is the same as for 

exponentially distributed traps (Equation 5. 22) except that Nt is the trap density 

for gaussianly distributed traps and m is a function o f the square root o f the 

standard deviation o f the gaussian distribution and temperature. For shallow traps 

the I-V characteristics are the same as for single discrete trap levels (Equation 5. 

19) except that 0 has been replaced by 0g and d by defr, where 0g depends on 

several factors including the density o f states in the conduction or valance band, 

the density of gaussianly distributed traps, the standard deviation o f the gaussian 

distribution and temperature, deff is due to the inhomogeneous spatial distribution 

of free and trapped carriers.

For a complete study on the topics discussed in Sections 5.2.2, 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 the

reader is referred to references^’'**.

5.2.5 Experimental Methods and Procedures

Unipolar sandwich structure devices were prepared and tested under an applied 

Direct Current (D.C.) Voltage in order to determine some o f the electrical properties 

of PmPV, such as D.C. conductivity, charge carrier mobility and the free carrier 

density. These values were measured for hole only and electron only currents. 

Comparisons were made between PmPV devices prepared by the conventional and 

the treated techniques.

All films were prepared from a filtered (0.8|j,m pore diameter) 25g/l toluene solution, 

at 400rpm for 60 seconds. The bottom contacts were deposited by Sputtering 75 nm
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thick layers o f the required contact metal on to 50 mm square glass substrates. PmPV 

films were then spun on top o f the bottom contact using the required spinning 

technique. Finally the top contacts were deposited, by thermal evaporation or 

sputtering, depending on the metal being deposited, to a thickness o f 75 nm, using 

the same metal as for the bottom contact. Additionally a number o f films were 

prepared at lOOOrpm. The device structure is shown in Figure 5.3.

Substrate
Bottom Contact 75 nm 

PmPV Layer 400 rpm 

Top Contact 75 run
Active Area 3e-6 n?

Figure 5. 3; Device architecture fo r  devices used to measure the electrical properties 
o f PmPV. The sandwich structure shows four top electrodes fo r  clarity. In total 
fifteen top electrodes were deposited onto the PmPV layer.

Electron and hole only currents were obtained using Aluminium (Al) and Platinum 

(Pt) contacts respectively, the work functions o f  which are 4.28 eV and 5.65 eV 

respectively. Hole and electron injection in PPV type polymers is best achieved using 

Gold (Au) (5.10 eV) and Calcium (Ca) (2.87 eV) electrodes respectively. Gold 

electrodes were used but difficulties arose during the deposition o f the top contacts 

that didn’t arise with Pt. Ca electrodes oxidise rapidly in air and thus require 

glovebox technology, which w asn’t available.

The devices were tested in a purpose built test rig. They were contacted using 

conductive silver paint and pressure probes. The probes were connected to a Keithley 

2400 source measure unit via coaxial cable. The open circuitry in the test rig was 

shielded from any electromagnetic radiation that may have interfered with the 

measurements by placing the rig in a purpose made metal cover. An argon feed 

meant that the devices were tested in an inert atmosphere, as a vacuum attachment 

w asn’t possible. The source meter was interfaced to a computer using National
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Instruments protocols in visual basic. The Current-Voltage (I-V) characteristics were 

displayed on screen in real time.

Devices were initially forward biased from 0-1OV to check for any shorting that 

sometimes occurred. Subsequent runs were taken in 0.5 V steps up to 20 V and in 

1 V steps there after. The initial small voltage increment was so as to enable a large 

number o f data points to be obtained in the ohmic region o f the I-V data. Devices 

were also reverse biased to check for symmetrical I-V behaviour, which is to be 

expected from unipolar devices. Film thicknesses were measured using optical 

profilometry.

5.2.5.1 Sputtering

Developed in 1852" the process wasn’t explained correctly until 1909'^. 

Sputtering involves the deposition o f almost any material from a target, on to 

almost any substrate material. A plasma is formed over the target by ionising an 

inert gas, usually argon, using a radio-frequency power supply. The target is 

negatively charged causing the argon ions to accelerate towards it. Due to the 

agron ion bombardment, target atoms are ejected from the target surface and move 

towards the substrate, where they are deposited to form thin films. Magnetron 

cathodes allow for lower operating voltages and higher current densities giving 

rise to higher deposition efficiencies. The process is performed under high 

vacuum. Sputtering is widely used in the deposition o f bottom contacts directly 

onto a substrate. Due to the high ejection velocities o f metal particles from the 

target, the sputtering o f top contacts directly onto polymer thin films requires 

carefril control o f all sputtering parameters.

5.2.6 Results and Analysis

The aim o f this experimental section is to fully characterise the Current-Voltage (I-V) 

characteristics o f PmPV in both the Conventional and Treated thin film formats and 

to study the effects, if any, o f the changes in film morphology on the I-V 

characteristics. As previously discussed it had been noted that films of type T



prepared at 400 rpm showed a thickness increase of ~30% over films of type C, 

whereas at 600 rpm there was a negligible thickness increase. Films were prepared at 

400 and 1000 rpm to enable further comparisons to be made between the I-V 

characteristics. The films prepared are detailed in Table 5. 1. The fabrication o f hole 

only devices at 1000 rpm from platinum electrodes was unsuccessful, as was the 

fabrication o f hole only devices using gold electrodes. This was because it was only 

possible to sputter these materials. This resulted in only one set of hole only devices 

being fabricated at 400 rpm using platinum.

Table 5. 1: Specifics ofPm PVfilm s used fo r  current-voltage analysis. The spin speed 
is measured in rpm.

Specifics o f PmPV Films Used For D.C. Current-Voltage Analysis

Film Spin Bottom Deposition Top Deposition Film Thickness %
Type Speed Contact Method Contact Method Increase

Mean Std. Dev.

c 400 A1 Sputtering A1 Evaporation 410 5 nm
T 400 A1 Sputtering A1 Evaporation 553 19 nm +35

C 1000 A1 Sputtering A1 Evaporation 247 7 nm
T 1000 A1 Sputtering A1 Evaporation 247 6 nm 0

C 400 Pt Sputtering Pt Sputtering 355 23 nm
T 400 Pt Sputtering Pt Sputtering 406 5 nm + 14

There are a number of observations that can be made from the results presented in 

Table 5. 1. The first is that thickness increases have been measured in the treated 

films prepared at 400 rpm compared to their conventional counterparts, while in the 

1000 rpm films there is no increase observed. The differences in film thickness for 

the conventional films prepared at 400 rpm for electron only and hole only devices 

can be explained by the fact that different solutions were used in preparing these 

films. All films were prepared in pairs, (i.e. conventional and corresponding treated), 

but the solution used to prepare one pair of films wasn’t always the same as that used
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to prepare another pair o f films. Differences in concentration could have arisen due to 

a number o f factors, during the preparation o f the solutions. The percentage increase 

in film thickness for the hole only treated film at 400 rpm is less that that for the 

corresponding electron only device and the percentage increase measured previously. 

The reasons for this are discussed in Chapter 3, section 3.3.5. A minimum of four 

points were used to calculate the mean and standard deviation for the film 

thicknesses presented.

I-V curves, for the six films detailed in Table 5. 1 were recorded. The electron only 

and hole only data will be presented separately for clarity as different trends were 

observed. The fabrication o f hole only devices at 1000 rpm were unsuccessfiil due to 

the difficulties o f sputtering top platinum contacts onto thin polymer films. The 

nature o f sputtering lead to the implantation of platinum atoms deep into the polymer 

film, resulting in direct current paths between the bottom and top platinum 

electrodes, capable o f conducting currents o f two amperes, the maximum that could 

be sourced. (The heat generated at these currents resulted in the cracking of the glass 

substrate, and the destruction o f the device electrode).

5.2.6.1 Electron Only Current-Voltage Characteristics

The analysis o f the electron only data was hampered at very low voltages, as the 

noise was comparable with the current being produced by the applied voltage. 

This tended to occur in the ohmic region o f device operation, were operating 

currents o f 10'" Amperes or less were the norm. At currents above 10 '"A the 

signal to noise ratio increased significantly allowing meaningful data to be 

recorded. The voltage at which this transition normally occurred usually coincided 

with the transition form ohmic to space charge limited (SCL) current 

characteristics. This made the fitting o f a straight line to the ohmic region difficult, 

resulting in slopes significantly less than one. The conductance is required to 

calculate the conductivity, as given by

=  Equation 5. 23
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where G is conductance (G=l/R) and A is the device active area. In order to 

obtain approximate values for the conductivity, a straight line o f slope one was 

force fitted to the data. This resulted in two values for the voltage dependence in 

the ohmic region resulting in two estimates o f the conductivity. It also gives rise to 

two values for Vq. Both values o f Vo were used to calculate values for the free 

carrier density, po, and the effective mobility, 0|Johmic, which was calculated from 

Equation 5. 8. The data in the SCL current region, which is proportional to the 

voltage squared, could be easily fitted to. This enabled the effective mobility, 

Q^scl, to be calculated using Equation 5. 19, which is dependant on film 

thickness, device area, the permittivity o f the polymer and the intercept o f the 

linear fit to the SCL region o f the data and the current axis. Due to the good fit to 

the data the intercept could be accurately calculated. The remaining values could 

be accurately measured, except for the permittivity o f the polymer, which was 

calculated using a value o f 3 for the relative permittivity, which is generally 

accepted as the recognised value for PPV type polymers'^ The value o f 0 | i s c L  

was the only value that could be accurately determined from the I-V 

characteristics of the electron only devices, the other values were all 

interdependent on each other and the values obtained from the forced fit, although 

the values for 0jj.ohmic calculated using the forced fit agreed very favourably with 

Q^scl- Values for the effective dielectric relaxation time, 0Xd, were calculated 

using 0 faohm ic, 0 |^ s c l , and the two values for Vq. As the voltage continued to 

sweep through the SCL region it reached a point where the current increased 

dramatically and became proportional to V*̂ , where p > ~8 in all four devices. This 

high slope region is indicative o f the transition from trap limited SCL current to 

trap free SCL current. There is a small transition region both before and after the 

high slope region, but unfortunately all the devices broke down before reaching 

trap free SCL currents.

A representative I-V curve and its Log-Log plot are shown in Figure 5 . 4 -  Figure 

5. 11, for the four electron only devices detailed in Table 5. 1. Table 5. 2 and 

Table 5. 3 detail the average values o f all the parameters obtained from the I-V 

data for these devices.
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Figure 5. 4: Current-Voltage plot for a Conventional film o f PmPV spun at 
400 rpm, for a trap limited electron only current.
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Figure 5. 5: Log V vs Log I plot for a Conventional film o f PmPV spun at 
400 rpm, for a trap limited electron only current. The various conduction regions 
are clearly indicated. The red line is a forced fit to the ohmic region.
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WOO rpm,for a trap limited electron only current.
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Figure 5. 9: Log V vs Log 1 plot for a Conventional film o f PmPV spun at 
1000 rpm, for a trap limited electron only current. The various conduction 
regions are clearly indicated. The red line is a forced fit to the ohmic region.
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Figure 5. 10: Current-Voltage plot fo r  a Treated film  o f  PmPV spun at 1000 rpm, 
fo r  a trap limited electron only current.
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Table 5. 2: Current-Voltage parameters fo r  trap limited electron only currents in 
PmPV film s prepared at 400 rpm. An  *  indicates results derived from force fitting  
a line o f  slope one to the ohmic region o f  the Log V vs Log I  graph. NE is the 
number o f  electrodes tested and NP is the total number o f  points used to obtain 
the average values presented.

Current-Voltage Parameters for Electron Only 
Currents in PmPV at 400 rpm

TRAP LIMITED CHARACTERISTICS

CONVENTIONAL NE:13/15
NP:29 TREATED NE:7/15

NP:19:

Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.
Slope 1 0.29 0.31 0.17 0.47

Slope 1* 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00
Slope 2 2.06 0.14 2.19 0.15

Slope 3 9.39 2.29 11.45 2.46

V o 17.56 6.55 20.26 9.28 V

V n* 27.41 14.05 26.53 10.93 V

V tfl 47.64 6.34 49.84 11.57 V

E tfl 1.16e+08 0.16e+08 0.90e+08 0.21e+08 Vm''

a 32.30e-13 22.50e-13 79.00e-13 63.60e-13 S m '

c* 6.07e-13 3.56e-13 6.79e-13 2.72e-13 Sm'*

Po 1.95e+22 0.73e+22 1.24e+22 0.57e+22 m-'
n *Po 3.05e+22 1.56e+22 1.62e+22 0.67e+22 m'^

0|^Ohmic 10.70e-16 6.54e-16 47.00e-16 35.71e-16 m V 's '

QP'Ohmic* 1.26e-16 0.37e-16 3.09e-16 1.97e-16 m V 's '

0|^SCL 1.17e-16 0.66e-16 1.92e-16 1.50e-16 m V s

Q’̂ d-Ohmic 18.20 21.29 13.82 25.97 s

0^d-O hm ic* 63.01 40.06 44.47 15.21 s

0Xd-SCL 112.57 85.00 123.03 96.33 s

0 td -S C L * 82.36 71.77 92.87 65.48 s

The average values presented in Table 5. 2 were obtained from a total o f 29 and 

19 1-Vs for the conventional and treated films respectively. 13 of the 15 electrodes 

on the conventional film and 7 o f the 15 electrodes on the treated film were 

usable.
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Table 5. 3: Current-Voltage parameters fo r  trap limited electron only currents in 
PmPV film s prepared at 1000 rpm. An  *  indicates results derived from  force 
fitting a line o f  slope one to the ohmic region o f  the Log V vs Log I  graph. NE is 
the number o f  electrodes tested and NP is the total number o f  points used to 
obtain the average values presented.

Current-Voltage Parameters for Electron Only 
Currents in PmPV at 1000 rpm

TRAP LIMITED CHARACTERISTICS 

CONVENTIONAL ^J^p.22  ̂ TREATED

Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.
Slope 1 0.29 0.18 0.30 0.18

Slope 1* 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00
Slope 2 2.12 0.19 2.15 0.18
Slope 3 8.83 2.09 9.75 1.90

V a 15.36 2.59 14.13 2.44 V

V n* 26.06 3.83 23.25 6.47 V

V tfl 30.21 5.12 31.76 6.71 V

Etfl 1.22e+08 0.21e+08 1.29e+08 0.27e+08 Vm''

a 14.70e-12 5.88e-12 9.62e-12 6.16e-12 Sm"'

a* 3.70e-12 1.27e-12 2.36e-12 1.28e-12 Sm‘'

Po 4.48e+22 0.75e+22 4.29e+22 0.74e+22 m-^

Po* 7.59e+22 1.12e+22 7.07e+22 1.97e+22 m-'

6|-l0hm ic 21.30e-16 9.84e-16 13.90e-16 7.78e-16 m V 's'

0M-Ohmic* 3.10e-16 1.06e-16 2.20e-16 1.53e-16 m V 's'

0M-SCL 2.57e-16 1.88e-16 1.55e-16 1.13e-16 m V s '

6^d-0hm ic 2.20 1.14 4.22 4.26 s

0 ^d -O h m ic* 8.34 4.37 13.89 6.75 s

0'Cd-SCL 24.00 19.57 39.51 28.54 s

©"td-SCL* 14.69 12.70 26.66 22.17 s

The average values presented in Table 5. 3 were obtained from a total of 22 and 

16 I-Vs for the conventional and treated films respectively. 10 of the 11 electrodes 

that were tested on the conventional film were usable and 7 of the 15 electrodes on 

the treated film were usable.
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Figure 5. 12: Box p lo t o f  OfJ-scL fa r  electron only currents in conventional and 
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It is immediately clear from Table 5. 2 and Table 5. 3 that the effective mobility, 

Qi^scl, calculated from the SCL current region o f  the Log V vs Log I graphs, is 

equal within the error scales presented for all four films This is shown graphically 

in Figure 5. 12 and indicates that the treated films do not show any reduction in 

electron trapping sites, through either the removal o f  air from the films or through 

increased interchain separation. In Table 5. 2 and Table 5. 3 an * (asterisk) 

indicates results derived from force fitting a line o f  slope one to the ohmic region 

o f  the Log V vs Log I graph. It is evident that the values for Op-ohmic* are the same 

as 0|J.scL in all four films, indicating that the force fit to the ohmic region is a very 

good approximation. The value for conductivity arrived at using the forced fit, a* , 

are equal for the films prepared at the same spin speed, but smaller in the 400 rpm 

films compared to the 1000 rpm films. Since the effective mobilities are equal in 

all films, this implies from Equation 5. 8 that the free carrier density, po, is smaller 

in the 400 rpm films. The calculated values o f  po and po* in the 400 rpm films are 

smaller. The only difference between the conventional films prepared at 400 and
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1000 rpm, is the thickness of the resuhing film. The value o f po shouldn’t differ 

with film thickness, as the value is presented as a quantity per unit volume. This 

implies that the values for po and those for po*, across all four films, are equal and 

that the apparent discrepancies help define the limitations o f this type of 

measurement. This implies that that the values o f a* are equal, within the 

limitations o f this kind of measurement, for all four films. Additionally the value 

o f Vn and Vq* should be larger in the 400 rpm films and if calculated in terms of 

the electric field, E, (E V/d) they should be equal in all four films, provided the 

mobility is equal. The values calculated for Vn and Vo* in terms o f the electric 

field show a similar spread to the voltage dependant values. Considering the 

uncertainties in calculating Vq and Vo* due to the fits to the ohmic region, 

comparisons are difficult. This however is not the case for Vjfl, which could be 

measured accurately. It is noted that Vtfl is similar for the films prepared at the 

same spin speed, but that it occurs at a higher applied voltage in the 400 rpm films 

compared to the 1000 rpm films. There should however be no difference between 

the four film types due to the mobilities being equal. Taking the film thickness 

differences into account and expressing Vtfl in terms o f the electric field, Etfl, 

the values are equal as expected. The standard deviation of the slope o f the Log V 

vs Log I graph in the SCL region is very small, indicative o f the good fit to the 

data that was obtained and the consistency o f the 1-V characteristics o f the 

devices. The slope o f the transition region from trap limited SCL conduction to 

trap free SCL conduction is similar in all four films, although it does increase 

slightly in the 400 rpm treated film, whilst still remaining equal within the 

standard deviation. The presence of these high slope regions could indicate the 

presence o f an exponential distribution o f traps or deep gaussianly distributed 

traps. The clearly defined slope two regions observed in these PmPV films shows 

the presence of shallow, but discrete traps, or shallow gaussianly distributed traps. 

The high slope transition region could be due to an exponential trap distribution or 

deep gaussianly distributed traps. In this case the observed shallow but discrete 

traps and/or the shallow gaussianly distributed traps are superimposed on an 

exponential or deep gaussianly distributed traps distribution.
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Due to the high workfunction o f aluminium (4.2eV) relative to the electron 

affinity o f PmPV, there is the possibility that the conduction of electron only 

currents in PmPV may be electrode limited as detailed in Section 5.2.3. The 

electron affinity of most PPV derivatives has been measured to lie between 2.4- 

3.0eV'^ and the value for PmPV is expected to be similar. The experimental data 

was plotted to both the Field Enhanced Thermionic Emission and the Field 

Assisted Quantum Mechanical Tunnelling equations. The Field Enhanced 

Thermionic plot shows a remarkable similarity to the SCL conduction plots. Any 

dependence o f In J on E'^  ̂ that may be present is limited to very high fields. The 

Field Assisted Quantum Mechanical Tunnelling plot does show a definite 

dependence o f In (J/E^) on 1/E at veiy high fields. The fields at which this 

dependence occurs are significantly greater than the trap filled limit voltage in the 

SCL conduction plots. Additionally, the high field fit shown predicts a barrier 

height o f ~10" eV. These two plots indicate that electrode limited conduction 

cannot provide an explanation for the I-V behaviour observed in these devices. 

This supports the findings o f the fits to space charge limited conduction already 

presented.
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Figure 5. 13: Field Enhanced Thermionic Emission plot for electron only currents 
in a 400 rpm conventional film.
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Figure 5. 14: Field Assisted Quantum Mechanical Tunnelling plot for electron 
only currents in a 400 rpm conventional film. Tunnelling can be seen at very high 
fields (red region). The linear fit to the high field region is also shown.

5.2.6.2 Hole Only Current-Voltage Characteristics

Due to the higher currents associated with holes the problems associated with the 

low electron only currents didn’t arise. Clearly defined ohmic regions with a slope 

o f one could be easily fitted to. The points in the linear region o f the I-V plots 

were fitted to in the Log V vs Log I plots enabling very accurate values for the 

conductance to be calculated. The values for the conductance calculated from both 

plots were equal within error, although the values obtained from the Log-Log 

plots were used in all calculations.

A representative I-V curve and its Log-Log plot are shown in Figure 5 . 1 5 -  Figure 

5. 18, for the two hole only devices detailed in Table 5. 1. Table 5. 4 details the 

average values o f all the parameters obtained from the I-V data for these devices.
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Figure 5. 15: Current-Voltage plot for a Conventional film o f PmPV spun at 
400 rpm,for a trap limited hole only current.
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Figure 5. 16: Log V vs Log I plot for a Conventional film o f PmPV spun at 
400 rpm, for a trap limited hole only current. The various conduction regions are 
clearly indicated.
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Figure 5. 17: Current-Voltage plot for a Treated film o f PmPV spun at 400 rpm, 
for a trap free hole only current.
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Figure 5. 18: Log V vs Log I  plot for a Treated film o f PmPV spun at 400 rpm, for 
a trap free hole only current. The various conduction regions are clearly 
indicated.
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Some immediate differences are noticeable between the conventional and treated 

films and between the hole only and electron only devices. Between the 

conventional and treated film it is noted that the treated film displays the 

characteristics o f trap free SCL conduction, whereas the conventional film 

displays the characteristics o f trap limited SCL conduction. This indicates that 

hole trapping sites are either removed through the removal of air from the PmPV 

films and/or through the increased interchain separation observed in the treated 

film. Fabrication of films at 1000 rpm is need to establish which mechanism is 

responsible for the removal o f hole trapping sites in treated films. Unfortunately 

this isn’t possible for reasons outlined previously. It is also noted that the slope o f 

the transition region from trap limited to trap free currents is half that observed in 

electron only devices.

The absence o f the high slope transition region from trap limited to trap free 

conduction in the treated film combined with the higher mobilities measured in the 

treated film compared to the conventional film indicate that the conduction 

observed in the treated film is trap free, while that observed in the conventional 

film is trap limited. The higher conductivity values measured in the treated film, 

using Equation 5. 23, clearly show that there are differences between the types of 

conduction in the two film types. The values for the mobility calculated using fits 

to the ohmic and SCL regions of the Log V vs Log I are almost identical, 

indicating that the fits to the data are good. The presence of trap free SCL 

conduction in the treated film allows the value of 0 in the conventional film to be 

calculated. The value shown in Table 5. 4 is close to unity, which is very big 

compared to some organic materials, indicating that the density o f hole traps is 

very low in PmPV. The standard deviation of the slope o f the Log V vs Log I 

graph in both the Ohmic and the SCL regions for both films is very small, 

indicative o f the good fits to the data that were obtained and the consistency o f the 

I-V characteristics o f the devices. Due to the differences in hole mobility between 

the two film types the dielectric relaxation time is approximately an order o f 

magnitude lower in the treated film. It is also noted that the transition voltage Vq 

is slightly higher in the treated film. This is to be expected due to the increased 

film thickness, since po is equal in both film types. When calculated in terms o f the
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electric field they are still similar. In both cases the errors are too big to allow any 

discernible difference to be observed.

Table 5. 4: Current-Voltage parameters for trap limited and trap free hole only 
currents in PmPV films prepared at 400 rpm. NE is the number o f electrodes 
tested and NP is the total number o f points used to obtain the average values 
presented.

Current-Voltage Parameters for Hole Only 
Currents in PmPV at 400 rpm

TRAP LIMITED
NE:9/15CONVENTIONAL

TRAP FREE
NE:7/12

NP:16 TREATED NP:10

Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.

Slope 1 1.09 0.10 1.08 0.05

Slope 2 2.01 0.13 2.01 0.08

Slope 3 4.34 1.15 N/A N/A

V q 12.12 6.49 14.62 5.94 V

V tfl 33.05 9.57 N/A N/A V

a 6.57e-9 7.46e-9 3.55e-08 2.83e-08 Sm'‘

Po 1.79e+22 0.96e+22 1,66e+22 0.67e+22 m-'

6 |^O h m ic 2.09e-12 1.70e-12 M-Ohmic 1.26e-ll 0.74e-ll m V s ‘
0 ^ S C L 2.26e-12 1.76e-12 I^SCL 1.47e-ll 0.97e-ll m V 's'

0"^d-Ohmic 0.014 0.016 Xd-

Ohmic
0.0013 0.0010 s

6'Td-SCL 0.012 0.014 Xd-SCL 0.0011 0.0007 s

Q ohm ic 0.17 N/A

0S C L 0.15 N/A

The average values presented in Table 5. 4 were obtained from a total of 16 and 

10 I-Vs for the conventional and treated films respectively. 9 of the 15 electrodes 

on the conventional film were usable and 7 o f the 12 electrodes on the treated film 

that were tested, were usable.
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Figure 5. 19: Current-Voltage Curves and their Log-Log plots for Conventional 
and Treated films. The curves were generated using the values in Table 5. 4.
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Figure 5. 20: Box plot o f  the free carrier density for hole only currents in 
conventional (blue) and treated (green) films prepared at 400 rpm. The plot shows 
the median (black), mean (red) 10th, 25th, 75th, and 90th percentiles as 
horizontal boxes with error bars. All outlying points are also plotted.
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The slopes and intercepts of the I-V characteristics calculated for the conventional 

and treated film were used to generate I-V curves. The differences can be clearly 

seen in Figure 5. 19. The currents in the treated film are larger for a given voltage. 

The influence of traps on the magnitude of the current flowing in the conventional 

film is very evident.

5.2.7 Discussion

The I-V curves generated in Figure 5. 19, from the values shown in Table 5. 4, show 

clear differences between trap limited and trap free hole currents in PmPV films. The 

increased current density in the treated film results in lower applied voltages to 

achieve a given current density. This has the potential to reduce the drive voltage for 

light emission in Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs). Unfortunately similar results 

weren’t seen for electron only currents. An LED made from a treated PmPV film 

would show an increase in current density and possibly light emission compared to 

an LED made from a conventional PmPV film, but it wouldn’t show the maximum 

performance possible for a single layer device that would be achieved in the absence 

of electron trapping sites. LEDs are discussed in more detail in Section 5.4.

It can be clearly seen that the magnitude of the standard deviation is large for the 

parameters presented in tables Table 5. 2, Table 5. 3, Table 5. 4, indicating that this 

type of analysis does have its limitations. This is clearly shown in Figure 5. 20, where 

a clear overlap is evident between both data sets over a large range of values for po. 

Before any clear differences can be distinguished, differences of one order of 

magnitude must exist between values. This is the case for the mobility in the hole 

only devices.

The clearly defined slope two SCL regions in both the electron only and hole only 

devices imply the presence of either shallow single or muhiple discrete trapping 

levels or shallow gaussianly distributed traps. The presence of an exponential trap 

distribution or a deep gaussianly distributed trap distribution is inferred by the high 

slope transition regions, where the current is proportional to V"^' where m >2. {m 

also depends on the type of trap distribution). When these traps are filled the current
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then becomes SCL with slope two. The high slope regions in the electron only data 

for the 400 rpm films show that at high applied voltages the slope is beginning to 

level out, possibly to the trap free value o f two, but unfortunately the devices break 

down before the characteristics become clear. In summary these results show the 

clear presence o f shallow single or multiple discrete trapping levels or shallow 

gaussianly distributed trapping levels. These levels may be superimposed on an 

exponential or deep gaussianly distributed trap distribution extending from the 

bottom of the conduction band. This is inferred by the high slope transition region, 

which is indicative o f this type o f trap distribution and the transition from trap limited 

SCL conduction to trap free SCL conduction. Exponentially distributed traps do exist 

in PPV’s. The exponential distribution of traps in pure PPV LED’s has been shown 

and fiilly analysed in reference'^.

The mobility o f holes in PPV and it derivatives has previously been measured'^
7 1 1 2 1 1  1 3 *between 10 -10' m V  s’ at room temperature, with values as low as 10' bemg

18 19 20  *measured by some groups ’ . Blom et al has measured the hole trap density of 

pure PPV to be zero. The apparent removal o f hole trapping sites in the treated film 

at 400 rpm is a very favourable result. The values measured in this work compare 

very favourably with other PPV derivatives^'.

The number o f electrodes used on each film type is shown in the tables. Each device 

had fifteen electrodes, but sometimes due to a piece o f dust on the film, a number o f 

the electrodes could be unusable, thus reducing the number o f available electrodes. 

Additionally some electrodes would contain electrical shorts that gave rise to large 

currents or resulted in the electrode being destroyed.

In the next section impedance spectroscopy is used to fiirther study the electrical 

properties o f the two film types for electron only and hole only currents. Direct 

comparisons can be made between some o f the parameters measured using the two 

techniques, while impedance spectroscopy can be used to measure some new 

parameters which may give a deeper understanding o f PmPV treated films.
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5.3 Impedance Spectroscopy

5.3.1 Introduction

Impedance spectroscopy is a very important experimental method for characterising 

many o f the electrical properties o f materials and their interface with electrodes. The 

dynamics of bound or mobile charge in the bulk and interface regions o f any kind o f 

solid or liquid can be studied. The significant difference between resistance and 

impedance measurements is the fact that the latter incorporates the phase difference 

between the applied alternating voltage and the resulting current, allowing 

fiindamental material constants, such as the dielectric constant, to be studied. The 

technique was initially used in electro-chemistiy before the first work on ionic solids 

in 1969^^. It is now widely used in organic solid-state physics for characterising the 

electrical properties o f polymers and their interfaces in Organic Light Emitting 

Diodes (OLEDs)^^’̂ ^

5.3.2 Theory

‘The apparent opposition in an electrical circuit to the flow o f an alternating current 

through it^^.’ The application o f an alternating voltage, v(t), with amplitude V at 

angular frequency co

where I is the amplitude o f the current and (j) is the phase shift due to the capacitive

is frequency independent. The impedance as a fimction of frequency, Z(o)), can be 

defined as

V I(t)=  Vsin((ot) Equation 5. 24

results is a phase shifted current, i(t), 

i(t)=  Isin(cot + (t)) Equation 5. 25

nature o f the dielectric. For purely resistive behaviour, (j) is zero^^ and the impedance

Z(© )=v(t)/i(t) Equation 5. 26

with magnitude

Equation 5. 27
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Due to the phase shift associated with impedance, Z(co) is best represented as a 

complex quantity

Z(co) =ReZ + i I mZ Equation 5. 28

where i = . Thus in rectangular coordinates ReZ = |Z|cos((|)) and ImZ = |Z|sin((t)).

The resistive and capacitive nature of dielectrics, resulting in the observed current- 

voltage phase lag, means that these two parameters can be used to describe the 

impedance of the dielectric. The real and imaginary Z components represent the 

resistance, R, and the capacitive reactance, Xc, respectively. C is the capacitance.

Zfco) =  R (co) +  iX j. =  R (co) +  I — Equation 5. 29
(oC(coj

5.3.2.1 Impedance Related Functions

The impedance Z(a>) can be expressed in several other forms, which can prove 

very usefiil in obtaining important material parameters. The first and possibly the 

most useful of these is the Admittance, Y(o)), which is defined as the inverse of 

the impedance.

Y(co) Z(co) ' G((o) + I B(co) = G(co) + icoC(a)) Equation 5. 30

Where G is the conductance and B is the susceptance.

The Modulus function, M(o)), is the other form that Z((o) is sometimes expressed 

in terms of.

M(co) = icoZ(co) Equation 5. 31

Cole-Cole plots^^ of all three quantities, Z(o)), Y(co) and M(to), along with the real 

and imaginary components versus angular frequency, can prove very usefiil in 

determining device parameters, as will be outlined later.
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It is usual, with modem instrumentation, to scan the applied voltage over a frequency 

range and measure Z as a function o f co. The frequency range scanned is usually 

between 0.1 Hz-1 M Hz as the dielectric relaxation time, Td, for most polymeric 

materials falls within this frequency range^*’̂ .̂ The response o f the system can be 

modelled using an equivalent circuit containing a network, o f  resistors and capacitors 

in parallel. Assuming the simplest case with one R-C in parallel, id is equal to the 

product o f the resistor and capacitor.

5 .3 .2 .2  Equivalent Circuits

An equivalent circuit made up o f  capacitors and resistors can approximate 

experimental impedance data. Resistors represent conductive pathways through 

the material, thus representing the conductivity o f the region they are modelling. 

The capacitors on the other hand represent space charge polarisation regions. An 

example o f the two simplest equivalent circuits is shown in Figure 5. 21, where 

the shunt resistance, Rs, can be thought o f  as a representing a contact resistance.

Each R-C component represents a region o f the polymer layer between two 

electrodes. A depletion region at an electrode and the semiconductor bulk are two 

such regions. If  two or more such regions exist, they combine together in series 

and can be modelled by adding additional R-C component in series with the 

components shown in Figure 5. 21.

C C

R R

Figure 5. 21: Equivalent circuits, representing the conductive and space charge 
polarisation regions within a material experiencing an applied alternating 
voltage. A contact resistance is also shown in the right hand diagram.
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The addition of an R-C component produces an additional region in the data. Each 

region can be fitted separately meaning that we can represent the admittance of 

each region by Equation 5. 30. Taking the inverse of this, Z{(o) can be written as

Z(co) = R, + — tC)CR Equation 5. 32
1 + (coC R )'

where Rs has been added in series and can be omitted if no shunt resistance is 

visible in the recorded data. Written separately we have

R
ReZ(co)= Rj +

Im  Z(co) =

1 + (coC R )'
Equation 5. 33

(oCR'
1 +  (w C R ) '

Equation 5. 33 holds for an equivalent circuit of the type shown in Figure 5.21.

5 .3 .2 .3  Bipolar M easurem ents

The extraction of electron and hole mobility values from bipolar impedance 

spectroscopy of polymer films wasn’t possible until quite recently^®. The 

extraction of other parameters such as capacitance from bipolar devices has been 

commonplace for the last d e c a d e ^ b u t  the recent addition of charge carrier 

mobilities to the list of extractable parameters from bipolar devices has increased 

the already high value of impedance spectroscopy to this area of physics. The 

differential susceptance, defined as

-  AB(co) = -  co[c((o) -  C„ ] Equation 5. 34

where Co is the geometric capacitance, plotted against frequency separates out the 

elecfron and hole relaxation peaks enabling charge carrier mobilities to be 

calculated. This is only possibly due to electrons and holes having different 

dielectric relaxation times and hence different mobilities.
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5.3.2.4 Dielectric Polarisation

The relative movement of positive and negative charges in a dielectric material is 

known as polarisation. The application of an electric field induces polarisations in 

a material through both the orientation of permanent dipoles that may exist within 

the material and through the induced polarisation of individual atoms or ions. The 

general relationship between the polarisation, P, and the electric field, E, is

P = EqXE + Higher Order Terms in E Equation 5. 35

where x is the linear susceptibility, which is related to the polarisability of the 

material. The higher order terms only come into play at high electric fields.

The insertion of a dielectric material between two parallel electrodes acts to 

reduce the potential difference between the electrodes, leading to an increased 

capacitance for the same amount of charge on the electrodes. The ratio between 

the original capacitance without the dielectric present, Co, and the increased 

capacitance with the dielectric present, C, is called the dielectric constant or the 

relative permittivity, 8r of the material. The presence of a polarisable material 

between the two electrodes acts to reduce the electric field between the electrodes 

due to the induction of surface charges in the dielectric. The presence of dipoles in 

a dielectric acts to increase its polarisability in the presence of an electric field, if 

the dipoles can realign. The dipole moment, p, is equal to ql, where q is the 

magnitude of one of the charges and / is the separation between the charges. The 

greater the separation between the two charges in a dipole the greater the 

polarisability of the material and hence the greater the permittivity of the material. 

In polymeric materials delocalisation of electrons in the % molecular orbitals 

relative to the positively charged atoms, act as dipoles and the separation is related 

to their delocalisation length along the polymer backbone. Longer delocalisation 

lengths thus allow for a greater polarisability of the material.

5.3.3 Experimental Methods and Procedures

Unipolar sandwich structure devices were prepared as described in section 5.2.5,

although both the top and the bottom contacts were deposited to a thickness of 50 nm
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as opposed to 75 nm and all top contacts were deposited by sputtering as opposed to 

thermal evaporation. They were tested under an applied Alternating Voltage in order 

to determine the capacitance and resistance o f PmPV in the solid state. Other 

properties such as the dielectric relaxation time, Ta, were also calculated. These 

values were measured for hole only and electron only currents. Comparisons were 

made between PmPV devices prepared by the conventional and the treated 

techniques.

The devices were tested in the same purpose built test rig as detailed previously. The 

probes were connected to a Zahner Electric IM6e Impedance Spectrum Analyzer via 

coaxial cable. The IM6e was interfaced to a computer using software provided with 

the IM6e. The impedance characteristics were displayed on screen in real time.

Devices were initially forward biased from O-IOV to check for any shorting that 

sometimes occurred. A 5 mV alternating voltage was applied in all the measurements 

recorded in this thesis. The initial run was recorded at 0 V D.C. bias, while 

subsequent runs were recorded with either positive or negative D.C. bias 

incrementing in 1 V steps to ±4 V. The final run was recorded at 0 V D.C. bias and 

compared with the initial run for completeness. Data was recorded between 0.1 Hz 

and 1 MHz for all measurements. D.C. biased I-V characteristics were then recorded 

up to 15V so as to establish the extent of the ohmic conduction region and to enable 

values for the D.C. conductivity to be compared between the I-V and the impedance 

data, where possible. Devices were also reverse biased to check for symmetrical I-V 

behaviour, which is to be expected from unipolar devices. Film thicknesses were 

measured using optical profilometry.

It should be pointed out that the applied alternating voltage should be less than 25mV 

at 25®C. This is the thermal voltage, Vx=kT/e=25mV. At alternating voltages greater 

than Vt the response o f the system will not be linear, due to the generation of 

additional charge carriers, which can lead to problems in accurately determining 

Z(o)).
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It should also be pointed out that the values obtained from the model (equivalent 

circuit) fits to the raw impedance data are frequency independent and that depending 

on the polymeric material being tested the frequency dependant values can differ 

from the model values over the entire frequency range being measured or just at the 

extremities o f the frequency range being measured. This can be seen in the graphs, as 

the frequency dependant and model values are both plotted for comparison.

5.3.4 Results and Analysis

The aim o f this experimental section is to fully characterise the alternating voltage 

characteristics o f PmPV in both the Conventional and Treated thin film formats and 

to study the effects, if  any, o f the changes in film morphology on the alternating 

voltage characteristics. The films prepared are detailed in Table 5. 5.

There are a number o f observations that can be made from the results presented in 

Table 5. 5. As previously discussed it had been noted that films o f type treated 

prepared at 400 rpm showed a thickness increase o f ~30% over films o f type 

conventional. The values o f the film thickness increase measured for these devices 

are comparable with earlier measurements. However there is a noticeable difference 

in thickness between the conventional films prepared at 400 rpm for electron only 

and hole only devices. The thickness for the hole only device is comparable with 

earlier measurements. The significant thickness increase in the conventional film, for 

the electron only device, compared to earlier measurements has been put down to the 

use o f a solution that had been made up several weeks prior to being used, leading to 

possible solvent evaporation. The films were prepared in pairs, (i.e. conventional and 

corresponding treated), but different solutions were used to prepare the hole only and 

the electron only films. Additionally, differences in concentration could have arisen 

due to a number of factors, during the preparation o f the solutions, such as 

concentration changes caused by filtering the solution. A minimum o f four points 

were used to calculate the mean and standard deviation for the film thicknesses 

presented.
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Table 5. 5: : Specifics o f PmPV films used for impedance analysis. The spin speed is 
measured in rpm.

Specifics o f PmPV Films Used For Impedance Analysis

Film Spin Bottom Deposition Top Deposition Film Thickness %
Type Speed Contact Method Contact Method Increase

Mean Std. Dev.

c 400 A1 Sputtering A! Sputtering 497 41 nm
T 400 A1 Sputtering A1 Sputtering 625 32 nm +26

C 400 Pt Sputtering Pt Sputtering 306 14 nm
T 400 Pt Sputtering Pt Sputtering 391 13 nm +28

Impedance spectroscopy was performed on the four films detailed in Table 5.5.  The 

electron only and hole only data will be presented separately for clarity. Before 

presenting specific electron and hole only data, comparisons will be made between 

results obtained using the frequency independent equivalent circuit model and the 

frequency dependant equations. The fabrication of hole only devices at 1000 rpm was 

not attempted for reasons discussed previously and it was decided not to prepare 

electron only devices at 1000 rpm as there would be no corresponding hole only 

devices for comparison.

5.3.4.1 Model and Frequency Dependant Data Comparisons

Before presenting the electron and hole only data it is important to show the 

excellent agreement between results obtained using the frequency independent 

equivalent circuit model (Equation 5. 32) and the frequency dependant equations 

presented in Equation 5. 29, Equation 5. 30 and Equation 5. 31.

A representative graph is shown in each case for hole only data.
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Figure 5. 22: Cole-Cole plot o f ReM vs ImM.
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Figure 5. 23: Frequency dependant Capacitance (black circles), Model 
Capacitance (pink line) and Geometric Capacitance (blue line).
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The value of the capacitance calculated from the inverse of the x-axis intercept 

on the Cole-Cole plot in Figure 5. 22, agrees with the model value calculated 

using Equation 5. 33 for equivalent circuits. It should be pointed out that this 

graph does not go through the origin. Additionally the frequency dependent 

values for the capacitance for PmPV are largely frequency independent except 

for frequencies below 10 Hz as shown in Figure 5. 23.

5.3.4.1.2 Resistance

8e+5

6e+5

N 4e+5

2e+5

0.0 2.0e+5 4,0e+5 6.0e+5 8.0e+5 1.0e+6 1.2e+6 1.4e+6 1.6e+6

Re Z (Q)

Figure 5. 24: Cole-Cole plot o f  ReZ  V5 ImZ.

The value of the resistance calculated from the x-axis intercept on the Cole- 

Cole plot in Figure 5. 24, agrees with the model value calculated using 

Equation 5. 33. Additionally the frequency dependant values for the resistance 

for PmPV are largely frequency independent except for frequencies above 

2e+4 Hz as shown in Figure 5. 25.
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Figure 5. 25: Frequency dependant Resistance (black circles), Model 
Resistance (pink line).

These representative graphs show that accurate values can be obtained from the 

equivalent circuit model for both resistance and capacitance, for hole only data.

5.3.4.2 Hole Only Impedance Spectroscopy Characteristics

The frequency dependant real and imaginary impedance values were fitted to 

Equation 5. 33, using a Levenberg-Marquardt non-linear least squares fitting 

routine^'*’̂  ̂ with R and C as free parameters. ReZ and ImZ were fitted 

individually and simultaneously, resulting in three solutions for R and C. An 

example o f  a ReZ and ImZ vs angular frequency plot and the least squares fit is 

shown in Figure 5. 26 and Figure 5. 27 for a conventional and treated film 

respectively. In both graphs the D.C. bias is OV and the alternating voltage is 

5 mV. The insets in these two graphs show the linear fit to the high frequency 

side o f the resonance frequency (i.e. co »  RC). The slope o f the ReZ and ImZ in 

this region should be -2  and -1  respectively. This can be shown by taking the 

common log o f Equation 5. 33.

Resistance = 1/Re Y 
Model Resistance

•  •

 ̂ " I I r -
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Figure 5. 26: ReZ and Im Z vs angular frequency, for a conventional film at 
400 rpm. The individual and simultaneous fits are also shown. The inset shows the 
linear fit to the high frequency side o f the resonance frequency, where c o »  RC.
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Figure 5. 27: ReZ and Im Z  angular frequency, for a treated film at 400 rpm. 
The individual and simultaneous fits are also shown. The inset shows the linear fit 
to the high frequency side o f  the resonance frequency where c o »  RC.
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A number of observations can be made from these two representative graphs, prior 

to fitting to them. The first is that the resonance frequency in the treated film is 

higher than in the conventional film, indicating that the dielectric relaxation time 

is shorter in the treated film. Secondly there is no obvious shunt resistance visible 

at the high frequency end o f ReZ, meaning that Rs should not be included in the fit 

to the real date. Thirdly the resistance of the treated film is lower than that of the 

conventional film. This can be gauged by the value of ReZ at low frequency. It is 

also noted that the simultaneous fits to ReZ and ImZ match the individual fits to 

ReZ and ImZ.

The average values of the capacitance obtained from the fits to the real and 

imaginary impedance for zero and positive D.C. bias voltages up to 4 volts are 

shown in Figure 5. 28 and in Table 5. 6. It is clear that the capacitance o f both film 

types is constant, within experimental error, over the range of D. C. voltages 

applied. It is also noted that the capacitance values for both film types are equal.
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Figure 5. 28: Capacitance values from  0 - 4  V D.C. fo r  400 rpm conventional 
(blue) and treated (green) films measured using impedance spectroscopy with 
5 mValternating voltage.
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With a difference in film thickness between the two film types, differences in the 

measured capacitance values were expected due to Equation 5. 13.

Table 5. 6: Capacitance values from 0 - 4  V D.C. for 400 rpm conventional and 
treated films measured using impedance spectroscopy with 5 mV alternating 
voltage. NE is the number o f electrodes tested and NP is the total number o f  
points used to obtain the average values presented.

CAPACITANCE (F) HOLE CURRENTS

CONVENTIONAL NE:7/8 TREATED NE;5/15

DC V Mean Std. Dev. NP Mean Std. Dev. NP
0 4.85e-10 0.30e-10 7 4.69e-10 0.17e-10 6
1 4.77e-10 0.46e-10 7 4.45e-10 0.30e-10 5
2 4.71e-10 0.50e-10 7 4.67e-10 0.33e-10 5
3 4.95e-10 0.31e-10 6 4.83e-10 0.33e-10 3
4 5.06e-10 0.56e-10 7 4.79e-10 0.31e-10 5

Overall 4.87e-10 0.43e-10 34 4.67e-10 0.29e-10 24

The plot of V vs l/C^ yields some additional and important information. This plot 

is shown in Figure 5. 29 and clearly shows that the values are independent of 

voltage. The interface between an electrode and a dielectric results in the 

formation of a depletion region, due to the presence of impurities and the 

matching of the Fermi levels. As the D.C. applied voltage is increased the width of 

this depletion region will decrease, resulting in changes in the capacitance. If the 

depletion region is smaller than the thickness of the film then a second region 

should be evident in Figure 5. 26 and Figure 5. 27 as the depletion region and the 

dielectric bulk will have different values for resistance and capacitance. If  only 

one region is present, then the depletion region is wider than the thickness o f the 

dielectric. As the D.C. voltage is increased it is possible for the width o f the 

depletion region to become narrower than that of the dielectric giving rise to a 

second region as described above. This would be observed in the plots of 

impedance against angular frequency as detailed above and as a decrease in the 

value o f 1/C^ with increasing D.C. voltage in the plot of V v s l / C ^ . This isn’t
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evident in either plot meaning that the depletion region created by the contacts is 

greater than the film thickness.
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Figure 5. 29: The inverse o f the square o f  the Capacitance, from 0 - 4V D.C. for  
400 rpm conventional (blue) and treated (green) films measured using impedance 
spectroscopy with 5 mValternating voltage.

The resistance values obtained from the fits to the real and imaginary impedance 

for zero and positive D.C. bias voltages up to 4 volts, were converted into 

resistivity using the device area and thickness. Resistivity is a meaningful quantity 

as it is measured in ohm metres. The values obtained are shown in Figure 5. 30 

and Table 5. 7.

The D.C. applied bias o f  up to 4V is not sufficient to move from the ohmic 

conduction region to the SCL conduction region. This is verified by the I-V curves 

recorded after the impedance scans. Within the ohmic region the resistivity 

remains constant. The resistivity values measured for the conventional and treated 

films are constant within experimental error, as expected over the applied voltage 

range. However a difference o f  one order o f magnitude exists between their 

means. This implies that the conductivity o f the treated film is higher than the 

conventional film, indicating a higher mobility in the treated film. The 

conductivity was calculated from the value o f the resistance obtained from the fits

I
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to the impedance data. These values were compared to the values calculated using 

the I-V curves.
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Figure 5. 30: Resistivity values from 0 - 4V D.C. for 400 rpm conventional and 
treated films measured using impedance spectroscopy with 5 mV alternating 
voltage. The resistivity axis is plotted on a logarithmic scale.

Table 5. 7: Resistivity values from 0 - 4V D.C. for 400 rpm conventional and 
treated films measured using impedance spectroscopy with 5 mV alternating 
voltage. NE is the number o f electrodes tested and NP is the total number o f  
points used to obtain the average values presented.

RESISTIVITY (Qm) HOLE CURRENTS

CONVENTIONAL NE:
7/8 TREATED NE;5/1

5
DC V Mean Std. Dev. NP Mean Std. Dev. NP

0 3.23e+08 4.22e+08 7 1.97e+07 1.18e+07 6
1 1.69e+08 3.39e+08 7 1.50e+07 0.96e+07 5
2 1.38e+08 2.77e+08 7 1.32e+07 0.78e+07 5
3 1.33e+08 2.50e+08 6 1.19e+07 0.87e+07 3
4 0.92e+08 1,94e+08 7 0.73e+07 0.62e+07 5

Overall 1.72e+08 3.00e+08 34 1.38e+07 0.94e+07 24
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The results are presented in Table 5.8.  The values obtained by the two different 

experimental methods are almost identical. The conductivity of the treated film is 

one order of magnitude larger than the conventional film in both instances. It 

should also be pointed out that the values presented in Table 5. 8, are presented for 

each electrode, and thus include values recorded at different D.C. bias voltages. 

This is only possible if all measurements take place within the ohmic conduction 

region, as stated previously.

Table 5. 8: Conductivity values for conventional and treated films prepared at 
400 rpm, calculated using impedance spectroscopy. The results are presented for  
each electrode. The average value, Overalli.v, calculated from I-V curves is also 
presented. NE is the number o f electrodes tested and NP is the total number o f  
points used to obtain the average values presented.

CONDUCTIVITY (Sm ‘) HOLE CURRENTS

CONVENTIONAL NE:7/8 TREATED NE:5/15
Electrode Mean Std. Dev. NP Mean Std. Dev. NP

1 0.13e-08 0.04e-08 5
2 2.16e-08 1.36e-08 4
3 3.44e-08 3.58e-08 5
5 4.58e-08 0.37e-08 5
6 3.59e-08 2.96e-08 5 7.50e-07 4.20e-07 5
7 6.87e-08 0.85e-08 5 4.40e-07 6.94e-07 4
8 2.87e-08 2.50e-08 5 0.70e-07 0.34e-07 5
9 0.50e-07 0.19e-07 5
11 0.57e-07 O.lle-07 5

Overall 3.41e-08 2.74e-08 34 2.66e-07 2.22e-07 24

Overalli-v 2.89e-08 5.66e-08 15 1.81e-07 2.46e-07 25

The value of the relative permittivity allows fundamental differences between 

dielectric materials to be observed. Due to the very good agreement between 

values obtained using the frequency independent equivalent circuit model and 

values calculated using the frequency dependent equations, it was possible to 

calculate the relative permittivity, 8r, of the two film types by dividing the 

measured capacitance by the geometric capacitance. The values obtained are
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shown in Table 5. 9. The values have been recorded for D.C. bias voltages ranging 

from 0 - 4  Volts, with 5 mV alternating voltage. The results show' a clear 

distinction between the conventional and the treated film. The higher value in the 

treated film indicates a higher polarisability, indicative o f possibly film 

morphology changes.

Table 5. 9: Relative Permittivity values for conventional and treated fdms 
prepared at 400 rpm, calculated using impedance spectroscopy. The results are 
presented for each electrode. NE is the number o f electrodes tested and NP is the 
total number o f points used to obtain the average values presented.

RELATIVE PERMITTIVITY (e,) HOLE CURRENTS

CONVENTIONAL NE:7/8 TREATED NE:5/15
Electrode Mean Std. Dev. NP Mean Std. Dev. NP

1 6.12 0.45 5
2 4.94 0.54 4
3 5.27 0.13 5
5 5.26 0.05 5
6 5.49 0.21 5 6.35 0.11 5
7 5.23 0.09 5 6.17 0.22 4
8 5.24 0.47 5 7.10 0.46 5
9 7.09 0.72 5
11 7.31 0.17 5

Overall 5.38 0.45 34 6.83 0.59 24

Table 5. 10: Dielectric Relaxation time for conventional and treated fdms 
prepared at 400 rpm, calculated using impedance spectroscopy. NE is the number 
o f electrodes tested and NP is the total number o f points used to obtain the 
average values presented.

DIELECTRIC RELAXATION (Xd) HOLE CURRENTS

CONVENTIONAL NE:7/8 TREATED NE:5/15 

Mean Std. Dev. NP Mean Std. Dev. NP 
Overall 0.011 0.020 34 0.00098 0.00081 24

The dielectric relaxation time was also calculated for both film types. The results 

are shown in Table 5. 10. The values have been recorded for D.C. bias voltages
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ranging from 0 - 4  Volts, with 5 mV alternating voltage. These values are 

identical with the values recorded previously in section 5.2.6.2, using I-V curves.

5.3.4.3 Electron Only Impedance Spectroscopy Characteristics

It should be pointed out that no meaningful ReZ data was recorded for electron 

only devices. The reason for this is unknown. This limited our analysis o f  the 

electron only data to model fits to ImZ.

ImZ was fitted as described previously for holes. It is immediately evident from 

the graphs o f  angular frequency vs ImZ that the resonance frequency occurs at a 

significantly lower frequency to that for hole only devices, indicating a larger 

dielectric relaxation time. The average values o f the capacitance obtained from the 

fits to ImZ for zero, positive and negative D.C bias voltages up to ±4 volts are 

shown in Figure 5. 31 and in Table 5. 11. As with the hole only devices it is clear 

that the capacitance o f  both film types is constant, within experimental error, over 

the range o f  D. C. voltages applied.
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Figure 5. 31: Capacitance values from -4  V - +4V  D.C. fo r  400 rpm conventional 
(blue) and treated (green) films measured using impedance spectroscopy with 
5 mValternating voltage.
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It is also noted that the capacitance values for the treated film are slightly lower 

than that for the conventional film. With a difference in film thickness between the 

two film types, differences in the measured capacitance values were expected. The 

decrease measured however is not as big as expected from the measured thickness 

increase. It is also noted that the measured capacitance values are slightly lower 

than that measured for holes, which is to be expected due to the larger film 

thicknesses measured in the electron only films.

Table 5. 11: Capacitance values from -4  V - +4V D.C. for 400 rpm conventional 
and treated films measured using impedance spectroscopy with 5 mV alternating 
voltage. NE is the number o f electrodes tested and NP is the total number o f  
points used to obtain the average values presented.

CAPACITANCE (F) ELECTRON CURRENTS

CONVENTIONAL NE;10/15 TREATED NE: 10/11

DC V Mean Std. Dev. NP Mean Std. Dev. NP
-4 3.73e-I0 0.43e-10 7 3.31e-10 0.22e-10 6
-3 3.86e-10 0.12e-10 3 3.39e-10 0.19e-10 5
-2 4.13e-10 0.37e-10 4 3.46e-10 0.08e-10 6
-1 3.64e-10 0.34e-10 2 3.38e-10 0.17e-10 6
0 3.82e-10 0.15e-I0 7 3.41e-10 0.00 1
1 3.90e-10 O.lle-10 5 3.34e-10 0.12e-10 4
2 3.99e-10 0.19e-I0 3 3.37e-10 0.15e-10 3
3 3.85e-10 0.17e-10 3 3.29e-10 0.19e-10 7
4 3.70e-10 0.29e-10 4 3.35e-10 0.17e-10 4

Overall 3.84e-10 0.28e-10 38 3.37e-I0 0.16e-10 42

The plot o f V vs l/C^ is shown in Figure 5. 32. It is clear from the graph that the 

width of the depletion region is greater than the sample thickness, even at D.C. 

applied voltages of ±4 volts.
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Figure 5. 32: The inverse o f the square o f the Capacitance, from -4  V - +4V D.C. 
for 400 rpm conventional (blue) and treated (green) films measured using 
impedance spectroscopy with 5 mValternating voltage.
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Figure 5. 33: Resistivity values from -4  V - +4V D.C. for 400 rpm conventional 
and treated films measured using impedance spectroscopy with 5 mV alternating 
voltage.
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The resistance values obtained from the fits to the imaginary impedance for zero, 

positive and negative D.C bias voltages up to ±4 volts, were converted into 

resistivity using the device area and thickness. The values obtained are shown in 

Figure 5. 33 and Table 5. 12. It is clear from Figure 5. 33 that the resistivity of the 

two film types is the same. This agrees with the I-V measurements performed in 

Section 5.2.6.1. As with the hole only devices, the application of up to ±4 volts is 

not sufficient to move out of the ohmic conduction region. This implies that the 

resistivity should be constant over this voltage range, which can be clearly seen 

from the data presented.

Table 5. 12: Resistivity values from -4  V - +4V D.C. for 400 rpm conventional 
and treated films measured using impedance spectroscopy with 5 mV alternating 
voltage. NE is the number o f electrodes tested and NP is the total number o f  
points used to obtain the average values presented.

RESISTIVITY (Qm) ELECTRON CURRENTS

CONVENTIONAL NE;10/15 TREATED NE: 10/11
DC V Mean Std. Dev. NP Mean Std. Dev. NP

-4 1.72e+10 0.89e+10 7 l.Ole+10 0.23e+10 6
-3 2.62e+10 2.86e+10 3 1.21e+10 0.52e+10 5
-2 1.56e+10 1.14e+10 4 1.15e+10 0.34e+10 6
-1 0.54e+10 0.67e+10 2 1.04e+10 0.26e+10 6
0 1.61e+10 1.12e+I0 7 0.81e+10 O.OOe+00 1
1 1.26e+10 0.78e+10 5 0.96e+10 0.17e+10 4
2 I.16e+10 l.lOe+IO 3 1.93e+I0 1.60e+10 3
3 1.31e+10 0.71e+10 3 1.18e+10 0.44e+10 7
4 1.64e+10 1.75e+10 4 2.33e+10 I.79e+10 4

Overall 1.55e+10 1.21e+10 38 I.42e+10 I.06e+10 42

The conductivity was calculated from the value of the resistance obtained from the 

fit to the imaginary impedance data. These values were not compared to values 

calculated using the I-V curves recorded after the impedance scans, as similar 

problems to those that occurred in section 5.2.6.1 with noise at low voltages made 

accurate calculation of the conductivity impossible. The results are presented in 

Table 5. 13. The conductivity o f both film types is equal. It should also be pointed
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out that the values presented in Table 5. 13, are presented for each electrode, and 

thus include values recorded at different D.C. bias voltages. This is only possible 

if all measurements take place within the ohmic conduction region, as stated 

previously.

Table 5. 13: Conductivity values for conventional and treated films prepared at 
400 rpm, calculated using impedance spectroscopy. The results are presented for  
each electrode. NE is the number o f electrodes tested and NP is the total number 
o f points used to obtain the average values presented.

CONDUCTIVITY (Sm'‘) ELECTRON CURRENTS

CONVENTIONAL NE:10/15 TREATED NE: 10/11

Electrode Mean Std. Dev. NP Mean Std. Dev. NP
1 9.93e-ll 5.07e-ll 4
2 6.15e-ll 2.46e-ll 4 8.59e-ll 4.73e-ll 5
3 5.30e-ll 2.80e-ll 4 9.01e-ll 1.96e-ll 5
4 6.33e-ll 2.71e-ll 5 9.75e-ll 4.47e-ll 4
5 8.77e-ll 2.55e-ll 3 10.6e-ll 3.90e-ll 5
6 8.04e-ll 5.12e-ll 4
7 9.50e-ll 5.60e-ll 4
8 3.76e-ll 2.93e-ll 2 9.12e-ll 3.97e-ll 5
9 14.14e-ll 10.03e-ll 3 8.14e-ll 1.26e-ll 2
10 4.05e-ll 1.83e-ll 2 9.62e-ll 3.06e-ll 4
13 13.22e-ll 11.52e-ll 4
14 6.47e-ll 3.20e-ll 5
15 9.66e-ll 4.63e-ll 6

Overall 8.03e-ll 5.74e-ll 38 9.19e-ll 3.89e-ll 42

It was possible to calculate the relative permittivity, Sr, of the two film types by 

dividing the measured capacitance by the geometric capacitance. The values 

obtained are shown in Table 5. 14. The values have been recorded for D.C. bias 

voltages ranging from -4  V -  +4 Volts, with 5 mV alternating voltage. The results 

show a clear distinction between the conventional and the treated film. The higher 

value in the treated film indicates a higher polarisability, indicative o f possibly 

film morphology changes.
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Table 5. 14: Relative Permittivity values for conventional and treated films 
prepared at 400 rpm, calculated using impedance spectroscopy. The results are 
presented for each electrode. NE is the number o f electrodes tested and NP is the 
total number o f points used to obtain the average values presented.

RELATIVE PERMITTIVITY (ŝ ) ELECTRON 
CURRENTS

CONVENTIONAL NE;10/15 TREATED NE:10/1

Electrode Mean Std. Dev. NP Mean Std.
Dev. NP

1 8.398 0.095 4
2 6.537 0.058 4 8.393 0.167 5
3 7.105 0.089 4 8.270 0.091 5
4 6.658 0.079 5 8.776 0.082 4
5 7.028 0.098 3 8.753 0.081 5
6 8.742 0.203 4
7 8.393 0.223 4
8 6.753 0.061 2 7.376 0.084 5
9 7.054 0.202 3 6.824 0.094 2
10 7.245 0.045 2 7.219 0.035 4
13 6.991 0.060 4
14 7.039 0.105 5
15 7.222 0.153 6

Overall 6.961 0.252 38 8.221 0.603 42

Table 5. 15: Dielectric Relaxation time for conventional and treated films 
prepared at 400 rpm, calculated using impedance spectroscopy. NE is the number 
o f electrodes tested and NP is the total number o f points used to obtain the 
average values presented.

DIELECTRIC RELAXATION (id) ELECTRON 
CURRENTS

CONVENTIONAL NE.10/15 TREATED NE:10/11 

Mean Std. Dev. NP Mean Std. Dev. NP 
Overall 1.07 0.67 38 1.09 0.86 42
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The dielectric relaxation time was also calculated for both film types. The results 

are shown in Table 5. 15. The values have been recorded for D.C. bias voltages 

ranging from —4 V -  +4 Volts, with 5 mV alternating voltage. These values are 

smaller than those measured in section 5.2.6.1, although direct comparisons are 

difficult due to the difficulties discussed previously.

5.3.5 Discussion

The results obtained using the equivalent circuit model represent the values o f a 

resistor-capacitor in parallel network and are frequency independent. The frequency 

dependant results measure the actual values o f  the resistance and capacitance at a 

given frequency. If the frequency dependant results are largely frequency 

independence then the results can be accurately modelled using the equivalent circuit 

model. The hole results detailed above are frequency independent over the bulk o f 

the frequency range measured, enabling accurate values to be obtained from the 

equivalent circuit model. Due to the absence of ReZ data for the elecfron only 

devices the results could only be obtained using the equivalent circuit model. The 

frequency dependence o f the electron only data is unknown. The similarities between 

the electron and hole only data presented and the good agreement with results 

obtained previously from I-V measurements, indicates that the electron only data can 

be accurately modelled using equivalent circuits.

One o f the main aims of this thesis is to study the properties of PmPV films prepared 

using the treated technique, relative to conventional films. Impedance spectroscopy 

has provided an ideal opportunity for studying several important material properties, 

including resistivity, conductivity, dielectric relaxation time and permittivity. The 

capacitance and resistance values are calculated by fitting to the measured impedance 

values or by transforming the impedance to the admittance and separating into real 

and imaginary components. Both methods give the same values over most o f the 

frequency range measured. As a resuh of this the model values were used for 

calculating the material parameters listed above.
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The resistance o f  a material changes with film thickness, hence must be converted to 

resistivity before any comparisons are made between the two film types. The same is 

true for the conductance, which must be converted to conductivity. Seeing as 

resistivity and conductivity are the inverse o f  each other we will limit our discussion 

to the conductivity as we can compare these results with the previous I-V curve 

results in Section 5.2. The calculated values for the hole conductivity show a clear 

difference for conventional and treated films. The conductivity o f  the treated film is 

one order o f  magnitude bigger that for the conventional film. The I-V measurements 

taken on the same devices as the impedance measurements show the same order o f 

magnitude difference and remarkably good agreement with the values calculated 

using impedance spectroscopy. This not only shows that the two different 

experimental techniques give the same values but it also acts to verify the clear 

difference between the conductivity values in the conventional and treated films that 

we measured in Section 5.2. The electron only devices also verified the trends shown 

in the measurements o f  Section 5.2, where the measured values for the conductivity 

were the same for conventional and treated films. It should however be pointed out 

that while the trends between treated and conventional films were the same between 

the I-V and impedance measurements on the films prepared in this section and the I- 

V measurements on films prepared in Section 5.2, the values obtained in this section 

were slightly higher than those obtained in Section 5.2. The reason for this is unclear.

Capacitance, like resistance is a parameter that can’t be directly compared between 

films o f  different thickness, due to its dependence on film thickness. However it can 

be used to calculate the relative permittivity, Sr, which is a material dependant 

parameter. The results for 8r for the hole only and electron only devices show a clear 

difference between the conventional and treated films. In both instances the value for 

the treated film is greater than for the conventional. This indicates a higher 

polarisability in the treated film, indicative o f  possible film morphology changes. As 

discussed previously, in polymeric materials delocalisation o f  electrons in the n  

molecular orbitals relative to the positively charged atoms, act as diploes and their 

separation is proportion to their delocalisation length along the polymer backbone. 

To achieve higher values for Sr requires a larger polarisability in the treated films. 

This is achieved through longer effective conjugation lengths. The fabrication o f
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treated films doesn’t in any way alter the chain length o f the PmPV, but the proposed 

increased interchain separation achieved in the treated films could act to increase the 

effective conjugation length. This is because interchain interactions act to trap 

charge, thus reducing the effective conjugation length. Interchain interactions are
' I f :

inversely proportional to mterchain separation , hence an mcrease in intercham 

separation acts to increase the effective conjugation length. The alteration of Sr 

requires a change in either chemical structure or film morphology or both. No 

changes in chemical structure take place during the preparation o f treated films, 

indicating that any observed changes are due to changes in film morphology. This 

result again supports the experimental evidence presented in previous chapters for 

increased interchain separation. It should be pointed out that 8r is related to both the 

orientation o f permanent dipoles and the induced polarisation o f individual atoms or 

ions. It is not related to the majority charge carrier in the material, meaning that the 

values measured for electron and hole only currents should be the same. This is 

clearly not the case for the results presented. The use o f different solutions for the 

electron and hole work shouldn’t give rise to such differences. The measured values 

for 8r are larger than the value o f 3 used previously. This combined with the 

differences between the values measured for the conventional and treated film isn’t 

sufficient to alter the results to the extent that differences o f one order o f magnitude 

will be erased.

The graphs o f V vs 1/C allow the free carrier density, po, to be calculated. For the 

results presented, the slope o f the graphs is zero for all four devices. This indicates 

that the sample thickness represents a lower limit for the depletion region width. 

Using the sample thickness along with the values calculated for the relative
' X ' lpermittivity an upper limit for the free carrier density can be calculated . The hole

-3

only devices give values o f 1.7e+22 and 1.3e+22 m' for the conventional and treated 

films respectively, which compare very favourably with the values calculated 

previously using SCL conduction. The electron only devices give values o f 8.3e+21 

and 6.2e+21 m'^ for the conventional and treated films respectively. These values are 

slightly lower than measured using SCL conduction.
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The dielectric relaxation time was also measured. The values measured for holes 

differ between the conventional and treated films, as expected due to the different 

mobilities measured previously. The values measured agree very well with the values 

measured in Section 5.2, once again showing how different experimental techniques 

can be used to verify results. However the values measured using electron only 

currents were the same as expected for conventional and treated films, but differed 

slightly from those measured in Section 5.2. The large errors associated with the 

values measured previously could contribute to the difference in values measured by 

the two experimental techniques.

In the next section Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) are fabricated to see if the 

improvements in photoluminescence efficiency, degradation lifetime and the 

increased hole mobility in treated films o f PmPV will translate to longer lifetimes and 

more efficient LEDs.

5.4 Light Emitting Diodes

5.4.1 Introduction

Since the first reported electroluminescence from a conjugated polymer in 1990^* 

there has been rapid development in the field o f polymeric LEDs. During the mid 

1990s research was focused on the blue end of the visible spectrum, as there were no 

cheaply available blue emitting inorganic semiconductors. Researchers have also 

been focusing on producing the red, green and blue emitting devices that fit the 

requirements o f the CIE coordinates necessary to produce perfect white light. This is 

necessary for the production o f high quality, full colour polymeric displays^^. Small 

area, limited colour organic displays are currently being marketed. Additionally the 

fabrication o f polymeric lasers and in particular an electrically pumped polymeric 

laser is another active area o f research'**’. The potential applications are endless. For 

example an electrically pumped blue emitting organic laser will revolutionise the 

world o f data storage and optical communications. Solid state optically pumped 

polymeric lasers have been demonstrated"" along with high intensity optically"*^ and 

electrically"*^ pumped polymeric microcavities, but the fabrication o f an electrically
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pumped organic laser is several years away yet. Phosphorescent materials have been 

successfully utilised to prepare high efficiency, high brightness LEDs through the 

harvesting o f triplet excitons'^’'*̂ .

What follows will be a brief outline o f how an LED works as most o f the theory 

involved in electroluminescence has been discussed elsewhere within this thesis.

5.4.2 Theory

Electroluminescence from conjugated polymers can be viewed as a four step process. 

Charge carrier injection into the conduction band and valence band is the first 

process. Due to the higher hole mobility in most conjugated polymers'*^ the efficient 

injection o f electrons is important, otherwise holes may pass through the device 

without combining with an electron. Efficient electron injection is achieved through 

good band matching between the polymer and the electron injecting electrode. This is 

achieved through the use of low workfunction metals, such as Magnesium-Silver or 

Calcium. Additionally the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) can be 

tuned to enable the use o f more environmentally stable, but higher workfunction, 

metals such as aluminium. The second process is the transport o f charge carriers 

through the device once they have been injected. This is difficult to control in single 

layer devices due to the different mobilities associated with different charge carriers. 

Electron and/or hole transporting layers can be used to aid the symmetrical injection 

o f charge into the active layer. If suitable transporting materials can be found the 

injected electrons and holes will recombine in the emissive layer, thus maximising 

device efficiency. Only single layer devices were fabricated in this thesis, for detailed 

analysis o f multi layer device the reader is referred to reference'*^. The third process is 

the formation o f an exciton from the injected electrons and holes. Due to the non

geminate nature o f the charges, spin statistics dictate that singlet and triplet excitons 

will be formed in a 1:3 ratio. This limits the efficiency of devices as only singlet 

excitons can decay to the ground state by emission of a photon. The fourth and final 

process is the decay o f the singlet exciton. Not all of the singlet excitons formed will 

decay through the emission o f a photon. Some of the excitons will get trapped and
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decay by non-radiative routes and others will form triplet excitons through 

intersystem crossing.

All o f the various processes combine to give the following equation for 

electroluminescence efficiency, <t>EL

<I>EL = X < |) p L n r n e  EquatioH 5. 36

where x  is the fraction of singlet excitons formed, which is 25%, <|)pl is the 

photoluminescence quantum efficiency, r|r is the fraction of injected charge carriers 

that form excitons and r|e is the fraction of emitted photons that are coupled out of the 

device. r|r can be maximised through careful choice of electron and hole transporting 

layers and rje can be maximised through device fabrication'**.

5.4.3 Experimental Methods and Procedures

Bipolar sandwich structure devices were prepared and tested under an applied D.C. 

voltage so as to study the 1-V characteristics of single layer PmPV LEDs. 

Comparisons were made between PmPV LEDs prepared by the conventional and the 

treated techniques. All films were prepared from a filtered (0.8|j,m pore diameter) 

25g/l toluene solution, at 400rpm for 60 seconds.

The 30 nm thick Indium Tim Oxide (ITO) layer was bought from a commercial 

supplier of sheet ITO on 50 mm square glass substrates. The bottom ITO contact was 

etched to the required dimensions. PmPV films were then spun on top of the bottom 

contact using the required spinning technique. Finally the top aluminium contacts 

were deposited, by thermal evaporation to a thickness of 75 nm. The device structure 

is the same as that shown in Figure 5. 3 with the bottom metal contact being replaced 

by ITO.

The devices were tested in the same purpose built test rig as used for the unipolar 

measurements. They were contacted using conductive silver paint and pressure 

probes. The probes were connected to a Keithley 2400 source measure unit via 

coaxial cable. A large area eye response photodiode, connected to a Keithley
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mulitmeter, was used to measure the output light intensity. The separation between 

the active area and the photodiode was 2 mm at all times. An argon feed meant that 

the devices were tested in an inert atmosphere, as a vacuum attachment wasn’t 

possible. The mulitmeter and the source meter were interfaced to a computer using 

National Instruments protocols in visual basic. The Current-Voltage-Intensity (I-V-I) 

characteristics were displayed on screen in real time. Spectra were recorded using an 

Andor Charge Coupled Device (CCD) Camera, which was connected to an Oriel 

monochromator with 0.6 nm resolution. The light was collected using a liquid light 

guide.

Devices were initially forward biased from 0-1OV to check for any shorting that 

sometimes occurred. Subsequent runs were taken in 0.5 V steps up to 20 V and in 

1 V steps there after. Film thicknesses were measured using optical profilometry.

5.4.4 Results and Analysis

The aim of this experimental section is to prepare LEDs from PmPV using both the 

conventional and the treated film preparation techniques and to see if the 

improvement in photoluminescence efficiency, the increased film thickness and the 

increased hole mobility in treated films would result in brighter and more efficient 

LEDs. The films prepared are detailed in Table 5. 16.

There are a number o f observations that can be made from the results presented in 

Table 5. 16. As previously discussed it had been noted that films o f type T prepared 

at 400 rpm showed a thickness increase o f -30%  over films o f type C, but that in 

some instances this level o f thickness increase was not achieved, for reasons 

discussed in Section 5.2.7. For the 400 rpm treated film fabricated in this 

experimental section a thickness increase o f 14% was attained. The thickness o f the 

conventional 400 rpm film and the 1000 rpm films is slightly larger than earlier 

measurements. This can be attributed to differences in the concentration o f the 

solution and possibly to the use o f a different bottom contact material. A minimum of 

three points were used to calculate the mean and standard deviation for the film 

thicknesses presented.
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Table 5. 16: Specifics o f PmPV films used for LED analysis. The spin speed is 
measured in rpm.

Specifics o f PmPV Films Used For LED Analysis

Film Spin Bottom Top
Type Speed Contact Contact

Deposition Film Thickness %
Method Increase

Mean Std. Dev.

c 400 ITO A1 Evaporation 417 7 nm
T 400 ITO A1 Evaporation 475 8 nm +14

C 1000 ITO A1 Evaporation 272 11 nm
T 1000 ITO A1 Evaporation 265 2 nm -3

The graphs of Electric Field (E) vs Current Density (J) and Electric Field vs Light 

Intensity (I) show some interesting results. No light emission was detected from 

either o f the two film types prepared at 400 rpm, in the electric field range studied. 

This may have been due to the large film thickness o f these devices giving rise to 

poor output coupling efficiency and excessive heating"^ .̂ Light emission was however 

observed from both film types prepared at 1000 rpm. Representative graphs for the 

1000 rpm films are plotted in Figure 5. 34 and Figure 5. 35. Some interesting 

observations can be made from these plots. Firstly the breakdown electric field in 

both film types is the same. Secondly for a given electric field the output light 

intensity and the current density is greater in the treated film than in the conventional 

film. The average magnitude o f this difference is two, at the breakdown electric field. 

The same phenomenon is noticed in the 400 rpm films, except this time only with the 

current density as there is no light output from these films. The breakdown field in 

the 400 rpm films is the same as in the 1000 rpm films although the currents densities 

are significantly lower.
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Figure 5. 34: Electric Field  V5 Current Density (black) and Electric Field vs 
Intensity (A. U.) (blue) fo r  a conventional Pm P V LE D  spun at 1000 rpm.
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Figure 5. 35: Electric Field vs Current Density (black) and Electric Field vs Light 
Intensity (A. U.) (green) fo r  a treated Pm PV LED spun at 1000 rpm.
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Figure 5. 36: Electroluminescence spectrum for a conventional PmPV LED at 
50 Am'^. The film was spun at 1000 rpm.
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Figure 5. 37: Electroluminescence spectrum for a treated PmPV LED at 50 Am'^. 
The film was spun at 1000 rpm.
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It was noticed that the operating lifetime o f the treated device was longer than that of 

the conventional device. This enabled the device to be held at a constant current 

density for longer periods before device failure. The electroluminescence spectra that 

were recorded are shown in Figure 5. 36 and Figure 5. 37. Both spectra were 

recorded at 50 Am' , but the treated film was recorded using a higher number of 

accumulations, due to its increased stability and lifetimes.

5.4.5 Discussion

The results show a very interesting trend, namely that the treated films can sustain a 

higher current density and have a higher output light intensity for a given applied 

electric field than the conventional films. The higher current density could be due to a 

higher hole mobility in the treated films. The hole mobility in 400 rpm films was 

measured in Section 5.2.6.2 to be one order o f magnitude greater than in 

conventional films. The corresponding measurement was not performed on 1000 rpm 

films due to experimental difficulties. The Increased hole mobility in treated films 

could be attributed to the removal o f air from PmPV thin films and/or the increased 

interchain separation. If it were due solely to the removal o f air from the films then 

the same mobility increase would be expected in the 1000 rpm films. This wouldn’t 

be the case if it was due solely to increased interchain separation.

This may go some way towards explaining the increased current densities in both the 

400 and 1000 rpm treated films, but is by no means certain. The mobility o f electrons 

is unchanged in treated films meaning that no additional electrons are injected into 

the film. Due to their lower mobility it is the electrons that control r|r, the fraction of 

injected charge carriers that form excitons, hence t|r remains the same in both film 

types. The photoluminescence intensity increase in films showing no thickness 

increase is o f the order of 20%. This should contribute to an increased 

electroluminescence efficiency. A plot o f current density vs output intensity for 

different devices enables relative efficiencies to be established, in terms of light out 

per unit current. This plot is shown in Figure 5. 38 for the J-E plots shown in Figure 

5. 34 and Figure 5. 35. There are some clear differences between the two film types. 

At low current densities the relative efficiencies in terms o f light out per unit current
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are similar but at current densities above 65 Am'^ the conventional device starts to 

saturate. A similar drop off isn’t seen in the treated film until 220 Am' . This shows 

that at the top end o f  the operational capacity o f  conventional devices that the treated 

devices are significantly more efficient. This increase is achieved through increases 

in (t)pLand rie, although the relative contributions are unclear.
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Figure 5. 38: Relative current efficiencies o f the conventional (blue) and treated 
(green) 1000 rpm PmPV LEDs.

All the above resuhs indicate that no one process is leading to the higher output light 

intensity in the treated film type device. They do however show that for the same 

electric field the light output is approximately twice that o f the conventional device, 

but that the trade o ff is a higher current density as opposed to a significantly more 

efficient device at low current densities. The increase in power efficiency is shown in 

Figure 5. 39. The y-axis is plotted on a logarithmic scale so as it can be clearly seen 

that there is no light output prior to a critical turn on electric field being reached. This 

field is similar for both film types. The photoluminescence intensity increase for 

1000 rpm treated films can account for up to one fifth o f the measured 

electroluminescence intensity increase. Some o f the additional light output may be 

due to better output coupling, the reason for which is unclear. Further experimental
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work will have to be performed to better ascertain the origins o f the increased 

electroluminescence output and their relative contributions.

In addition to the increased output light intensity, it was noticed that the treated 

devices were significantly more stable and had longer operating lifetimes than the 

conventional device. This was very evident when holding the devices at a constant 

current density while recording the electroluminescence spectra. In the conventional 

films the electric field required to maintain a constant J value increased dramatically 

resulting in rapid device failure. In the treated devices the electric field required to 

maintain a constant J value remained relatively constant with time. This enabled 

spectra to be accumulated over longer periods, resulting in the clear differences 

evident in the two electroluminescence spectra presented.
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Figure 5. 39: Relative Power efficiency o f  the conventional (blue) and treated (green) 
1000 rpm film s LEDs. The y-axis is plotted on logarithmic scale so as the critical 
turn on electric f ie ld  can be clearly seen.
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the spectral output changes over time then the display quality will deteriorate. 

Unfortunately the measured spectra were not clear enough to perform such 

measurements.

It should be pointed out that the device operating lifetimes in the treated devices were 

o f the order o f several minutes and significantly reduced in the conventional devices. 

The poor lifetimes o f these PmPV devices is attributed to its low charge carrier 

mobility and low photoluminescence efficiency. It would be hoped that the 

application o f the treated technique to better electroluminescence materials would 

hopefully lead to more dramatic results.

In total three pairs o f 400 rpm films were fabricated. Light emission was not obtained 

in any o f the devices. The information detailed in Table 5. 16 relates to the 400 rpm 

films that were prepared from the same solution as the 1 OOOrpm films. The absence 

o f any light emission from the 400 rpm films can be attributed to excessive heating 

due to the thickness o f the devices and due to the fact that any electron-hole 

recombination that takes place will be at the cathode and any emitted light may not 

make it to the anode due to scattering. Non radiative decay processes contribute to 

device heating. Poor output coupling can lead to dramatically reduced external 

efficiencies despite possible high internal efficiencies. This is an issue that has been 

addressed through several different device architectures, including a minimisation of 

the coupling o f light into the substrate^*' and through the use o f hole blocking layers, 

which act to move the recombination of electrons and holes nearer to the anode.

5.5 Conclusions
This chapter has touched on many areas o f the electrical properties of PmPV thin films 

enabling a detailed picture to be built and an understanding of the effects on the 

electrical properties through the preparation o f treated films. The important point that 

the reader should take away with them is that the treatment o f PmPV films is not 

detrimental to the performance o f electrical devices. In each of the three experimental 

sections it was shown that important electrical/polymeric properties were improved in 

the treated devices.
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The Current -  Voltage measurements showed that for electrons the electrical properties 

remained unaffected by the fabrication of treated devices. The removal o f air in the 

1000 rpm films and the removal o f air combined with increased interchain separation in 

the 400 rpm films had no effect on the electrical properties. However differences were 

noted for holes. Treated films prepared at 400 rpm exhibited trap free conduction, where 

as the corresponding conventional film showed trapping characteristics. 

Correspondingly the mobility and conductivity increased and the dielectric relaxation 

time decreased, all by one order o f magnitude. The most probable cause for the 

elimination o f traps can be attributed to the removal o f a discrete trapping level caused 

by an interchain interaction, as shown in Figure 5. 18, due to increased interchain 

separation. The absence o f a similar effect for electrons is unclear. The one sided 

increase in charge carrier mobility will be o f limited benefit in bipolar devices but has 

the potential to be used for controlling the electrical properties in unipolar devices. 

However the results for the 1000 rpm treated LEDs show similar properties to the 

400 rpm hole only 1-V devices, in terms o f higher current densities for a given electric 

field. This indicates that the observed differences between treated and conventional 

devices may be due to the removal o f air from the treated films.

The impedance spectroscopy measurements provided one o f the important pieces in the 

electrical jigsaw in terms of measuring a polymeric property that can be related to 

interchain separation. The calculation of the relative permittivity, which is proportional 

to the dielectric polarisability, enables the effective conjugation length of polymeric 

materials to be compared. In this case it was used to compare conventional and treated 

films o f PmPV. The values measured for the treated film were larger, indicating a higher 

polarisability and hence longer effective conjugation length. Interactions between 

neighbouring polymer chains lead to trapping sites that trap single charge carriers and 

also dissociate excitons, thus effectively shortening the delocalisation length for single 

charge carriers and excitons. A reduction in such trapping sites through increased 

interchain separation acts to increase single charge carrier and exciton delocalisation 

lengths. This is a very important result in that it supports the findings o f the previous 

chapter through an independent experimental technique. The experimental technique 

also acted to verify the similarity and the difference in the conductivity for the
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conventional and treated films for electrons and holes respectively. 1-V measurements 

performed on the same devices produced the same values for the conductivit}', again 

showing the excellent agreement between the two experimental techniques. The results 

also showed that the devices were depleted of free charge indicating the formation of 

large depletion regions at the electrodes, considering the device thicknesses measured. 

The depletion regions were also significantly greater than the device thickness as no 

dielectric bulk values were observed upon the application o f a ±4 volts D.C. potential. 

The excellent agreement between the equivalent circuit values and the frequency 

dependant values allowed extensive use o f the equivalent circuit in the analysis o f the 

results.

The fabrication of single layer LEDs using both film preparation techniques showed that 

significant improvement in output light intensity could be achieved, but unfortunately 

without any significant improvements in efficiency. Additionally the absence of any 

light emission from the 400 rpm devices curtailed detailed analysis o f the effects of 

interchain separation on output light intensity and device efficiency.

In conclusion the preparation o f treated devices from PmPV had a positive effect on 

device performance. This is shown by the higher hole mobilities that were measured and 

the brighter LEDs that were fabricated. In addition the calculation o f the relative 

permittivity provided an alternate route to support the increased interchain separation in 

treated 400 rpm PmPV films.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions
Brighter, longer lived, more energy efficient and spectrally stable light emitting devices 

(LEDs) are the requirements necessary if organic polymers are to be utilised 

successfully in commercially available and economically affordable LEDs. This thesis 

makes significant strides towards these requirements for the luminescent polymer 

poly(m-phenylenevinylene-co-2,5-dioctlyoxy-p-phenylenevinylene) [PmPV]. Several 

aspects of LED fabrication were addressed in an effort to understand and improve their 

performance. The photoluminescence degradation and efficiency were studied and using 

a novel thin film preparation technique these properties were significantly improved. 

The morphology of the thin films was altered by the use of this technique, resuhing in 

increased interchain separation. Application of this spinning technique to the fabrication 

of LEDs was found to improve the power efficiency of single layer PmPV devices. The 

fabrication of unipolar devices showed that the electrical properties of PmPV didn’t 

deteriorate through the use of this spinning technique and that some properties, 

including the hole mobility, were improved by one order of magnitude.

The presence of oxygen and water in the atmosphere act to degrade device performance 

in both optical and electrical applications. Device encapsulation is essential for material 

stability and consistent device operation, but does not tackle the material properties of 

efficiency or photo-degradation lifetime. A number of thin film preparation techniques 

were employed to improve these properties prior to encapsulation. At this point one 

technique, known as the treated technique was thought to have altered the morphology 

of PmPV films. The effects associated with this included an increased 

photoluminescence efficiency of at least 27% combined with longer photo-degradation 

lifetimes and most significantly an increase in film thickness coupled with spectral
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broadening towards the blue end of the spectrum, due to a disruption o f chain 

aggregation in the solid state. It was these effects that warranted further study, as their 

implications for optoelectronic devices is far reaching.

Comparisons between PmPV films and blend films prepared using polystyrene, 

measured using photoinduced absorption techniques, showed that the polaron yield in 

thin polymer blend films, with a large interchain separation, is eliminated. The polaron 

signal in the treated film type was still clearly evident but significantly reduced 

compared to conventional PmPV films. This indicated that the changes in film 

morphology in the treated film were due to increased interchain separation. This 

reduction in polaron yield through increased interchain separation provided an 

explanation for the photoluminescence efficiency increase measured in the treated films. 

Measurement o f the relative permittivity using impedance spectroscopy also provided 

supporting evidence to verily changes in film morphology. The relative permittivity o f a 

dielectric is related to the poiarisability, enabling the effective conjugation length to be 

compared between materials. The treatment of PmPV films increased its relative 

permittivity indicating an increase in poiarisability and hence an increased delocalisation 

length for charge carriers through reduced interchain coupling, which acts to reduce 

delocalisation lengths by trapping charge.

The polaron absorption was observed to be at a comparatively high energy relative to 

other similar PPV derivatives. Two polaron absorptions were observed in a solution 

doping measurement, although it was noted that the higher energy transition dominated. 

The reason for the domination of one transition over another is unknown. A possible 

explanation, based on the breaking o f symmetry due to the meta linkage in PmPV, was 

offered for the observation o f the two transitions. The high energy o f the polaron 

absorption meant that it overlapped the photoluminescence spectrum, effectively 

eliminating PmPV for solid state lasing applications. This highlighted the possible 

limitations o f meta linkages for improving luminescence efficiency although further 

studies are required. Electrically pumped solid state organic lasers will require not only 

the removal o f the overlap between the photo luminescence and polaron absorption but 

the elimination o f polaron formation, as it dramatically reduces photo luminescence 

efficiency. The same can be said about eliminating triplet yields.
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Device operating voltages can be reduced considerably if the conductivity can be 

increased. This is often achieved through the use o f dopants. This however can lead to 

problems as some dopants can diffiise rapidly through a device, while others contain 

unwanted impurities. A thin film fabrication technique that improves charge carrier 

mobility instead o f increasing charge carrier density would provide an alternative route. 

The mobility o f holes in treated films of PmPV was found to have increased by one 

order o f magnitude relative to untreated films. The same result was not achieved for 

electrons thus eliminating the possibility o f the fabrication o f LEDs with significantly 

enhanced efficiency through increased electron mobility. The treatment o f PmPV films 

was found to have no detrimental affects on the electrical properties o f PmPV films, 

indicating that the incorporation o f treated films into both unipolar and bipolar devices 

should help improve device efficiencies.

The differences between conventional and treated PmPV thin films were measured 

using both direct current measurements and alternating current measurements. This 

allows results to be verified by alternate means, providing a valuable tool in 

experimental analysis.

In conclusion the photoluminescence efficiency of PmPV thin films was increased 

through the development o f a film preparation technique that fabricated films with 

increased interchain separation. It was shown that these films were spectrally stable and 

photo-degraded less rapidly when exposed to laser light at 457.9 nm in both air and inert 

atmospheres. The increased photoluminescence efficiency was shown to be a 

consequence o f a reduction in the polaron yield, which verified the increased interchain 

separation in the treated films. The treatment o f PmPV films was shown not to be 

detrimental to the performance of electrical devices and in some instances significantly 

improved polymeric properties essential for the fabrication of efficient devices. The 

calculation o f the relative permittivity using electrical measuring techniques supported 

the results obtained optically for increased interchain separation.

This thesis provides an insight into some o f the requirements necessary for developing 

high efficiency devices through optimisation o f thin film preparation techniques. The
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results provide an understanding o f some of the requirements necessary for device 

preparation and the design o f polymeric materials more suited to the fabrication o f high 

efficiency electrical and optical devices.

6.2 Future Work

There are several areas where work still needs to be performed in relation to this thesis. 

Firstly electrical degradation measurements need to be performed for both unipolar and 

bipolar currents. These measurements will involve passing constant current densities 

through the devices for a number o f hours and monitoring the drive voltage required to 

maintain the constant current density. Reflection FTIR spectra, taken through thin top 

contacts on the unipolar devices, will enable the degradation effects to be studied at the 

molecular level. Any differences between different charge carriers and electrical and 

optical degradation can then be studied. Photoluminescence spectra, taken through the 

thin top contacts on the unipolar devices and through either contact on the bipolar 

devices will enable efficiency and spectral changes to be monitored. These 

measurements will indicate if the treatment o f PmPV films also improves electrical 

degradation and stability in addition to improving these properties optically.

The second significant area o f work still to be done is the application of the treated 

technique to other polymeric materials and in particular materials with excellent light 

emitting properties such as poly(9,9-dioctyl fluorene) (PFO). The possibilities for this 

study include; Altering sidechains and the length o f sidechains, comparisons between 

meta and para linkages on the backbones, the use o f small molecules, comparisons 

between the monomer and its corresponding polymer, including a conjugation length 

study. This number of possible studies is outside the scope of this thesis, but would 

provide a valuable insight into the polymeric properties best suited to optimising the 

treatment o f thin films.
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